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the stochastic computing system, a promising VC-MTJ based true random stochastic bitstream generator is proposed and utilized.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

As traditional silicon (Si) technologies scale ever deeper into nanometer, logic transistors and memory devices are approaching their fundamental limits. One of the main challenge is the emergence of Dark Silicon, which reveals the thermal and power constraints for semiconductor design and drastically limits the benefit brought by technology scaling. Exploring power-efficient emerging technologies is an essential task to continue the technology advancement. Many promising candidate technologies have been proposed. However, their values still require rigorous evaluation. To identify their potential values, technologies must be co-optimized and evaluated with circuit and system applications. My dissertation can be classified into three sections:

- **Emerging technology and circuit evaluation**: evaluating and co-optimizing emerging logic devices, memory devices, integration technologies in the contexts of circuit and system [WLP13, WPC14, WPC15, LWP15b, ZBW16, WHZ15b, WHZ16, WLE16b, GWM10].

- **Emerging memory design and optimization**: developing fast circuit simulation models for emerging memories, and designing circuitry to improve emerging memory reliability and performance [LGW16c, LLW17, WLG16, WPC17, WPG17, GLL16b, WZZ10, WRS17].

- **Non-volatile computing**: designing non-volatile stochastic computing system with emerging memory technologies [WPL17].
1.1 Emerging Technology Introduction

With technology scaling, transistor density increases rapidly but supply voltage scales slowly due to the non-scaled threshold voltage. As a result, chip power density grows dramatically, and the elevated temperature degrades transistor electron mobility. A problem called dark silicon emerges, which reveals that the chip power density becomes the bound limiting the performance improvement. Moreover, scaling device to nanoscale faces other challenges like increasing interconnect resistance and routing congestion. Exploring alternative solutions is essential to continue the technology development.

Many emerging technologies have been proposed with potential advantages in energy efficiency. At the device level, emerging logic and memory devices have been proposed to resolve the dark silicon problem, including tunneling field-effect transistor (TFET), III-V FET, Junction-less (JL) FET, spin-transfer torque (STT) magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), voltage-controlled (VC) MTJ, and charge-trapping memory. At the technology level, the novel heterogeneous integration of different materials is an attractive technology enabling energy-efficient computation. In this section, a brief introduction is given regarding examples of emerging logic and memory devices.

1.1.1 Emerging Boolean Logic Devices

1.1.1.1 III-V Compound Transistors

III-V compound transistors comprise of two or more elements from group III (boron, aluminium, gallium, indium) and group V (nitrogen, phosphorus, arsenic, antimony, bismuth). These transistors have characteristics of faster speed and/or lower capacitance compared with traditional Si transistors. For examples, InGaAs based transistors have high driving capability and low capacitance for its high mobility and conduction band density of states.

1.1.1.2 Tunneling Field-effect Transistor (TFET)

TFET [IR11] has different switching mechanism from traditional MOSFET, even though their structures are similar. The conducting current of TFET is due to quantum tunneling
through an energy barrier. The energy barrier is modulated by its gate voltage, which substantially controls the current density and the TFET switching. TFET is supposed to have lower subthreshold slope (SS) and lower leakage power compared with traditional Si CMOS, allowing TFET to operate at lower supply voltage with lower power consumption.

### 1.1.1.3 Other Emerging Boolean Logic Devices

Compared with traditional Si FETs, carbon nanotube (CNT) FET has higher electron mobility and high current density, gate-all-around (GAA) FET has better gate-control capability and higher SS, and Junctionless (JL) FET has lower fabrication cost.

### 1.1.2 Emerging Memories

Figure 1.1: STT-MTJ and VC-MTJ are switched through current and voltage respectively.

#### 1.1.2.1 Spin-transfer Torque Magnetic Tunnel Junction (STT-MTJ)

STT-MTJ [Hei01, WHA11] (Fig. 1.1) is a non-volatile storage device that potentially promises the speed and density of dynamic random access memory (DRAM). STT-MTJ has two resistance states (high resistance and low resistance), which are determined by magnetization directions of the free and the fixed layers. A low (“1”) and high (“0”) resistance are present when magnetic directions are parallel (P state) or anti-parallel (AP state) respectively. The resistance difference is quantified by tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR, defined as \((R_H - R_L)/R_L\)), where TMR of 180% has been demonstrated in a 8Mb STT-MRAM chip [SLa16].
The magnetization in free layer is switched by STT current. STT-MTJ can potentially achieve less than 10 ns switching time and 100 fJ/bit switching energy. Therefore, spin-transfer torque RAM (STT-RAM) designed with STT-MTJs is identified as a possible replacement of current memory technologies, such as static RAM (SRAM) Cache [SBL11, SMN11, XSW11, JMX12] and DRAM main memory [KKS13].

1.1.3 Voltage-control Magnetic Tunnel Junction (VC-MTJ)

VC-MTJs (Fig. 1.1) [AUA13, AAU12, DAC13, KYI12, SMN12, SNB12, WLH12] with voltage-controlled magnetic anisotropy (VCMA) provides more promising performance than STT-MTJs. This technology allows for precessional switching, a process which provides flipping of the magnetization upon a voltage pulse, irrespective of the initial state. It enables the use of minimum sized access transistors, as well as precessional switching to simultaneously achieve low energy, high density and high speed magnetoelectric random access memory (MeRAM). MeRAM reduces switching energy due to reduced ohmic loss (10 fJ/bit for the VC-MTJs with over 100X higher resistance than STT-MTJs).

Both STT-MTJ and VC-MTJ suffer from the reliability problem of intrinsic switching failure caused by thermal fluctuation exacerbated by process variation [LAS08] and temperature variation. This problem can be quantified by write error rate (WER), which is the average number of switching failures per write. STT-RAM can simply reduce the WER by using high current and long write time. By contrast, MeRAM does not have a trivial solution, because every VC-MTJ has an optimal write pulse giving the lowest WER, and the effect of variation on the optimal pulse is less straightforward.

1.1.3.1 Resistive Random Access Memory (ReRAM)

ReRAM [SSS08] works by changing the resistance through a dielectric layer. There are many mechanisms to change the dielectric resistance, for example, moving oxygen vacancies. In multi-level-cell (MLC) ReRAM, more than two resistances are utilized to store data. In a ReRAM programming, the resistance change is fast in the beginning and gets slow later (saturated). The programming speed exponentially depends on voltage [STM11, AGH12], where a higher voltage is more efficient in terms of energy and speed.
but not the accuracy [AGH12]

1.1.3.2 Phase Change Memory (PCM)

PCM [WRK10] presents low and high resistance states in crystalline and amorphous phases respectively. Generally, quick high-temperature heat and quench can change the crystalline phase to crystalline phase. A relative longer low-temperature heat can gradually switch it to amorphous state. Multiple resistance states can be achieved by creating partial amorphous phase.

1.1.3.3 Flash Memory

Flash memory can be classified to NAND-flash [LHC02] and NOR-flash. NAND-flash has higher density and lower cost, but does not allow random access. NAND-flash is suitable for storage. By contrast, NOR-flash provides random access address but has lower density. NOR-flash is usually used in applications where processors can directly execute code stored in it. Though Flash memory is not an emerging technology, recently, modified NOR-flash has shown high efficiency in emerging analog computation like multiplication and addition, which is suitable to implement emerging applications like deep neural networks [GMG15, GBP17, BGK16].

1.1.3.4 Memory Density and Programming Time

Fig. 1.2 shows density and programming time of emerging memories and existing commercial memories (hard disk drive (HDD), NAND flash, Static RAM (SRAM)). These results are surveyed from published papers.

1.1.4 Emerging Integration Technologies

1.1.4.1 Buried Metal Layer

Buried metal layer (M-1) and its contact layer (V-1), lie underneath the device layers. These layers are proposed to reduce intra-cell routing congestion and improve cell pin access. Fig. 1.3a shows a cross-section of the traditional interconnect stack on top of
the device layers, and Fig. 1.3b shows the interconnect stack after adding the proposed buried layer under the device layers.

Figure 1.3: (a) Original stack of interconnect layers on top of device layers in SOI process (b) New stack with $M_{-1}$ and $V_{-1}$.

1.1.4.2 Heterogeneous Integration

Heterogeneous integration (HGI) of silicon, germanium, and/or III-V semiconductor devices on a single platform can open alternative pathways to improving the performance and functionality of nanoscale integrated circuits. In contrast with homogeneous (all-Si) designs, HGI combines the advantages of disparate materials to optimize the complex
requirements and tradeoffs faced in circuit design.

1.1.5 Emerging Memory System Reliability

Many data-center studies [SL12a, SDB15, MWK15, SPW09] point out that main memory reliability is becoming a crucial problem in computing systems. Although the per-bit memory failure rate improves with technology development, the improvement cannot compensate the growing memory density required by increasing data-heavy applications, and hence worsened memory failure rate has been observed [SPW09]. Moreover, the introduction of emerging non-volatile memories and emerging memory-centric architecture will exacerbate the reliability problem [ZZD12, LAS08]. The consequences of memory failure are frequent system failure recovery and faulty memory replacement, which result in reduced serviceability and increased costs.

1.2 Emerging Technologies Evaluation

Though many emerging technologies have been proposed, the best replacement technology for silicon is still unclear. It is risky for semiconductor industry to invest in an emerging technology before the knowledge of its benefit and profit; they need rigorous evaluation to identify the values prior to commercial investment.

A comprehensive technology evaluation should assess the technology in the contexts of applications and circuit designs, which are co-optimized with the evaluated technology to obtain maximum benefits. Partially comparing technology parameters may lead to biased results. For example, the lower leakage current of tunneling FET (TFET) does not always guarantee lower power than Si CMOS, given that to achieve the same speed as Si CMOS, TFET gates should have large size to offset its weak driving capability, resulting in increased interconnect load, chip area and power. Moreover, CMOS with power management techniques can significantly reduce power consumption, which cannot be omitted in comparison with emerging boolean devices.

This dissertation includes several evaluation and optimization frameworks in the contexts of circuit and system for emerging logic and memory devices, and integration technologies:
• PROCEED [WPC15, WPC14] (a Pateto-based circuit-level optimization framework for logic devices), a framework that co-optimizes and evaluates emerging logic devices with circuits (given benchmarks), incorporating gate sizing, power management, and threshold voltage selections.

• An evaluation framework that assesses the impact of process variation in FinFETs on the speed, power, and reliability of microprocessors [WLP13].

• An evaluation framework for STT-MRAM and MeRAM with respect to density, power, speed, scalability, and reliability [WLE16b].

• An evaluation framework for heterogeneous integrated processors [LWP15b]

• An evaluation framework for buried metal layer with respect to chip speed, cost, and density [ZBW16].

• MEMRES (a memory system reliability simulator) [WHZ16, WHZ15b], which simulates memory system reliability (failure rate) considering in-DIMM and in-controller error-correcting code (ECC), memory page retirement, hardware sparing, memory scrubbing, and memory access pattern.

1.3 Design for Efficient MRAM Write and Read

According to our evaluation frameworks, MRAM is a promising technology that potentially improves computing system performance due to its fast programming speed, high density, and non-volatility at device-level. Its benefit can be further maximized in an emerging memory-centric architecture for data-driven applications, where most computation is performed near or inside memory. We have proposed several techniques to improve its write and read efficiency. Some techniques can be extended to all resistive non-volatile memories (NVM).
1.3.1 Optimized MRAM Write and Read Enabled by MTJ-based Variation Monitor

We propose a variation monitor [WLG16] that senses wafer-level process variation (free layer thickness variation) and monitors dynamic temperature change in MRAM. This variation monitor senses the MTJ free layer energy barrier through monitoring thermal activation rate accelerated by applying small current/voltage pulse across MTJs. The applied pulse exponentially reduces the retention time allowing effective in-situ sensing on small MTJ array. Compared with conventional temperature monitors, this monitor has 20X smaller area, 10X faster speed, and 5X more energy-efficiency with same resolution [WLG16].

Sensing the variation can not only enhance memory reliability but also can improve MRAM write and read efficiency by dynamically tuning write and read pulse, e.g., MRAM at high temperature switches faster and is vulnerable to read disturbance, which can be written and read with low voltage amplitude. The sensed variation levels can be mapped to an optimized MRAM write and read pulses. Our preliminary results [WLG16] show that with adaptive write, the write latency of STT-RAM and MeRAM cache are reduced by up to 17% and 59% respectively, and application run time is improved by up to 41%.

Additionally, the proposed design can be utilized as magnetic/thermal attack sensor. The lower thermal stability in the monitoring MTJs allows them to react much earlier than normal MRAM array in an attack. The early reaction leaves time for emergency actions to protect data from loss.

1.3.2 Negative Differential Resistance-assisted NVM Write and Read

We proposed using negative differential resistance (NDR) to selectively program resistive NVM according to its resistance state [WPC17, WPG17]. This technology reduces programming time and energy. As shown in Fig. 1.4, to realize the function, a voltage-controlled NDR (V-NDR) is connected to a resistive memory cell through a series path. The V-NDR shows either a high or a low resistance when the equivalent resistance of other components in the series connection (mainly from an NVM cell) is lower or higher than a threshold determined by the V-NDR. The high-to-low resistance ratio of V-NDR
can be $10 \sim 1,000$ from silicon demonstration, which is drastically higher than those of many NVM, for example, $2 \sim 4$ for MRAM. This eases several memory operations. For NVM switched by current, an automatic write termination can be performed to avoid energy waste upon the completion of switching from HRS to low resistance state (LRS) due to the V-NDR resistance change. For NVM with small HRS to LRS ratio, e.g., MRAM, V-NDR can amplify the resistance ratio by 10-100X. In the meantime, V-NDR can minimize read disturbance of MRAM by over $10^9X$ given that the disturbance current is cut off by V-NDR. Experimental demonstration has shown 2X write energy reduction and $10^9X$ read disturbance reduction.

Figure 1.4: (a) Load line for V-NDR-MTJ series circuit (illustrated in inset). Blue and red line correspond to the MTJ HRS and LRS respectively. The stable operating points when the MTJ is in HRS and LRS are indicated by $\mathbb{1}$ and $\mathbb{2}$, respectively. (b) Diagram of proposed 3T CMOS circuit for generating V-NDR between IN and OUT terminals.

We have also proposed current-controlled NDR (C-NDR) (see Fig. 1.5) as a complementary solution of V-NDR for fast MLC NVM programming. In MLC NVM (ReRAM, CTM, and PCM), more than two resistances are utilized to store data. The conventional scheme for intermediate resistance programming (not the lowest and highest resistance) is multiple write-and-check cycles [PMH15], where a read operation following a write checks the cell resistance against target one and determines additional programming cycles. This scheme takes long programming time and high energy. By utilizing V-NDR and C-NDR, intermediate resistance programming can be completed in one cycle. V-NDR and C-NDR can work together to perform MLC programming automatic termination. V-NDR and C-NDR are used for programming a cell to lower and higher resistance respectively. Multiple V-NDR and C-NDR with different sizes are utilized, where every NDR is sized
according to one target intermediate resistance such that it terminates write current when the programmed cell reaches the target resistance. The simple NDR design combines the functions of read check and write control, dramatically improving MLC programming efficiency.

Figure 1.5: (a) One example of C-NDR comprising of a Schmitt trigger and an NMOS. The Schmitt trigger has two threshold voltages $V_{TH}$ and $V_{TL}$. (b) The I-V of the C-NDR. When VNDR starts from 0, then the current of C-NDR remains low until VNDR reaches $V_{TH}$, the current suddenly rises until VNDR reduces below $V_{TL}$. The Schmitt trigger is supplied with low VCC to reduce leakage.

1.4 Stochastic Non-volatile Computing using MTJ

The rapid development of Internet of Things (IoT) creates a big potential need for low-power wireless devices. Non-volatile (NV) computing system designed with NVM, enabling persistent computing and intermediate power gating, potentially holds significant energy advantages. NVM based non-volatile computing is in great demand for IoT. However, simply using NVM as computing memories like register and cache cannot improve computing efficiency, neither the use of NVM as backup storage. By contrast, we have proposed special NV computing methodologies that use NVM as logic elements, which potentially reduce design energy and area.

We have proposed NV stochastic computing (NVSC) [WPL17] designed by VC-MTJ and V-NDR [WLG16]. This computing scheme outperforms conventional CMOS stochastic computing (SC) by over 300% energy efficiency. In addition to the use of NVM for storage and bitstream generation like previous NVM based SC, the proposed NVSC also
computes through VC-MTJ with the assistance of V-NDR. Moreover, the bitstream generation using VC-MTJ is more robust, efficient, and accurate than previous NVM based SC.

Apparently, SC is not a replacement for binary computation. Exporting computation to a SC based accelerator from a binary system will introduce overhead of bitstream conversion and communication. Hence, the SC should be designed only for suitable applications that can dramatically reduce energy consumption. Machine learning and image processing are very good candidates for their massive use of multiplication and addition, of which the SC implementation is simple and efficient. NVSC based Adaboost, as an example, has shown 3-30X more energy-efficiency than that of CMOS binary and SC design [WPL17].
CHAPTER 2

PROCEED: A Pareto Optimization-based
Circuit-level Evaluator for Emerging Devices

2.1 Chapter Introduction

To explore additions or alternatives to CMOS, emerging devices must be assessed within the context of the circuits they might be used to build. Many technology benchmarking methods have been proposed to meet this need [WOW10, WA11, SFK11, FHS06, NY13, SK99, LLA11, KKA08, ARG09, CLD13, CKL09, PN12, SLS14a, SLS14b, SKC14, SLL14]; as summarized in Fig. 2.1, all these methods neglect a number of essential circuit features, any one of which can dramatically alter the results. Because of their variety and complexity, modern devices and circuit designs must be carefully chosen to complement each other before assessing viability; this requires a level of flexibility in the benchmarking process that has not existed until now. Device-circuit assessments must consider several factors to draw realistic conclusions. First of all, any effective power and delay evaluation of modern circuits should cover several orders of magnitude since their operating frequencies range from kHz to GHz. Second, chip area, ignored in all current evaluation methods, should be simultaneously considered because of its impact on manufacturing cost and interconnect length. Third, crucial tuning knobs such as logic gate sizing and supply voltage ($V_{dd}$) or threshold voltage ($V_t$) selection must be optimized for proper use of a particular circuit. Fourth, since circuit performance depends critically on the device operating point, benchmarks should consider the full device current-voltage (I-V) characteristics rather than only simplified metrics like saturation current ($I_{on}$ or off-state leakage ($I_{off}$)). Fifth, a given device may not be suitable for all circuit architectures because of variations in logic depth histogram (LDH) patterns, and logical or physical structure. Sixth, as technologies scale down, device variability due to ambient process...
fluctuations becomes more important and impacts circuit viability. Seventh, the benefits
to circuit designs of cooperatively using several device types through heterogeneous in-
tegration (HGI) are strongly dependent on the design adaptability and circuit topology,
which must be considered in any assessment. All the aforementioned complexities would
mandate a complete circuit design flow for performance evaluation, which is neverthe-
less impractically time consuming. Therefore, an alternative evaluation method must be
developed that accounts for the above factors with reasonable computational run time.

In this chapter, we introduce a device evaluation framework, called PaReto Optimization-
based Circuit-level Evaluator for Emerging Devices (PROCEED), for fully circuit-aware
benchmarking [WPC14, WPC15]. It incorporates typical circuit design flow flexibilities
and tunes physically adjustable device and circuit parameters to generate realistic con-
clusions about the overall performance. We introduce the PROCEED framework and
demonstrate its efficacy by using it to evaluate several technology options: traditional
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) devices, novel tunneling FETs (TFETs), and HGI combina-
tions of these devices. We outline the methodology behind PROCEED in Section 2.2,
and explain details of the Pareto optimization procedure in Section 2.3. We present the
results of our PROCEED study on TFET and SOI devices in Section 2.4 and summarize
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<td>P-D</td>
<td>P-D</td>
<td>P-D</td>
<td>P-D</td>
<td>P-D</td>
<td>P-D</td>
<td>P-D</td>
<td>P-D</td>
<td>P-D</td>
<td>P-D</td>
<td>P-D</td>
<td>P-D</td>
<td>P-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark</td>
<td>Latch</td>
<td>Inverter</td>
<td>µP</td>
<td>µP</td>
<td>µP</td>
<td>Device</td>
<td>Inverter</td>
<td>µP</td>
<td>µP</td>
<td>µP</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>µP</td>
<td>µP</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>µP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization</td>
<td>V&lt;sub&gt;DD&lt;/sub&gt;V&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>µP</td>
<td>µP</td>
<td>µP</td>
<td>µP</td>
<td>µP</td>
<td>µP</td>
<td>µP</td>
<td>µP</td>
<td>µP</td>
<td>µP</td>
<td>µP</td>
<td>µP</td>
<td>µP</td>
<td>µP</td>
<td>µP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capactance</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

fluctuations becomes more important and impacts circuit viability. Seventh, the benefits
to circuit designs of cooperatively using several device types through heterogeneous in-
tegration (HGI) are strongly dependent on the design adaptability and circuit topology,
our conclusions in Section 2.5.

2.2 Overview of PROCEED Framework

As shown in Fig. 2.1, typical inputs to PROCEED include interconnect information (such as average wire resistance (R) and capacitance (C) and chip size), circuit benchmark design (i.e. design LDH and average fan-out), variability (through $V_{dd}$ drops, $V_t$ shifts, etc.), full device I-V models, and operating activity, as well as optional constraints on $V_{dd}$, $V_t$, chip area, and the ratio of average to peak throughput (i.e., clock cycles per second). Simulation blocks with interconnect loads are generated for canonical circuit construction through a feedback process using input from the Pareto optimizer (through tuning parameters like $V_{dd}$, $V_t$, and gate sizes). Optimized results are generated in the form of the PD Pareto curve. Finally, power management analysis, including dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) and power gating, is performed using this Pareto curve. In its present implementation, PROCEED can evaluate an arbitrary logic device candidate as long as it does not cause a dramatic change in circuit topology. For instance, multi-state logic devices fall outside PROCEED’s current scope because of the unconventional circuit architectures in which they operate.
2.2.1 Canonical Circuit Construction

Full, exact optimization is an impossible job for large digital circuits. Since the goal of PROCEED is to predict the best performance and power tradeoffs for emerging devices, detailed circuit design is not our target and contributes little to evaluation. We therefore utilize only essential design information to maximize performance and determine the optimal $V_{dd}$, $V_t$, and gate sizes for a given power consumption limit. Typical circuit designs contain both short and long logic paths with the path delay roughly proportional to the logic depth, as shown in Fig. 2.2 for a CortexM0 design. Hence we derive the LDH by extracting endpoint slacks from benchmark designs and estimating logic paths.

In Fig. 2.3, we show an example of the simulation blocks used to construct a specific circuit. For simplicity, we first divide logic paths into $n$ bins based on logic depth; in Fig. 2.3(a), for instance, $n = 5$. A larger number of bins improve accuracy at the expense of computation time. Each bin is modeled by corresponding simulation blocks $S_i$ ($S_1$-$S_5$ in Fig. 2.3(a)), which are in turn made of $i$ gate stages. We use the gate design for $S_i$ to construct logic paths belonging to a given bin $i$.

The LDH is divided such that the longest path in each bin has the same delay if all these blocks have the same delay. Fig. 2.3 shows an example of this with five evenly
Figure 2.3: (a) Example of simulation block allocation in PROCEED based on logic depth. (b) Circuit schematic used for simulation and optimization.

Figure 2.4: NAND gate (a) schematic and layouts for (b) CMOS and (c) TFET.

spaced bins for logic paths from one to twenty stages such that the first bin contains one to four stage paths, the second holds paths with five to eight stages, and so forth. The delay weight $W_D$ is the number of copies of $S_i$ needed to construct the longest path in bin $i$ ($W_D = 4$ in Fig. 2.3). The logic gate and interconnect used for a single stage in the simulation blocks is shown in Fig. 2.3(b). The gate can be NAND, NOR, or something more complicated like XNOR, depending on the average number of transistors per gate in the chosen benchmark. The gate choice can also differ from bin to bin, though in the examples in this chapter we use NAND gates for all bins. An inverter or buffer is inserted after the gate to drive the fan-out (which is a replica of the chosen gate sized to the average fan-out) as well as interconnects, which are represented by the RC elements.
2.2.2 Delay and Power Modeling

Delay, power, and area are the three most important gross metrics in the design of digital circuits, but usage constraints lead to tradeoffs between them that must be balanced to maximize the overall efficiency of the design. Hence we use them as evaluation metrics in PROCEED. As described in the beginning of Section 2.2.1, circuit benchmarks are mapped to canonical circuits that are used to estimate these metrics without time-consuming large-scale simulations. The delay and power of the canonical circuits are extracted from SPICE simulations, which are then scaled, summed, and minimized to obtain the corresponding values for the given benchmark. We have verified that the values predicted by this method agree well with those calculated using commercial synthesis tools (as described in Section 2.4.1), demonstrating the high accuracy of PROCEED in emulating realistic circuit behavior.

2.2.3 Area Modeling

The area of the gates used in canonical circuit constructions is simulated using UCLADRE [GG12], where they are minimized in accordance with input design rules and gate netlists.

![NAND Gate Cell Area](image)

Figure 2.5: Cell area of CMOS-based and TFET-based NAND gates as a function of gate width.

Unlike traditional CMOS devices which have inter-changeable source and drain, some emerging technologies like TFETs [IR11, WG14b, LDN13] have asymmetric structures
where current can only flow in one direction. This asymmetry prohibits stacking of transistors by sharing the source and drain. Fig. 2.4(a) shows a NAND gate logic schematic where adjacent transistors share a source/drain at node n1. Fig. 2.4(b) stacks two NMOS devices to create a compact layout for traditional CMOS technology. However, due to the source/drain asymmetry, a TFET layout for the same circuit must split the stack, leading to additional area overhead as illustrated in Fig. 2.4(c). To account for this effect, we modify UCLADRE such that it generates area-optimal TFET layouts for any input circuit netlist. The cell area of CMOS-based and TFET-based NAND gate as a function of gate width is shown in Fig. 2.6. The additional area overhead of TFET is clearly significant.

Figure 2.6: (a) Cell area and (b) interconnect load as a function of transistor width. In (b), transistor width is the same in Inverter and NAND gate.

Design rules can differ depending on the technology; for instance, for nanotransfer HGI, additional separations between P wells and N wells may be needed to eliminate overlay errors depending on the material choices for NFETs and PFETs [CSK12]. Similarly, two devices with different design rules will result in different areas even if they are sized to the same gate width and length. For technology evaluations, we calibrate the design rules, sweep gate width in UCLADRE, and fit linear models of gate area to the simulation results. An example of the models accuracy is shown in Fig. 2.6(a). The chip area is calculated using the following procedure: 1) the area of gates in each bin is obtained from the fitted area model. 2) Chip area is calculated as the weighted sum of gate areas in all bins. 3) The weights are decided during canonical circuit construction stage.
2.2.4 Process Variation and Voltage Drop

As devices scale to ever smaller technology nodes, device variations due to process and ambient variations are becoming more important and should not be neglected in PD evaluation. In circuit design, slow corner devices are commonly used to estimate the upper bound on minimum working clock period (critical delay) and create a safe design with sufficient delay margin. We define the slow corner as a device with reduced effective $V_{dd}$ and increased $V_t$ due to variability and parasitic effects, and the corresponding voltage shifts are inputted into PROCEED. Separate models for additional variability effects may be incorporated as needed. During circuit optimization, the worst case scenario is considered by calculating delay using the slow corner device and power using the normal device. An illustration of how this may affect the operating point of real devices is given for TFETs and SOI MOSFETs in Section 2.4.7.

2.2.5 Interconnect Load

We model interconnect loads using a series RC circuit. We assume R and C are linear with interconnect length, so the load will be proportional to the square root of the chip area [DDM98], and can be dynamically changed based on average gate width. Fig. 2.6(b) shows an example of interconnect load as a function of transistor width, using a combined NAND and INV cell to estimate the cell area. The average RC and extracted gate width are then fed into PROCEED. Even simple considerations of interconnect load will strongly impact the overall evaluation results. In general, gates using devices with low driving ability need to be sized up to achieve the same performance as those with high driving ability. This increases the area of the chip as well as the interconnect loads, which exacerbates the drive demands and requires further gate sizing. PROCEED correctly describes such cases, as quantitatively demonstrated in Section 2.4.3.

2.2.6 Pareto-Based Optimization

Following canonical circuit construction, all logic paths are replaced by simulation blocks ($S_i$) which will be optimized. However, these blocks cannot be optimized separately because they usually share a common $V_{dd}$ and $V_t$, complicating the procedure. As a
result, we use a modified form of a general simulation-based Pareto technique to perform the optimization [RKW09], as discussed in more detail in Section 2.3. The simulation target is regarded as a black box with two optimization objectives: any two of design area, power, and critical delay (minimum working clock period).

2.2.7 Power Management Modeling

Current technologies usually allow circuits to operate in at least three modes: normal, power saving, and sleep mode. Previous evaluation works only consider the normal mode where devices continuously work at peak performance. PROCEED allows devices to also operate at a second, lower supply $V_{dd2}$ (DVFS) as well as in the off state (power gating). This allows us to evaluate device PD scalability as a function of $V_{dd}$, an important circuit feature which, to the best of our knowledge, has been ignored in all previous evaluations.

![Figure 2.7: Model fitting for simulation blocks delay and power as a function of $V_{dd}$.](image)

The ratio of average to peak throughput is another input for PROCEED. To study power management, we choose all designs from the generated Pareto points which achieve the lowest power and peak throughput. From this, the optimizer selects the best choice for the second power rail and divides the time spent operating at high $V_{dd1}$ (i.e. the original supply) and the new lower $V_{dd2}$. This is done as follows: starting from the optimized design (with maximized peak throughput), we carry out circuit simulations by sweeping voltages lower than the original $V_{dd1}$. The original design may even have multiple $V_{dd}$, in which case different blocks can use different $V_{dd2}$ values. Delay and power models for
every simulation block $S_i$ as functions of $V_{dd}$ are constructed using polynomial functions, as in Fig. 2.7:

$$
D_{Si}(V) = \sum_{j=-2}^{5} a_{i,j} V^j, P_{Si}(V) = \sum_{j=-1}^{5} b_{i,j} V^j
\tag{2.1}
$$

We have tested and found this model to be sufficiently accurate; for instance, in our experiments presented in Section 2.4.6, the relative error of the polynomial fittings is less than 2%. We then optimize for the weighted power sum $f_1 P_1 + f_2 P_2$, subject to

$$
D_2 \geq W_D D_{Si}(V_{i2}), P_2 \geq \sum_{i=1}^{n} W_P P_{Si}(V_{i2}) i = 1, 2, ..., n\tag{2.2}
$$

$$
f_1 \cdot 1/D_1 + f_2 \cdot 1/D_2 \geq T_{Ave}, 0 \leq f_1 + f_2 \leq 1
$$

Here $D_{1,2}$ and $P_1$ are the design delay and power using $V_{dd1,2}$, $W_D$ and $W_P$ are the delay and power weights mapping from simulation blocks to the design, and $f_1$ and $f_2$ are the fractions of time spent operating with $V_{dd1}$ and $V_{dd2}$, with any remaining time assumed to be spent in the off state. Typically this step is not a feasible convex optimization problem; however, by using the fitted model of (1), an enumeration approach can solve this problem very efficiently with acceptable accuracy. In Section 2.4.6 we give an example of how PROCEEDs power management capabilities are applied in practice.

### 2.2.8 Activity Factor

Activity varies widely with application: in embedded sensing, for instance, factors below 1% are observed in car-park management [BOO06], while those for systems like VigilNet exceed 50% [HVY06]. Activity factor can therefore dramatically change the evaluation results and is included as an input to PROCEED. In circuit simulations, the dynamic and leakage power are separately extracted and the total power is equal to their weighted sum. From this the circuit can be optimized for a known activity factor. This can be of primary importance in determining the usability of a given device, as we experimentally show in Section 2.4.5.
2.2.9 Multiple $V_{dd}$ and $V_t$

In modern circuit designs, multiple $V_{dd}$ and $V_t$ values are used, as illustrated in Section 2.4.2. In our scheme, transistors in each simulation block $S_i$ must be assigned the same voltages, so to optimize a design with integer $m$ different $V_{dd}$ or $V_t$ biases, the number of simulation blocks must be greater than $m$. In addition, our optimization is an iterative process whereby Pareto points are updated and improved based on previous iterations. Therefore, if the same $V_{dd}$ or $V_t$ is shared by multiple simulation blocks, this assignment cannot be changed during the optimization. A full optimization for multiple $V_{dd}$ and $V_t$ is implemented by considering designs with all sets of reasonable voltage assignments in parallel. For example, if we have five simulation blocks $S_1$-$S_5$ and two available $V_t$, then for $i$ from 1 to 4, blocks $S_1$ to $S_i$ use the high $V_t$ and $S_{i+1}$ to $S_5$ use the low $V_t$. This comprises the set of useful voltage assignments, since simulation blocks with longer logic paths require higher performance (i.e. lower $V_t$).

2.2.10 Heterogeneous Integration

Every emerging device has its own characteristic advantages, such as steep subthreshold slope for TFETs and high mobility and on-current for III-V or CNT FETs. However, any one of these devices cannot fulfill all the disparate requirements of the various macros in future circuit applications. HGI combines several types of devices onto a single chip to maximize performance at the expense of cost and area penalties [CSK12]. In PROCEED we use a quick way to explore the benefits brought by this technology. In general, slow and low-power devices are useful for non-timing critical macros, while high performance devices are suitable for high-speed macros. Furthermore, within single circuit blocks, critical and non-critical paths can be built using different types of devices. In PROCEED, models for all HGI devices are inputted and the delay and power of logic paths built using different devices are modeled accordingly. Since these devices operate in the same circuit and affect the overall performance, PROCEED optimizes the HGI gates in a concurrent fashion. Since different devices are apportioned among the available logic path bins, the granularity of HGI optimization results in this approach is set by the number of bins considered. PROCEED therefore allows us rapidly evaluate combinations of multiple
technologies over a wide range of delay, power and area requirements. As an example of this, we evaluate the potential of circuits implemented using TFET and SOI HGI in Section 2.4.8.

2.3 Pareto Optimization

![Diagram of Pareto Optimization](image)

Figure 2.8: Optimizer overview. Adaptive weight is chosen by slope of existing fronts. Based on starting point, meta-modeling is built and gradient descent is used to find potential points. Simulate potential points to get new Pareto points.

PROCEED can simultaneously optimize any two metrics out of delay, power and area while the third is treated as a constraint; for instance, we can perform a Pareto optimization of delay and power with a maximum area constraint. As described in Section 2.2.2, the chosen area model is linear in gate width and hence easier to optimize than delay and power. Therefore, in the remainder of this section, we will describe in detail the Pareto optimization of delay and power with constrained area. Fig. 2.8 presents an overview of our Pareto optimization process. PROCEED treats circuit simulations as a black box and uses models to optimize tuning parameters based on the simulation results. Gradient descent is utilized to find minimal objectives in the trust region. Final simulations are performed on designs outputted by the model-based optimization. The vector of tuning parameters $\mathbf{X}$ for optimization is represented as:

$$24$$
\[ X = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_m) = (y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n) \]  
(2.3)

\[ y_i = (V_{dd,i}, V_{t,i}, W_{i1}, W_{i2}, \ldots, W_{i,2i}), \quad i = 1, \ldots n \]

where \( x_j \) are the variables of \( X \), \( y_i \) are vectors of the tuning parameter variables for simulation block \( S_i \), and \( V_{dd,i}, V_{t,i}, \) and \( W_{ij} \) are the supply, threshold voltages, and the sizes of gates and inverters in each block \( S_i \), respectively. The optimization entails the following steps:

(1) Picking a starting point: Each iteration of the optimization process uses a starting set of variables \( X_0 \) around which to explore. For the first iteration, any reasonable \( X_0 \) may be inputted. The choice of the initial point can affect runtime but not final accuracy, since bad points will gradually be eliminated by the optimization process and converge to the true answer. Subsequently \( X_0 \) is determined from already existing Pareto points by computing the Euclidean distance between all neighboring points in delay-power coordinates, as shown in Fig. 2.8. The point with the largest total distance from its two neighbors is chosen as the starting point \( X_0 \) since it lies in the sparse region, which is usually suboptimal.

(2) Building a local model around \( X_0 \): To accelerate the optimization process, second-order delay and power models are constructed based on the simulation results. The delay and power models \( D_{Si} \) and \( P_{Si} \) for each block \( S_i \) are calculated separately and then combined to obtain the model for the whole canonical circuit. Compared to simultaneously calculating model parameters for all blocks, this approach reduces the number of simulations, as determined by the size of the Hessian matrix (proportional to the number of variables squared). \( D_{Si} \) and \( P_{Si} \) are represented by the gradient vector \( G \) and Hessian matrix \( H \) as

\[ D_{Si} (y_{i,0} + \Delta y_i) = D_{Si,0} + G_{Di}^T \Delta y_i + \frac{1}{2} \Delta y_i^T H_{Di} \Delta y_i \]  
(2.4)

\[ P_{Si} (y_{i,0} + \Delta y_i) = P_{Si,0} + G_{Pi}^T \Delta y_i + \frac{1}{2} \Delta y_i^T H_{Pi} \Delta y_i \]

This second-order model is a local estimation near the starting point. To guarantee validity, an adaptive trust region is applied as shown in Fig. 2.8, limiting the model
range inside the region

$$X_0 - \lambda(r) < X < X_0 + \lambda(r)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)$$

where $r$ is the radius of this trust region and $\lambda$ is the range of the tuning parameters $X$ and is a linear function of $r$.

(3) Model-based optimization: In this step, four metrics are used in optimization: $D$, $P$, $W_{dl} \cdot D + W_{pl} \cdot P$, and $W_{dr} \cdot D + W_{pr} \cdot P$. Minimization of $D$ and $P$ yields the fastest and lowest power designs in the local region, while the weighted sums of delay and power are used to populate the phase space by finding two Pareto points between the starting point and its neighbors. The optimization also needs to satisfy the constraint from the third metric (e.g. area in this case). Since the problem may not be convex, gradient descent with the logarithmic barrier method [BV04] is used to find these optimal points. The models region of validity lies in the intersection of the trust region and the inputted bounds for the tuning parameters. The objective function is performed as follows:

$$\text{Minimize } W_{dl}D(X) + W_{pl}P(X) - t \left( \sum_{j=1}^{m} \log |x_j - x_{j,b}| - \log (-A(X) + A_{max}) \right)$$

where

$$D(X) = D(X_0) + G_D(X_0)^T (X - X_0) + (X - X_0)^T H_D(X_0) (X - X_0)$$

$$P(X) = P(X_0) + G_P(X_0)^T (X - X_0) + (X - X_0)^T H_P(X_0) (X - X_0)$$

and $x_{j,b}$ are the upper and lower bounds for variable $x_j$, $A(X)$ and $A_{max}$ are the area model and maximum area constraint respectively, and $D(X)$ and $P(X)$ are delay and power for the entire design, respectively. The weights for delay and power are defined as follows:

$$W_{dl(r)} = (P_{l(r)} - P_0) / \sqrt{(P_{l(r)} - P_0)^2 + (D_{l(r)} - D_0)^2}$$

$$W_{pl(r)} = (D_0 - D_{l(r)}) / \sqrt{(P_{l(r)} - P_0)^2 + (D_{l(r)} - D_0)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)$$

where $(D_0, P_0)$ is the starting point and $(D_l, P_l)$ and $(D_r, P_r)$ are the left and right neighbor points, respectively. The solid points in Fig. 2.8 are examples of such points. The direction vectors $(W_{dl}, W_{pl})$ and $(W_{dr}, W_{pr})$ of the weighted sum of objectives are calculated so as to be perpendicular to the connecting lines between the starting point and its neighbors, as illustrated by the dashed line in Fig. 2.8. The weights in the
weighted sum optimization are used to yield the two new optimal points between the starting point and its neighbors. \( D \) and \( P \) are given by

\[
D(X) = W_D \cdot \max \left((D_{S_1}(y_1), D_{S_2}(y_2), ..., D_{S_n}(y_n))\right)
\]

\[
P = \sum_{i=1}^{n} W_i \cdot P_{Si}
\]

where \( W_D \) is the delay weight discussed in Section 2.2.1 and \( W_i \) is the number of \( S_i \) used in the canonical circuit construction. Because the maximizing function does not have a continuous derivative, we use higher order norms to estimate the maximum, so the elements of gradient vector and Hessian matrix for delay are derived as follows:

\[
D(X) \approx \|D\|_K, \quad D = (D_{S_1}(y_1), D_{S_2}(y_2), ..., D_{S_n}(y_n))
\]

\[
G_{D,j}(X) = \frac{\partial D(X)}{\partial x_j} \approx \frac{\partial \|D\|_K}{\partial x_j}, \quad H_{D,jk}(X) = \frac{\partial^2 D(X)}{\partial x_j \partial x_k} \approx \frac{\partial^2 \|D\|_K}{\partial x_j \partial x_k}
\]

where \( K \) is the order of the norm. Higher \( K \) results in more accurate results (we use \( K = 100 \) in our simulations). Similarly, the elements of the gradient vector and Hessian matrix for power are given as

\[
G_{P,j} = \frac{\partial P(X)}{\partial x_j} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} W_i \cdot \frac{\partial P_{Si}(y_i)}{\partial x_j}
\]

\[
H_{P,jk} = \frac{\partial^2 P(X)}{\partial x_j \partial x_k} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} W_i \cdot \frac{\partial^2 P_{Si}(y_i)}{\partial x_j \partial x_k}
\]

(4) Addition of new Pareto points: To correct for model errors, circuit simulations are performed to evaluate \( D \) and \( P \) for all remaining potential Pareto points found by the optimization. In Fig. 2.8, this process is illustrated by the shift of the hatched point to the dotted circle. Finally, points not on the Pareto frontier (such that at least one other point with both lower delay and power exists) are filtered out.

(5) Iteration termination: For each iteration, when choosing the starting point for each step, the radius of trust region around this point is decreased by a factor of \( p \) (\( p > 1 \)). Two termination conditions are applied: 1) existence of a sufficient Pareto point density in the region of interest, defined by the largest gap between any two neighboring points being smaller than a given criterion. This condition is usually used for devices with wide operating regions (i.e. suitable for both high performance and low power applications). 2) Reduction of the radius of trust region below a given criteria. This usually occurs due to limitations on the device operating region or device model discontinuities.
The PROCEED runtime is of the order $O(rm^2) + O(r)$, where $r$ is the resolution constraint (number of points in a unit Pareto curve), $m$ is the total number of tuning parameters, $O(rm^2)$ is the complexity of the simulations for gradient and Hessian matrix calculation, and $O(r)$ is the complexity of simulating potential Pareto points. In our experiments, runtimes are mainly dominated by the resolution constraint; however, for large $m$, the $O(rm^2)$ term will dominate. The average PROCEED runtime to generate a full Pareto curve over three orders of magnitude in performance is about 4 hours on a single CPU. We use MATLAB in the optimization process and HSPICE for circuit simulations.

2.4 Experiment Results

To illustrate PROCEEDs capabilities, we use it to assess SOI and silicon TFET devices at the 45 nm node and compare the evaluation results with existing methods. Because of their interband tunneling conduction principle, TFETs are capable of very low leakage and extremely steep sub-threshold swing, making them well-suited for low voltage operation [IR11]. Currently, however, non-idealities in experimental devices and low on-current limit their performance. We examine the viability of currently achievable TFETs using a device compact model [PC12b, PCC13] calibrated against TCAD simulations and experimental SOI devices [JLP10]. While this does not represent the best possible TFET, which may require a different channel material or device structure, it have the advantages of being experimentally validated and structurally comparable to conventional SOI devices and represents a realistic lower bound.

For these reasons, we emphasize that our results do not constitute a final judgment on the viability or lack thereof of TFETs in future circuits; rather, they represent both a starting point from which to consider possible uses for present experimental (rather than projected) TFETs as well as a platform to demonstrate PROCEEDs unique capabilities. Traditional technologies are represented by 45 nm SOI MOSFETs modeled using commercial characteristics and compact model. Unless otherwise specified, all circuit results are generated with one $V_{dd}$ and two $V_t$. To easily compare devices, we will frequently refer to the Pareto crossover, defined as the (minimum working) clock period (critical
delay) above which the optimized novel device (here, the TFET) consumes less power than the established technology (SOI); lower Pareto crossover means the novel device is more promising for a given case since it has a wider operating range over which it is superior.

2.4.1 Framework Evaluation

To validate the PROCEED framework, we use the widely employed evaluation model of [FHS06] (hereafter Model [FHS06]), and a commercial synthesis tool to evaluate the PD Pareto curve for a CortexM0 microprocessor with a commercial 45 nm SOI library and model. The information needed for PROCEED and Model [FHS06] (LDH, average fan-out and interconnect load) is extracted from a synthesized, placed, and routed netlist at a minimum working clock period of 933 ps. Only single constant values of $V_{dd}$ and $V_t$ are used, as Model [FHS06] does not support multiple voltages and the commercial library has only constant $V_{dd}$ and $V_t$.

Figure 2.9: Pareto curves for delay and power as evaluated using a commercial synthesis tool, Model [FHS06], and PROCEED. $V_{dd}$ and $V_t$ are constants and only gate size is a variable.

As shown in Fig. 2.9, the PROCEED predictions are in much better agreement with the comprehensive optimized results from the register-transfer level (RTL) compiler compared to Model [FHS06], which is frequently used for device evaluation [WA11, SFK11]. The operating range for comparison is chosen by the synthesis results with the commercial library using one $V_{dd}$ and $V_t$. We note that using the compiler for evaluation purposes is
completely impracticable, since extracting a Pareto curve from kHz to GHz clock frequencies necessitates libraries with $V_{dd}$ and $V_t$ varying from 0.5 V to 1.2 V and 0.1 V to 0.5 V, respectively. However, the generation and optimization of these libraries would consume months of runtime, whereas we completed the same study in hours using PROCEED. Meanwhile, the computationally simple Model [FHS06] takes seconds to complete such Pareto curves but grossly overestimates power for two reasons: (i) the neglect of LDH in assuming all gates have the same (large) size used for the critical path, and (ii) the use of analytical PD models rather than circuit simulations using full device characteristics. The dotted line is the Pareto curve generated by PROCEED while neglecting LDH, illustrating the accuracy improvement contributed by the two aforementioned points. We further note that Model [FHS06] cannot account for adaptability, variability, or multiple $V_{dd}$ and $V_t$ effects. By benchmarking to the RTL results in Fig. 2.9, we observe PROCEED improves accuracy by 3X to 115X compared to the current standard Model [FHS06].

### 2.4.2 Impact of Multiple $V_{dd}$, $V_t$, and Gate Sizing

![45 nm SOI CortexM0 Activity=1%](image)

![45nm SOI ARM CortexM0 Activity=1%](image)

Figure 2.10: 45 nm SOI CortexM0 (a) power-minimum working clock period and (b) area-minimum working clock period as tuning parameters are increased.

Additional tuning parameters create a larger design space for design optimization, as illustrated in Fig. 2.10 for a 45 nm SOI CortexM0 topology. As more LDH bin divisions are introduced, power is increasingly optimized because of a greater range of gate sizes from which to construct the design. Similarly, the introduction of additional $V_{dd}$ rails and
\( V_t \) substantially improves power consumption, although the results do not account for the overhead of the voltage shifter used in multiple \( V_{dd} \) design. Finer bin division in the LDH also leads to a better optimized DA (delay-area) curve. In PROCEED, the numbers of \( V_{dd} \) and \( V_t \) do not impact the DA Pareto curve because they are not associated with area calculation, so they automatically converge to their limiting values to achieve the highest possible performance during area and delay co-optimization. Overall, we observe that the evaluated optimal power at a given minimum working clock period may change by over 50% as gate size tuning and multiple \( V_{dd} \) and \( V_t \) are introduced, demonstrating the necessity of including these effects in any quantitative comparison.

2.4.3 Impact of Interconnect Load

Figure 2.11: 45 nm TFET and boosted TFET (3X current) Pareto curves of delay and chip area for the CortexM0 design. The red curves show the results using a hypothetical TFET with 3X current boost.

As described in Section 2.2.6, PROCEED considers interconnect as a function of gate sizes. Large gates result in large chip area and high interconnect load. For instance, when all gates in a design are sized 1X larger, the delay on interconnect improves less than 1X because interconnect load increases with up sizing gate. The impact of interconnect loads is observed in Fig. 2.11. We compare the area-minimum working clock period tradeoff for the CortexM0 utilizing TFETs with and without the size-scaled interconnect model. Without such model, the interconnect load is set to a constant value independent of gate size, such that sizing leads to an exactly proportional “free” performance boost.
We observe that as the minimum working clock period reduces, the longer interconnects necessitated by gate sizing substantially increase the total area and the assumption of constant interconnect load leads to major inaccuracies. For instance, at a 50 ns minimum working clock period, using the gate size-scaled interconnect model increases total area by 50%.

Since TFETs often suffer from low drive currents and the interconnect model has a larger impact for high performance operation, we also performed the area and delay optimization using a hypothetical device with 3X larger current than the experimental TFETs we have been considering [JLP10]. Note that this and even larger performance boosts should be possible through various device improvements like channel material choice, doping profile, geometry, etc. The benefits of larger current are greater when size scaling of interconnects is considered: the wider shift from the 1X to 3X happens on curves using the interconnect model (which boosts the performance by more than 3X on average) compared to the constant load cases (where current boost simply reduces the delay by the same 3X factor). This is because the reduced gate sizing of the boosted TFET required to reach a given delay also reduces interconnect lengths. A consistent interconnect model that scales consistently with gate sizing can dramatically change chip area and is therefore crucial for evaluating the overall impact of different technologies.

2.4.4 Impact of Benchmarks on Evaluation  SOI vs. TFET

To show the impact of benchmark selection, we compare the performance of two micro-processors, CortexM0 and MIPS, using SOI and TFET devices and two $V_{dd}$s and two $V_t$s. We choose these benchmarks because, as shown in Fig. 2.12(a), they have a similar number of critical path stages (56 in CortexM0 vs. 62 in MIPS) and total gates (8990 vs. 9248), but the CortexM0 has a more evenly distributed LDH. The power consumption in MIPS is dominated by short paths, which means it will be more accommodating of slow devices compared to the CortexM0. Accordingly, in Fig. 2.12(b), both SOI and TFET achieve better power efficiency in MIPS designs because the second $V_{dd}$ and $V_t$ can be optimized to save power along the short paths. The crossover points where the Pareto curves for different devices intersect define their advantageous operating regions; a device changes from being less power efficient on one side of the crossover to being
more efficient on the other side. If multiple crossovers are found, then the Pareto curve can be divided into several regions (high performance, low power, etc.) such that in each one, there is only a single crossover point. This allows us to demarcate the (possibly multiple) favorable operating ranges for each device. The Pareto crossover occurs at 90 ns and 118 ns for MIPS and CortexM0, respectively, showing that TFETs are more acceptable for applications like MIPS which tolerate slower devices. However, for practical applications, the drive currents for Si TFETs must be increased to reduce sizing and save more dynamic power at high clock rates. As previously mentioned, this may be achieved in practice through a variety of TFET optimization pathways. In Fig. 2.12(c), SOI beats the existing Si TFETs in area and minimum working clock period curves by a wide margin, with no crossover points.

Again, for both SOI and TFETs, better area efficiency is observed in the high per-
formance regime for MIPS on account of the concentration of short paths in its LDH. In the low performance region, all gates are relatively small, so MIPS uses more area than CortexM0 on account of its larger number of gates. By contrast, CortexM0, which contains fewer gates, occupies bigger areas for high performance due to the fact that the longer logic paths in its LDH require larger gates. Previous evaluations, like those in Table 2.1, which ignore LDH, are not able to distinguish between benchmarks in this way. These results show how the choice of circuit topology strongly impacts the suitability of emerging devices.

2.4.5 Impact of Activity Factor SOI vs. TFET

Figure 2.13: Activity impact on 45 nm SOI and TFET CortexM0s power-minimum working clock period.

We next examine how activity factor affects SOI- and TFET-based CortexM0 processors in Fig. 2.13. As activity reduces from 100% to 1%, TFET circuit power scales in lockstep by 94.1X due to low device leakage. However, the corresponding SOI designs only see power reduction of 9.4X because of its higher off-current. We see that TFETs change from being completely impracticable at 100% activity to being superior to SOI beyond the 110 ns minimum working clock period point at 1% activity; thus activity factor, and hence system use contexts, can drastically alter the device evaluation and must be considered.
2.4.6 Power Management Modeling

Figure 2.14: 45 nm SOI and TFET CortexM0 microprocessors with power management. The ratios of average to peak throughput are 10%, 20%, 50% and 100%. Curves with ratios of 100% are designs outputted from Pareto optimizer.

The results of the previous subsections make clear that there is no panacea device and that device-circuit evaluation must be done with specific applications and operating windows in mind. DVFS and power gating are crucial ingredients for such usage-mindful evaluation. In Fig. 2.14, we show PROCEED-generated Pareto curves at different ratios of average to peak throughputs for SOI and TFET CortexM0 using DVFS and power gating. Power is reduced by operating at the lower supply rail or turned off by power gating; the achievable power reduction differs with device and operating region. The peak throughput crossover point for TFETs shifts from 9.1M to 18.4M operations per second as the ratio of average to peak throughput reduces from 100% to 10%; the relative performance of TFETs effectively doubles as throughput requirements become less aggressive, emphasizing the importance of incorporating power management into device benchmarking.

2.4.7 Variation-Aware Evaluation

To illustrate how variability might impact conclusions drawn using nominal devices, we show in Fig. 2.15 how the SOI and TFET Pareto curves are changed when slow corner devices are used. We define the slow corner as a device with 5% effective voltage reduction.
Figure 2.15: Variation-aware (a) power-delay and (b) area-delay evaluations of 45 nm technologies. Assumed voltage drop is 90% and $V_{t}$ shift is 50 mV.

and 50 mV $V_{t}$ shift; total power is simulated using the nominal device, while delay is evaluated with the slow corner. We observe in Fig. 2.15(a) that the TFET is more vulnerable to variability effects than SOI, as the Pareto crossover of minimum working clock period is shifted from 110 ns to 205 ns when variation is taken into account. In Fig. 2.15 (b), the area and minimum working clock period curve in the presence of variability is shifted more for TFETs compared to SOI. This is due to the TFETs steep subthreshold swing and its low operating voltage, leading a high sensitivity of drive current to voltage [LC13b, LC13a]. This suggests that TFETs need to show substantial nominal device advantages in order to buffer this sensitivity and demonstrates that even a simple consideration of variability is important in device evaluation and selection.

2.4.8 Heterogeneous Integration Evaluation

In this section we evaluate three types of technologies: integrated circuits using SOI only, TFETs only, and HGI of the two. From the previous results, the low leakage of TFETs makes them suitable for circuits with low activity or LDH dominated by short paths. HGI offers the chance to merge the strengths of TFETs with the higher performance of SOI to maximize their benefits. TFET is used to build gates in short logic paths, which can save more leakage power without sacrificing performance, because minimum working clock period is decided by long paths where SOI is applied. The optimal DP curves for these three technologies are compared in Fig. 2.16(a). Fig. 2.16(b) shows the corresponding
Figure 2.16: (a) Power-delay optimization for 45 nm HGI and non-HGI MIPS and (b) its corresponding design area. The fluctuations in the latter arise because the optimization is carried out for power and delay, not design area. Two sets of $V_{dd}$ and $V_t$ are adjusted during optimization, one for SOI devices and the other for TFETs.

Accordingly, we see in Fig. 2.16(a) that HGI outperforms non-HGI circuits between the minimum working clock periods of 20 ns and 200 ns. In this intermediate region, the respective advantages of TFET and SOI can be combined to give significantly better overall performance. In the (left-most) high performance region, the high drive capabilities of SOI dominate circuit operation, such that optimized HGI designs converge towards the all-SOI counterparts. Similarly, the low leakage of TFETs brings the most benefit for very slow designs lying to the right of the DP curve, so that HGI incorporation of SOI brings negligible benefits. We note that the finite number of bins in our study discretizes the usage of different devices in our HGI designs, limiting the resolution of the latter. For this reason, the HGI results merge with those of non-HGI circuits in the high and low performance limits of Fig. 2.16(a). If the LDH is divided into a larger, near
continuous number of bins, allowing for finer grained designs, the advantages of HGI would become manifest for all operating regions because any small design improvements due to incremental TFET or SOI usage can be evaluated. However, our four bin results and the intuitive arguments above suggest that only small improvements in the very high and low performance regimes would come from HGI for the particular devices under study. Moreover, any performance improvements must be weighed against the accompanying fabrication costs of the more complicated HGI process flow, such that substantial performance enhancements are necessary to justify HGI in practice.

Although we observe obvious advantages for HGI during delay and power optimization, the tradeoff becomes more complicated if the design area is also considered. The areas corresponding to the designs in Fig. 2.16(a) are shown in Fig. 2.16(b). We observe that compared to all-SOI designs, HGI requires more area even when it consumes less power at a given delay. This is because SOI devices have strong driving current and can therefore be sized relatively smaller. For the same reason, HGI designs require less area than all-TFET designs by utilizing some proportion of the smaller SOI gates. By contrast, for very long and short delay periods (corresponding to the leftmost and rightmost regions of Fig. 2.16), HGI optimization leads to all-SOI and all-TFET designs, so the corresponding design area also converges with the non-HGI cases. By quantifying the design area tradeoffs, PROCEED shows that HGI designs receive few benefits in this case because most of the area is consumed by the large number of slow TFET gates.

2.5 Chapter Conclusion

The proposed circuit-device co-evaluation framework accounts for circuit topology, adaptability, variability, and use context using efficient Pareto optimization heuristic. Device evaluation ignoring one or more crucial factors like multiple supply and threshold voltages, power management, logic depth, variability, etc., can easily lead to misleading results. For instance, we find that including power management in our evaluation can effectively double the usable operating range for TFETs, and that choice of activity factor can dictate whether TFETs are acceptable at all in a given application. The metrics applied in PROCEED, including delay-power and delay-area tradeoffs, enables a comprehensive
comparison of the benefits and shortcomings of various devices. In addition, we demonstrate how PROCEED enables fast, realistic evaluation of HGI using TFET and SOI technologies as an example. These observations are made possible by the scope of PROCEED scope and its computational efficiency in studying several orders of magnitude in possible device-circuit performance, and demonstrate the capability and flexibility of our new methodology.
CHAPTER 3

Evaluation of Digital Circuit-Level Variability in Inversion-Mode and Junctionless FinFET Technologies

3.1 Chapter Introduction

As CMOS technology devices scale ever deeper into the nanometer regime, new transistor designs are being explored to solve the fundamental issues which impede scaling. One innovation, already entering usage, is the inversion-mode (IM) fin field-effect transistor (FinFET), which addresses short channel effects (SCEs) and random dopant fluctuations (RDF) in conventional CMOS. However, all the IM devices still require abrupt and reproducible source/drain junctions, which increase process complexity and face manufacturing limits in the nanometer scale. In response, the junctionless (JL) FET [LAA09], [LFA10] is proposed as a substitute for IM devices; by uniformly doping the entire device and controlling the channel potential purely electrostatically, the JL FET removes these complications of IM FET.

However, all these technologies still face the bane of process variations, which become more important with shrinking feature size, rendering device, and circuit performance increasingly unpredictable. It is well known that FinFET performance suffers from variations due to line edge or line width roughness (LER/LWR). The effect of LER on IM FinFET-based circuits is analyzed [LLG12] with the primary impact being an increase in mean leakage power. However, JL FinFETs are inherently more sensitive to variability, with device-level simulations revealing threshold voltage standard deviations over six times those of IM FinFETs [LC12, LC11]. In contrast to the robustness of IM devices [PLS09a], JL FinFETs are highly sensitive to RDF [LC12], which also impacts their drive
and leakage current, and drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL). Finally, because of reduction of gate control over the body-centered channel, JL FinFETs show worse SCE compared with IM FinFETs [RCA11]. Therefore, it is crucial to evaluate JL variability at the circuit level to decide if JL transistors are a viable alternative to IM CMOS.

In this chapter, we present the first variability-aware circuit studies [WLP13] of JL FinFETs in multiple technology nodes (32, 21, and 15 nm) and compare the results with IM FinFET circuits, introducing calibrated LER and RDF effects in our simulations. Both large-scale digital circuits (e.g., microprocessors) and six transistor (6T) static random access memory (SRAM) cells are evaluated using an original evaluation framework. Our results indicate that the bottleneck for JL FinFET-based circuits rests in SRAM designs needing much higher $V_{ccmin}$ compared with IM FinFET-based circuits, whereas large-scale microprocessors are robust against stochastic variation regardless of the specific FET implementation.

### 3.2 Overview of Evaluation Framework

![Figure 3.1: Overview of the variability evaluation framework used in this paper. The evaluation of (left) 6T SRAM cells and (right) microprocessor circuits are divided into two vertical branches as illustrated.](image)

The overview of our circuit-level variability evaluation framework is in Fig. 3.1. Tran-
sistor IV characteristics and variability data from device-level technology computer-aided design (TCAD) simulations are used as the starting input for subsequent compact modeling. To create a baseline model, we fit a BSIM model to the predictive technology model (PTM) [refd] to match the TCAD $I_DV_G$ and $I_DV_D$ data. Using the method in [LLG12] to capture the effect of LER/RDF in our compact model, model samples were generated such that their predicted behavior matches the original TCAD simulation results. 6T SRAM cell Monte Carlo simulations are performed by generating individual model samples for each of the six transistors, after which the static noise margins extracted. For logic circuit timing and power analysis, we first create and characterize a baseline timing library from a baseline model and template library. Then, through incremental characterization based on model samples, library samples are generated such that the resulting circuit behavior should correctly reflect the performance impact from LER/RDF. Statistical timing and power information is extracted from these library samples, which are then fed as inputs to a computationally efficient statistical timing and power analysis tool based on [VRK04], [CS05] to evaluate the overall impact of LER/RDF on large-scale digital circuit delay and power consumption. The following sections explain the individual stages of our framework in more detail.

### 3.3 Variability and Device Modeling

#### 3.3.1 LER and RDF Modeling

To introduce the effect of LER in our FETs, we first generate 200 random LER patterns with root-mean-square roughness amplitude $\sigma_{LER}$ up to 0.6 nm and correlation length $\lambda = 15$ nm using the method of Fourier synthesis [AKB03] with a Gaussian autocorrelation function. These values represent typical LER values which may be required by industry heading beyond 32-nm technology, based on the 2011 ITRS [Com11] forecast and experimental data [AKB03]. We fixed the correlation length $\lambda = 15$ nm as previous studies [BDR07], [PLS09b] have shown that the effect of $\lambda$ diminishes as $\lambda \leq 1520$ nm, and some experimental data has shown that current values of $\lambda$ are estimated between 2030 nm [AKB03] and generally reduces with technology, suggesting $\lambda = 15$ nm as a reasonable estimate for sub-32-nm lithography.
The LER patterns are then used as templates to augment the fin sidewalls in our double-gate FinFET structures as shown in Fig. 3.2, thus yielding random performance for individual devices. Here, each FinFET technology was designed according to the ITRS forecast for 32, 21, and 15-nm high-performance logic nodes with specific details provided in [LC11]. Only fin LER along the channel transport direction was considered in this paper for reasons described in [LLG12] and [LC11]. In addition, we assume all line edges to be uncorrelated within individual devices as well as between devices hence the LWR amplitude $\sigma_{LWR} = 2^{1/2}\sigma_{LER}$; this represents the situation of standard resist patterning. The effects of spacer patterning are not explicitly dealt here with the understanding that the device and circuit-level LER impact will likely be minimal [LLG12], even for JL FinFETs.

The impact of RDF was captured using the same approach in [LC12] which randomizes the placement and concentration of ionized dopants based on a Poisson distribution. The locally varying doping concentration is calculated from the long-range part of the Coulomb potential with an appropriate screening length [SMM02]. Because of the high doping concentration and small device volumes in our JL FinFETs, the variability impact of RDF is significant from a device-level perspective. This contrasts with the situation for IM FinFETs where the channel is typically undoped and RDF only exists in the source and drain extensions Fig. 3.2. For JL FinFETs, a nominal doping level of $N_D = 2 \times 10^{19} cm^{-3}$ yields optimal performance in terms of ION for a given $I_{OFF} (~100 \, nA/m)$.
while satisfying ITRS design specifications. We found that higher doping levels (e.g., $N_D = 3 \times 10^{19} \text{cm}^3$) result in slightly worse nominal performance as well as heightened variability, while lower doping levels (e.g., $N_D = 5 \times 10^{18} \text{cm}^3$) result in even higher ION penalties (20%–40%), but reduced variability. We also find that any channel doping lower (higher) than roughly $1 \times 10^{19} \text{cm}^3$ results in accumulation-mode (depletion-mode) behavior for the device geometries considered. With this in mind, the performance versus variability tradeoff for JL technologies may be a critical factor for the optimal design of such devices, and further work will be needed to identify the best strategy for JL FET design (beyond current ITRS guidelines). Unfortunately, such an investigation is beyond the scope of this paper and the remainder of our study will employ FinFETs designs [LC11] which best match the nominal scaling guideline published by the ITRS.

3.3.2 Device-Level Variability

![Figure 3.3: Threshold voltage variation of IM and junctionless FinFETs due to LER (upper row) or RDF (bottom row). Only one source of variability (LER or RDF) is active at a time. Note the scale for JL FinFETs is larger than that for IM FinFETs.](image)

We previously quantified the variability impact of LER and RDF for sub-32-nm IM and JL FinFET technologies in [LLG12][LC11] using 2-D and 3-D TCAD simulations for LER and RDF, respectively. In those simulations, quantum corrections are modeled using the density gradient approximation, high-field transport with a calibrated hydrodynamic
model [LLG12, NA07], and carrier mobility with doping dependent, surface scattering, and high-field terms. A small subset of our results is shown in Fig. 3.3, comparing the threshold voltage variability of IM and JL FinFETs due to LER and RDF. JL devices (with $N_D = 2 \times 10^{19} \text{cm}^3$) exhibit significantly higher variability compared with similarly designed IM devices. In fact, some JL devices within $a \pm 3\sigma$ spread may have a negative $VT$ (peak $3\sigma V_{T,sat} > 100\%$) and be permanently on even at zero gate voltage, constituting switching failure; this may occur due to a surplus of dopants inside the channel from RDF or an unusually wide fin from LER. This revelation is due to the different methods by which LER and RDF affect the intrinsic operation of IM versus depletion-mode FETs [LC11]. Similar conclusions are obtained for other performance metrics including $\sigma I_{ON}$, $\sigma I_{OFF}$, $\sigma SS$, and $\sigma DIBL$; data is available in the listed references. With these device-level variability figures, we determine the resulting circuit-level impact in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.

As mentioned in the previous section, we found that JL-FinFETs with lower (higher) doping resulted in less (more) overall variability from LER and RDF. For 32-nm JL-FinFETs with $N_D = 5 \times 10^{18} (3 \times 10^{19}) \text{cm}^3$, LER-induced $\sigma V_{T,sat}$ drops (rises) to 12% (60%) at $\sigma_{LER} = 0.6 \text{nm}$. Similar changes in JL variability from LER are witnessed for other technology nodes and performance figures as well, suggesting the viability of JL technology will depend on the design strategy employed. A full set of results for RDF-induced variability is not available at this time, but preliminary findings suggest similar trends when the baseline doping is changed.

### 3.3.3 Device and Variability Model Fitting

PTM FinFET models [refd] are fitted to the TCAD-simulated transfer and output characteristics. To match the currents from the 2-D TCAD simulations (in units of A/m) to the 3-D device model, we linearly scale the currents to match single fin transistor characteristics, where we assume $H_{fin}$ to be equal to the feature size in each technology node (e.g., $H_{fin} = 32 \text{ nm}$ for 32-nm FinFETs). Seventeen parameters of the PTM model are chosen as fitting variables according to the PTM and BSIM parameter extraction guide [refd, XDH05], with tuning ranges for each chosen parameter listed in Table 3.1. Our error metric for the fitting procedure is the weighted least square difference between
the simulated and model $I_D-V_{GS}$ and $I_D-V_{DS}$ curves, with random starts and gradient descent methods being applied. Good matching between the compact models against TCAD simulations are obtained, as shown in Fig. 3.4.

With the baseline compact model established, the baseline cell library is characterized using Nangate Open Cell Library [refc] as the template, similar to [LLG12]. Extraction of device-level variability is based on principle component analysis [LLG12], [PML90, TH08]. The model samples are generated [LLG12] hence the resulting device performance variation matches the data from TCAD simulations. The statistical matching results are shown in Fig. 3.5. Standard deviations of $I_{ON}$ and $V_{T,sat}$ are calculated from 400 model samples. The maximum error is only 8.2% in $\sigma I_{ON}$ for JL FinFETs, validating our JL Fin-FET circuit model. Unfortunately, when matching $\sigma V_{T,sat}$ for 15-nm IM FinFETs, a maximum error of 25.8% is observed for $\sigma_{LER} = 0.6$ nm; however, since variation has very limited impact on IM FinFETs, we find that this relatively large matching error does not change our conclusions. For both IM and JL FinFETs, $\sigma I_{ON}$ increases with technology scaling whereas $\sigma V_{T,sat}$ increases (decreases) in IM (JL) FinFETs. This unexpected trend for $\sigma V_{T,sat}$ was also reported in [LC12] and [PLS09a], and can be explained by noting that smaller nodes with thinner bodies helps suppress the effects of LER/RDF due to the closer gate-to-channel proximity in JL devices with buried channels [LAA09]. For IM devices with surface channels, the gate-to-channel proximity is relatively insensitive to
Table 3.1: Allowed tuning range of fitted compact model parameters. ¹ Parameters in PTM model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nch</td>
<td>0.1-10x</td>
<td>len</td>
<td>0.7-1.6x</td>
<td>tox</td>
<td>0.7-1.6x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsi</td>
<td>0.5-2x</td>
<td>tbox</td>
<td>0.5-2x</td>
<td>vth0(f)¹</td>
<td>±0.25 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vth0(b)¹</td>
<td>±0.25 V</td>
<td>esi¹</td>
<td>0.8-1.4x</td>
<td>eox¹</td>
<td>0.8-1.4x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambda</td>
<td>0.5-2x</td>
<td>N1</td>
<td>0.9-1.1x</td>
<td>Vt¹</td>
<td>±0.25 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voff¹</td>
<td>±0.1 V</td>
<td>u0</td>
<td>0.7-1.6x</td>
<td>eta0</td>
<td>±0.1 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dsub</td>
<td>±0.1 V</td>
<td>rdsw</td>
<td>0.7-1.6x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the body thickness and, therefore, the effects of LER/RDF are not suppressed at smaller technologies (they are only degraded from SCE).

3.4 Variability Impact on 6T SRAM Memory

3.4.1 Baseline Nominal Static Noise Margin

As CMOS technology continues to scale down, SRAM design becomes progressively more complicated. To guarantee proper operation, the cell design must meet noise margin requirements that are budgeted for all fluctuation sources, including supply, process, and temperature variations. Increasing variability therefore, strongly degrades performance. For instance, static noise margin (SNM), one of the important metrics for SRAM cell stability, decreases with successive technology generations [CCL08]. Fig. 3.6 shows how nominal SNM changes with supply \( V_{cc} \) from 32 to 15 nm for JL FinFET 6T SRAM. With increasing \( V_{cc} \), the SNM diverges for different technologies with differences of up to 20 mV at \( V_{cc} = 0.9 \) V.

In addition to these generic challenges, FinFETs face an additional disadvantage because of their digitized fin structures. Traditionally, device widths are sized to achieve high stability; for example, symmetric (SYM) designs might continuously scale PMOS widths to be larger size than NMOS to equalize the drive current. Realizing this with FinFETs requires parallelizing fins at the cost of cell area, for instance matching three
Figure 3.5: Comparison of $\sigma_{I_{ON}}$ and $\sigma_{V_{T, sat}}$ extracted from 200 samples between TCAD simulations and fitted variability models for (a) JL FinFETs and (b) IM FinFETs show a good fit.

PMOS with two NMOS fins; instead, typical designs now use one fin for each gate to maximize density [KWN12, HKA08]. In the following discussion, all SRAM results are generated based on this high density (HD) layout unless otherwise specified.

3.4.2 Minimum Working $V_{cc}$ ($V_{ccmin}$)

As cell density increases, power consumption becomes a crucial consideration requiring reduction of $V_{cc}$ to conserve both dynamic and leakage power. The minimum working supply voltage $V_{ccmin}$ is thus an important metric for judging the viability of a cell design. In general, for a fixed SNM, $V_{ccmin}$ increases with scaling. Fig. 3.6 shows for instance how enforcing SNM of 0.2 V causes $V_{ccmin}$ to increase from 0.516 V at the 32-nm node
Figure 3.6: Nominal SNM as a function of working $V_{cc}$ for high density design JL FinFET 6T SRAM cells. Note that for successive technology nodes, SNM and $V_{cc,min}$ decrease when the other is held fixed.

to 0.540 V at 15 nm. In addition to SNM, static/dynamic read and write noise margins also affect $V_{ccmin}$; however, considering all such metrics would raise many more design issues outside the scope of this paper. Therefore, we will only consider the effect of SNM on $V_{ccmin}$.

We use Monte Carlo simulations to search for $V_{ccmin}$ underspecified yield and SNM constraints. HSPICE is used for dc simulations of 6T SRAM cells where each individual device is independent and uses a randomly selected device model, as explained in Section 3.3.3. The SNM is measured as the length of the largest square in the butterfly curve, as shown in the inset of Fig. 3.6. A simulated cell with SNM below the given constraint counts as a failed cell. A given supply voltage is said to work for SRAM cells if the number of successful simulations with this $V_{cc}$ reaches the yield requirement (e.g., 99.9% yield requires 9990 successful simulated cells out of 10,000 randomly generated cells). To find the $V_{ccmin}$, we use a binary search (40X faster than exhaustive search). To further improve the runtime of yield analysis, we use the statistical blockade method [SR09] which uses rejection sampling, speeding up the total process by over 10X.

In Fig. 3.7, $V_{ccmin}$ is reported for JL and IM SRAM cells with different technology nodes and LER amplitudes. The improved $V_{ccmin}$ for IM-based SRAM compared with
Figure 3.7: $V_{ccmin}$ as a function of technology node and LER amplitude for JL and IM FinFET 6T SRAM. The SNM constraint is 100 mV, and yield is 99%.

Figure 3.8: $V_{ccmin}$ as a function of technology node and LER amplitude for JL and IM FinFET 6T SRAM. The SNM constraint is 50 mV, and yield is 99.9%.

JL-based SRAM is explained by the fact that IM devices are more robust against LER-induced variability [LC11]. This shows that JL transistors in current technology nodes would not be a good option for memory design. Interestingly for JL technologies, at low LER amplitudes the 32-nm devices perform best, whereas at high LER amplitudes the trend is reversed and the newest generation (15 nm) devices have the lowest $V_{ccmin}$. This trend is more obvious in Fig. 3.8, where the more stringent requirement of 99.9% yield exacerbates the effect of variations on SNM.

This trend can be understood by remembering that $V_{ccmin}$ is dictated by both variability and the nominal SNM. We have already seen that nominal SNM degrades under
Table 3.2: Nominal SNM and SNM loss from variability for JL FinFET technologies.  
High density 6T SRAM design.  
Symmetric N/P design.  
SNM at \( V_{cc} = 0.73 \) V.  
SNM with 99% yield constraint: LER variation \( \sigma_{LER} = 0.6 \) nm at \( V_{cc} = 0.73 \) V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>32nm</th>
<th>21nm</th>
<th>15nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominal SNM [V]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD(^1)</td>
<td>0.264</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYM(^2)</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNM w/ variation [V]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYM</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% SNM loss</td>
<td>51.5%</td>
<td>44.6%</td>
<td>36.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42.5%</td>
<td>44.2%</td>
<td>32.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

size scaling and dominates the trends in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 at small \( \sigma_{LER} \), but JL devices also become less sensitive to variability as technology scales [LC11], allowing the operating conditions to relax. Our largest considered \( \sigma_{LER} \) of 0.6 nm is in line with the ITRS projected \( \sigma_{LER} \) requirements of 1, 0.8, and 0.5 nm for the 32, 21, and 15-nm nodes, respectively. Therefore our results hold out hope that for realistic variability levels, JL SRAM technologies will become more competitive if scaling trends continue.

### 3.4.3 SNM Versus Technology

We also explored SYM SRAM designs using three PMOS with two NMOS fins, which can optimize nominal SNM and mitigate the effects of variability due to statistical averaging over the multiple fins. To characterize the impact of variability on the design, we define SNM loss as the percentage difference between the nominal SNM and the variability-affected SNM. Table 3.2 compares SNM loss for JL HD and SYM cells. We find as expected that under scaling and/or use of SYM designs, SNM loss is significantly reduced. On the other hand, the SYM design sacrifices read noise margin and cell area.

To better understand the impact of process variability on JL FinFETs, we also attempted to incorporate both RDF and LER effects in our simulations, assuming the fluctuations to be uncorrelated. This assumption of statistical independence may not be
strictly justified, but forms a best-case scenario for real-world situations. Even under this relaxed assumption, we find that no realistic $V_{ccmin}$ can be realized for 99% yield and 100-mV SNM, reinforcing our conclusion that process variations will be a serious roadblock for JL FinFETs in memory applications.

### 3.5 LER Impact on Logic Circuit Variability

#### 3.5.1 Overview

A typical way to analyze the statistical timing and power of circuit benchmarks uses a large number of library samples based on the Monte Carlo method [LLG12]. However, this method is time-consuming and results in round-off errors when synthesizing tool outputs, losing statistical information. To fix these errors, more simulations are needed, with the quantity dependent on the size of the variability impact. In this paper, we use block-based statistical timing and leakage analysis [VRK04], [CS05] to complete this step, drastically improving computational efficiency; in some cases, simulations that would previously require weeks of computation can be reduced to several tens of seconds.

#### 3.5.2 Circuit Statistical Timing and Power Analysis

To build the input to the statistical timer, the timing and leakage standard deviation for cells need to be extracted from library samples (we use 200 library samples in this step). We observe that timing variation is highly sensitive to input slew and output load capacitance. Hence, to find accurate timing variation information, a cubic model of delay standard deviation as a function of load capacitance and input slew is fitted to statistical timing information extracted from library samples. This model is found to be accurate enough for the following analyses. Leakage variation is modeled as a lognormal distribution with the standard deviation and mean extracted from the library samples.

The input to the statistical timer includes extracted timing models, extracted leakage lognormal standard deviations, a synthesized and routed circuit benchmark, the baseline library, timing constraints, and SPEF file containing parasitic information. For our benchmarking we select two processors, MIPS [refb] and CortexM0 [refa]. To cover all
working applications, we synthesize them in three operating clock frequencies for fast, typical, and slow speeds as shown in Table 3.3.

3.5.3 Circuit Simulation Results

Figure 3.9: (a) Nominal clock period and clock period increase (mean shift and variation) and (b) nominal leakage power and leakage power increase (mean shift and variation) due to LER variation ($\sigma_{LER} = 0.6$ nm) for IM and JL FinFET-based MIPS processors at typical clock speeds.

Fig. 3.9 shows our results for MIPS designs. The clock period increase due to device variability is calculated as the sum of mean shift and delay uncertainty ($3 \sigma_{clock}$), covering around 99.9% of the possible clock period cases. All uncertainty in our timing results is below 1.20% of nominal delay. The mean clock period shift contributes the most; the highest mean shift is 7.04%. Thus, a delay margin of up to 8.2% may be needed to guarantee sufficient yield in the presence of LER. JL-based processors show a greater improvement in nominal speed with scaling compared with IM-based circuits.

The leakage power is assumed to follow a lognormal distribution. The uncertainty is calculated based on [CS05] at 99.9% yield point of leakage cases. Leakage increase is the
sum of the mean shift and leakage uncertainty. As shown in Fig. 3.9(b), leakage power is severely impacted by LER. Our results show the increase mainly comes from a mean shift, in which the highest observed shift value is 43.02% of the nominal leakage. Leakage uncertainty has a considerable impact, inducing up to 15.57% increase. However, we expect that the leakage uncertainty will be negligible in industrial-scale designs (random leakage variation averages over number of devices in the design). High leakage variations are also predicted by device level simulations, where $\sigma_{I_{OFF}}$ is over 10X nominal leakage for individual JL FinFETs [LC11].

Figure 3.10: (a) Increase in clock period mean and (b) variation of critical clock period as a function of technology node and LER amplitude for JL and IM FinFET circuit benchmark (Cortex M0).

Figure 3.11: (a) Increase in leakage power mean and (b) variation of leakage power as a function of technology node and LER amplitude for JL and IM FinFET circuit benchmarks (Cortex M0).

Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 show the JL-based high speed Cortex-M0 results for clock period mean and leakage mean compared with IM-based processors [LLG12]. JL devices are more severely affected by variability in terms of both mean shift and standard deviation, with circuit clock period mean shift over 10X that of IM FinFETs. Table 3.4 shows the
Table 3.4: Average mean shift and standard deviation of timing and leakage for six benchmark circuits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tech. node</th>
<th>$\sigma_{LER}$ [nm]</th>
<th>Timing</th>
<th>Leakage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\mu_{delay}$</td>
<td>$\sigma_{delay}$</td>
<td>$\mu_{leakage}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 nm</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.01%</td>
<td>0.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>2.56%</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>4.44%</td>
<td>0.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 nm</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.26%</td>
<td>0.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>2.30%</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>3.62%</td>
<td>0.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 nm</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.70%</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.32%</td>
<td>0.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.60%</td>
<td>0.28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

average results from all six circuit benchmarks. For example, at $\sigma_{LER} = 0.6$ nm (near the ITRS predicted LER requirement of 0.5 nm), a 36.8% leakage mean increase is observed at the 15-nm node. However, these impacts are not severe at the logic circuit level.

We have simulated the combined effects of RDF and LER variability, but the huge variations encountered (e.g., normalized $\sigma_{V_{T, sat}} = 70\%$) can lead to statistically significant failure rates in SPICE convergence. Therefore these results are not presented. However, as previously observed [BDM02, BSH04, BKM07], the mean increase of timing variations for circuits is linearly related to the variation of a single logic gate. We can estimate the combined variability to have 3X impact on timing compared with our results considering only LER. For leakage power, a model-based analysis [CS05] using our library extraction results shows the effects of combined variability will have 2X impact on leakage mean compared with the standalone LER variations.

### 3.6 Chapter Conclusion

Device-level TCAD simulation showed that JL FinFETs were more susceptible to process variability (LER and RDF) than IM FinFETs. Fluctuation in threshold voltage reached
up to 40% and 60% due to LER and RDF, respectively. The large-scale digital circuit benchmarks showed LER induces \(10\)% mean shift in timing and below 1% standard deviation over the nominal clock period. Leakage power mean shift up to 43% with standard deviation \(2\)% (i.e., following lognormal distribution) was observed. The results suggested that large-scale digital circuits will not be affected much by LER-induced variability and that manageable timing and power margins may resolve the issue. However, for memory cells which had fewer transistors, the large degree of device fluctuation resulted in a stronger circuit-level impact. Under the LER target reported by the 2011 ITRS, JL FinFET SRAMs required twice the \(V_{ccmin}\) compared with IM FinFET SRAMs. After considering LER and RDF combined variability, JL FinFETs totally fail to produce yields higher than 99%. Fortunately, technology scaling alleviates the effect of LER and RDF variability, with JL FinFET SRAMs at the 15-nm node achieving better noise margin and \(V_{ccmin}\) compared with the 32-nm node. On the other hand, IM FinFET SRAMs became more vulnerable going from 32 to 15 nm. This suggested that JL FET technology may eventually become a viable solution in future digital logic generations, especially if circuit-level memory robustness enhancement solutions were considered.
CHAPTER 4
MEMRES: A Fast Memory System Reliability Simulator

4.1 Chapter Introduction

Evaluation of modern memory system reliability is nontrivial, because memory failure is caused by a large variety of memory fault types [SL12a, SPW09, SDB15], and various sophisticated techniques (see Fig. 4.1) have been proposed to repair the faults. Most previous evaluation studies have relied on analytical models, e.g., [JDB13]. As illustrated in Fig. 4.1, the models are insufficient to handle a variety of memory fault types simultaneously, to capture the effects of reliability enhancement techniques, and to incorporate application influence. Firstly, memory failure is caused by multiple fault types and their interaction, however developing models that include all fault types and interactions is impractical, and missing a fault type may result in significant accuracy loss. Secondly, memory failure model is strongly dependent on reliability enhancement techniques; sophisticated error-correcting code (ECC), e.g., double-device data correction (DDDC) [JK13, Wil14], and memory reliability management (see Fig. 4.1) dramatically add to the modeling difficulty. Thirdly, fault rate varies with application and time [SPW09, MWK15, MWK15], but analytical models assume constant fault rate.

Experimentally analyzing memory faults requires a large statistical experiment setup. Field studies [SL12a, SDB15, SPW09, MWK15] have recorded and analyzed memory errors in data centers for over a year. Despite the high cost, conflicting conclusions exist in these studies for lacking the access to finer granularity of memory fault interaction and uncontrolled hardware design variables. In addition, due to the dependence of memory fault on application and memory architecture [MWK15], the conclusion from a field study is difficulty to use to predict the reliability of other computing systems. Therefore,
efficient and flexible simulation methodologies that can perform finer analyses are required in memory reliability study.

FaultSim is a recent developed high-speed Monte-Carlo DRAM fault simulator [RN14, NRQ15]. It takes a few hours (seconds in the event mode) to obtain years-long DRAM failure probability. However, FaultSim does not support modern memory system fault simulation due to several missed models, e.g., memory access behavior and memory reliability management.

In this chapter, we introduce MEMRES [WHZ16], an efficient memory reliability simulator that is able to handle the advanced techniques used in state-of-the-art memory systems while minimizing the computation involved in the simulation. It performs long-term (i.e., month-year) memory system reliability simulation. Table 4.1 compares analytical model [JDB13], FaultSim [RN14, NRQ15], and MEMRES. In addition to supporting all features of the analytical model and FaultSim, MEMRES enables simulation with varying fault rate/density and memory access density/distribution, in-memory and in-controller ECCs, and modern reliability enhancement techniques. As examples, MEMRES differently models fault with faulty bit density according to the truth that a fault usually has < 1% faulty bits in its coverage (e.g., a bank fault only affects < 1% rows) [SL12a, SPW09], and MEMRES adds the memory access into fault simulation, where
Table 4.1: Comparison with existing memory fault analysis methods. Run time is measured using single-core on AMD Opteron(tm) Processor 2380. FaultSim has event mode, which uses analytical models to partially replace Monte-Carlo fault injection in regular interval mode to speedup simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SECDED, Chipkill</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced ECCs, e.g., V-ECC [YE10], SWD-ECC [GSD16]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-Controller ECC</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-Memory ECC</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault model (FIT)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant FIT</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal variation (Fig. 4.16)</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacial variation</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-link and retention errors</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>TSV errors</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory access model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform access</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal variation</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacial variation (Fig. 4.12)</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory reliability management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrubbing</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware sparing (Fig. 4.13)</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page retirement (Fig. 4.14)</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirroring (Fig. 4.15)</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run time</td>
<td>&lt;1ms</td>
<td>6.6 hrs (interval)</td>
<td>5.2 hrs (1 thread)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.7 secs (event)</td>
<td>50 mins (8 threads)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A fault is only activated after being accessed. To support finer granularity of memory system fault simulation without involving large run time overhead, we developed statistical models for most of new features in MEMRES. Compared with existing silicon based memories, emerging memories potentially suffer more severe reliability problems. MEMRES is capable of predicting the reliability of emerging memories. To demonstrate this
capability, we use STT-RAM as a vehicle to explore optimized designs of different memory reliability enhancement techniques. STT-RAM faces the challenge of write errors and retention errors due to process variation [WLE16a, WLG16, WLP13, KZK15, WPC16]. Adding models of the new memory errors are convenient in MEMRES.

This following sections are organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes data structures, basic operations and models used in MEMRES. Section 4.3 validates MEMRES by the analytical model [JDB13], derived models for transient faults, and FaultSim [RN14, NRQ15]. Section 4.4 evaluates the reliability of STT-RAM designs with different retention time, write time, ECC designs, and algorithms, memory reliability managements and fault models. Section 4.5 concludes our work.

### 4.2 MEMRES Software Framework

Fig. 4.2 illustrates the overview of MEMRES tool flow. MEMRES comprises of two components: pre-sim processing and Monte-Carlo simulator.

#### 4.2.1 Pre-sim Processing

The pre-sim processing is a one-time procedure for modeling memory fault and memory access behavior. Simply incorporating memory traces in simulation is impractical due to the fact that the memory traces occupy large memory space (one-second memory traces require several GB storage space) and dramatically affects simulation speed. In
Figure 4.3: Memory reliability simulation. The simulation divides years-long memory lifetime into short intervals. In each interval, events of random fault injection, ECC checks, and memory reliability management are simulated. The simulation terminates when an uncorrectable fault occurs or it reaches the end of preset simulation time.

MEMRES, pre-sim processing extracts memory access density distribution from memory access traces and passes it to Monte-Carlo simulator in the form of Access-map (AM), which is a basic data structure in MEMRES. An AM models the access density on a specified memory address space (e.g., one column, one bank, one channel and etc.) in a specified period. As is shown in Fig. 4.2, memory access spacial variation in a time period (e.g., some space is more intensively accessed) can be captured by multiple AMs, and temporal variation (e.g. memory access density differs from time) can also be described by having more AMs. Hence, access behavior of one application can be captured by a set of AMs. In addition, a server running multiple applications can be described by passing multiple sets of AMs alternatively to simulator. The pre-sim processing also calculates fault failure-in-time (FIT, expected number of failures in one billion device-time) for each AM individually according to memory fault model (e.g., more frequently accessed AM has higher write error rate).

4.2.2 Monte-Carlo Simulator

The Monte-Carlo simulator performs a number of memory reliability simulations, and every simulation simulates a memory’s lifetime (over years) reliability behavior. These simulations differ from each other due to random event modeling like fault injection, and
hence the memory failure rate and reasons can be statistically extracted from them. The configuration of memory architecture, reliability designs including ECC designs, ECC algorithms, and memory reliability management are inputs of MEMRES. The procedure of one memory’s lifetime simulation is shown in Fig. 4.3. The simulation divides memory lifetime into short intervals and then simulates one interval after another. In each interval, four events are simulated including random fault injection, in-memory ECC check, in-controller ECC check, and memory reliability management. In the module of random fault injection, the probability of fault occurrence in one interval is first calculated according to fault FIT rate. Then faults are randomly injected based on the calculated probability, and injected faults are stored in a memory fault-collection. In-memory single-bit transient errors like retention errors and write errors are also injected, which may intersect with the faults in the memory fault-collection. The fault injection models are detailed in Section 4.2.5.1. In the module of in-memory ECC check, injected faults

Figure 4.4: Memory architecture and memory fault types. A bank is constructed by columns and rows (several rows are grouped in a mat, which is not shown in the figure). Eight banks are built in a chip (device), and nine x8 chips (8 data chips + 1 ECC chip) or eighteen x4 chips (16 data chips + 2 ECC chips) construct a rank. Several ranks are built in a channel. In a write or read operation, a channel and a rank is firstly selected by a decoder, and then a word is written/read across all chips in the selected rank, e.g., every x8 chip in a rank outputs 8 bits to comprise a 72-bit word (64 data bits + 8 ECC bits), where all chips in a rank share same addresses. A fault type is defined by the component that is affected, e.g., a bank fault indicates multiple faulty rows/columns in the bank.
are checked whether they can be corrected by the in-memory ECC. The uncorrectable in-memory ECC faults are added to an uncorrectable in-memory ECC fault-collection. These faults may intersect with injected data-link errors to produce uncorrectable errors. The faults and data-link errors are checked together against in-controller ECC. Once an uncorrected in-controller ECC fault is accessed by an AM, a memory failure is produced and terminates current simulation. The detailed ECC model is discussed in Section 4.2.5.2. The detectable faults are added to a detected fault-collection. In the module of memory reliability management, repairing techniques can be triggered by detected faults to physically repair memory devices or to systematically block accessing to the detected faults.

### 4.2.3 Fault-map and Access-map

In the field studies [SL12a, SDB15], detected faults are classified to several fault types, e.g., a row, a column, and a bank. A fault type defines a faulty region where multiple memory errors are produced. Examples of fault types are illustrated in Fig. 4.4. Larger fault types are likely caused by logic circuit failure. For example, a sense amplifier fault may lead to read errors in a column (column fault), or a particle hitting a bank decoder may cause errors in a bank (bank fault). Individually store the affected bits in the simulator data structure requires a huge memory space. Such large fault can be represented by a single data structure [RN14]. This structure is comprised of Mask and Address. Mask specifies the fault size, and Address locates the fault in memory space. This data structure is efficient in terms of computation speed and memory consumption. However, this structure assumed that all addresses in a fault are faulty, which is incorrectly. Most fault types have only < 1% faulty addresses in their covered memory space [SL12a, SDB15]. In order to accurately model the fault behavior, we add another statistical parameter, Cover-Rate (ranging from 0 to 1), to represent the percentage of faulty addresses in a fault. The Mask, Address, and Cover-Rate comprise a Fault-map (FM), which is the basic data structure in MEMRES to represent faults.

In order to catch application-dependent fault behavior and model system-level reliability enhancement techniques, MEMRES uses Access-map (AM) to model memory access behavior. It has five parameters including Mask, Address, and Cover-Rate, which
Figure 4.5: Examples of FM/AMs A, B, and C. A is a column FM/AM, B is a 4-bit FM/AM, and C is a single-bit FM/AM.

have the same definitions as in FM except that they model accessed memory space not faulty space. In addition, AM also contains another two parameters: Access-Rate representing access rate in an AM (number of read/writes in an hour) and FIT representing fault rate (expected number of faults in a billion device-hour). As is mentioned in Section 4.2.1, memory access behavior changes over time and memory space creating the need of a set of AMs for different simulation intervals and memory space. Finer division in time and space lead to higher modeling accuracy, but result in more AMs, calculations and simulation time. The trade-off between speed and accuracy is analyzed in Section 4.2.6.

Fig. 4.5 shows examples of FM/AMs A, B, and C. Address and Mask are sets of binary bits, which represent a region of device addresses (i.e., physical location in memory). In Fig. 4.5, FM/AM A only occupies the column 100, so its column address is 100. To tell MEMRES that A’s three column address bits are valid (i.e., all these the three bits are required to determine A’s location, so they are valid), A’s column mask should be set to 000, where mask bit 0 means that the corresponding address bit is valid, and mask bit 1 means that the corresponding bit is invalid (masked). As A covers all rows from
Figure 4.6: The basic operations used in MEMRES: (a) INTERSECT, (b) MERGE, and (c) REMOVE. Cover-Rates of A and B are 0.6 and 0.5 respectively.

Row address 000 to 111, row address bits are not necessary to determine A’s position, its row mask is 111 to set all corresponding row address bits invalid. For calculation simplicity, address bit is set to 0 when it is invalid. Similarly, B locates in the row 011, hence its row address is 011 and valid, and row mask is 000. As B covers columns 000, 001, 010, and 011, and only the first address bit determines B’s position and is valid. Therefore, its column mask and address are 011 and 000 respectively, where the first address bit 0 indicates that B covers the left four columns. FM/AM C is a single bit, and all address bits are valid. The Cover-Rate is the percentage (or probability) of addresses being faulty in a fault. For instance, three out of eight addresses are faulty in A resulting in a Cover-Rate of 0.375.

The number of addresses covered by an FM must be a power of two. Most fault types can be represented by an FM, e.g., the number of addresses in all fault types shown in Fig. 4.4 are powers of 2. A fault with size $S$ not exactly equaling a power of two can be divided into no more than $\log_2 S$ parts such that each part is represented by an FM. FM helps MEMRES to save memory space by orders of magnitude compared to traditional simulators.
4.2.4 Basic Operations

MEMRES’s most operations are constructed by three basic bitwise operations: INTERSECT, MERGE, and REMOVE. They use FM/AM and have the closure property (i.e., both the operands and results of these operations are FM/AMs).

INTERSECT calculates the intersection between two FM/AMs. For examples, when a fault (represented by an FM) is accessed by an AM, the intersection between the FM and AM exists, and when two faults from different chips are accessed simultaneously in a word, their intersection exists. Basically, when two FM/AMs cover some same addresses, they intersect. The bit-wise formula \((A_{Mask} + B_{Mask}) + A_{Address} \oplus B_{Address}\) tells whether two FM/AMs intersect; only if the formula outputs all ”1”s [RN14], A and B intersect. The intersection \(I\) between A and B is obtained using Eqn. (4.1). Fig. 4.6 (a) shows an example of calculating INTERSECT(A, B).

\[
I_{Mask} = A_{Mask} \& B_{Mask} \tag{4.1}
\]

\[
I_{Address} = A_{Address} + B_{Address}
\]

REMOVE is used to clear faults (FMs) or to block access (AMs) to certain addresses. For instance, after a rank repairing (i.e. replacing a faulty rank with a spare one) the faults in the rank address are cleared from MEMRES’s database. Another example is that when a page is retired, the page address is removed from AMs and will never be accessed. Fig. 4.6 (b) illustrates removing B from A. First, the intersection \(I\) between A and B is calculated, where the removing operation is actually only performed on \(I\). Second, the Cover-Rate and Access-rate of \(I\) are updated using Eqn. (4.2), which represents the remaining intersection on A after removing B from it (if Access-rate and Cover-rate are zero or negative, \(I\) is totally removed from A). Third, Procedure 1 is used to obtain the least FM/AMs to cover the remaining parts of A excluding \(I\). At last, store the remaining parts of A and the updated \(I\) together in a collection, which is the output of REMOVE(B,A).

\[
I_{Access-Rate} = A_{Access-Rate} - B_{Access-Rate} \tag{4.2}
\]

\[
I_{Cover-Rate} = 1 - (1 - A_{Cover-Rate}) / (1 - B_{Cover-Rate})
\]
**Procedure 1** Remove FM/AM B from FM/AM A

**Input:** FM/AM A and FM/AM B.

**Output:** The collection R of the remaining FM/AM in A after removing B

1. Set I = INTERSECT(A,B)
2. Set T = A
3. for i from the index of the MSB to the LSB of $T_{Mask}$ do
4.   if $T_{Mask}(i) == 1$ && $I_{Mask}(i) == 0$ then
5.     //split T into two halves T0 and T1
6.     Set $T_0$, $T_1 = T$
7.     Set $T_0,Mask(i) = 0$ and $T_1,Mask(i) = 0$
8.     Set $T_0,Address(i) = 0$ and $T_1,Address(i) = 1$
9.     if $T_0$ intersects I then
10.    Add $T_1$ into the collection R. Set $T = T_0$
11.   else
12.    Add $T_0$ into the collection R. Set $T = T_1$
13. end if
14. end if
15. if $T == B$ then
16.   break loop
17. end if
18. end for
19. return R

MERGE is used to combine two FM/AMs. For example, MEMRES merges and stores all accessed faulty addresses in its data-base so that if some addresses produce multiple errors, these addresses’ Access-rates are over 1 after being merged in data-base, and permanent faults are determined according to it, then MEMRES can perform reliability management to clean the detected permanent faults. In Fig. 4.6 (c), a MERGE operation of A and B is illustrated. First, the intersection I between A and B is calculated, and then the Cover-Rate and Access-Rate of I are calculated following Eqn. (4.3). Second, constructing the remaining parts of A and B after excluding I using Procedure 1. Finally,
store I and remaining parts of A and B together in a collection.

\[
I_{\text{Access-Rate}} = A_{\text{Access-Rate}} + B_{\text{Access-Rate}} \\
I_{\text{Cover-Rate}} = 1 - (1 - A_{\text{Cover-Rate}}) \cdot (1 - B_{\text{Cover-Rate}})
\]

4.2.5 Modeling

The increasing large amount of memory faults hurt the memory reliability significantly [SL12a, SDB15, SPW09, MWK15]. However, compared with intensive data access and massive memory operations, the memory faults and failures are still counted as rare events. Therefore, using traditional simulators to analyze memory reliability involves too many redundant computations like emulating memory operation and simulating fault propagation. In order to improve computation efficiency, MEMRES uses statistical models. In this section, we describe the statistical models for fault injection, ECC detection and correction, and implementation of memory reliability management.

4.2.5.1 Fault Injection

Memory faults are classified into two classes: transient and permanent faults. Intermediate faults can be modeled as permanent faults with a variable to model their existing time, which is not specially handled in MEMRES. Transient faults can be removed by written back after ECC correction, whereas permanent faults cannot be repaired. Field studies show that memory fault rate varies with the time [SL12a, SDB15, SPW09] and locality [MWK15]. However, traditional analytical models can only assume a constant fault rate, which results in inaccuracy. In MEMRES, the fault rate is held in AMs, which dynamically change with time and locality. In addition to the memory fault types studied in [SL12a, SDB15] (e.g., bit/row/column/bank faults and etc.), MEMRES also models single-bit transient errors (data-link errors and write/retention errors of emerging memories), which have high occurring rate and are easier to correct, but may dominate memory failure when they intersect with memory faults.

As an AM is valid through a simulation interval (i.e., AMs can be changed in different intervals), fault FIT rate (injection rate) is assumed to be constant in a simulation interval. Memory fault injection follows continuous Poisson distribution [FIT11], and
MEMRES describes the injection probability of \( k \) faults of a fault type in an interval in Eqn. (4.4). It is noticed that the model is calculated once for every fault in an interval due to the different FIT rates of fault types. The injection model is more accurate than FaultSim [RN14], which assumes maximum one fault is injected in an interval.

\[
P(k) = \frac{(\lambda \cdot t_{\text{Int}})^k \cdot \exp(-\lambda \cdot t_{\text{Int}})}{k!}
\]

where \( \lambda \) is the failure rate (FIT rate) of a fault in an AM, and \( t_{\text{Int}} \) is the simulation interval in the unit of \( 10^9 \) hours.

Data-link has much higher bit error rate (BER) [MKS10, NFL08] than memory faults due to inter-symbol interference, signal reflection, clock jitter, and voltage variation. Data-link error is a transient error and only affects single bit in a 72-bit word (64 data bits and 8 ECC bits), which is easily corrected by ECC. Similarly to data-link error, write/retention errors of emerging memories, e.g. write failure in STT-RAM [WLE16a, KZZ15], are also single-bit transient errors. As the probability of more than one single-bit transient errors simultaneously occurring in a word is extremely low, MEMRES safely assumes that there is at most one single-bit transient error in an ECC word (i.e., the ECC word length depends on algorithms and is commonly 72/144 bits). In a memory system with ECC and memory scrubbing (i.e., scrubbing periodically scans and corrects transient faults in memory), the single-bit transient errors cannot accumulate and may only cause memory system failure when its occurrence intersects with other memory faults in a word (i.e., occurs in the memory address as row/column/bank faults and etc.). Hence, to improve computation and memory consumption efficiency in a memory with ECC and scrubbing, MEMRES only injects single-bit transient errors with accessed memory faults. More specifically, the injection rate depends on the number of memory errors, which are produced when memory faults are accessed. As the data-link and write errors have even probability to occur at every access, these errors follow discrete Poisson distribution, where the probability of injecting \( k \) such errors intersected with a memory fault is described in Eqn. (4.5). Differently, the retention errors have even temporal occurring probability, which follows continuous Poisson distribution and is handled in Eqn. (4.4). For a memory without ECC or memory scrubbing, these single-bit transient errors are injected same as single-bit transient faults, which are individually injected according to their FIT rates and can accumulate to create multiple-bit faults. However,
Figure 4.7: A memory with in-memory SECDED and in-controller ECC. In a memory chip, every eight columns of data bits are protected by one column of ECC bits. The in-memory ECC logic can correct a single-bit error in a 72-bit ECC word (64 data and 8 ECC bits), where a burst length of 8 accesses is required for a x8 chip to have 72 bits together for in-memory SECDED correction. A x8 chip inputs/outputs 8 data bits in an access, and totally eight x8 data chips and one x8 ECC chip input/output 72 bits from/to the memory controller in an access, where data errors in the 72 bits can be corrected/detected by the in-controller ECC.

Such memory cannot functionally operate for a long period under high volume of single-bit transient faults.

\[
P(k) = \frac{(BER \cdot N_A)^k \cdot \exp(-BER \cdot N_A)}{k!} \tag{4.5}
\]

Where \( BER \) is the bit error rate of single-bit transient errors, and \( N_A \) is the expectation of number of accessed bits from memory faults in current simulation interval, which is calculated by Access-Rate and Cover-Rate of AMs and FMs.

4.2.5.2 ECC Algorithms and Designs

Common ECC algorithms are classified into two types: Hamming-based and symbol-based codes. Examples of Hamming-based codes are single-error-correction-double-error-detection (SECDED) [BGM88a, MBR82] and single-chip-correction-double-chip-detection (SCCDCD, which can also be implemented by symbol-based codes) [Del97a, Del97b].
Both of them add 12.5% to redundancy of ECC bits. SECDED adds 8 bits (one x8 chip or two x4 chips) to a 64-bit word (eight x8 chips or 16 x4 chips), and SCCDCD adds 16 bits (four x4 chips) to 128 bits (32 x4 chips), which decodes/encodes two words interleaved across two channels simultaneously. Symbol-based codes are more sophisticated and efficient in redundancy like double-device data correction (DDDC) [JK13, Wil14]. With the same overhead of ECC bits as SCCDCD, DDDC has one sparing x4 chip for failed chip replacement in addition to the function of SCCDCD. An extension of DDDC is that the second failed chip replacement is allowed, after which the ECC algorithm changes from SCCDCD to SECDED. These codes that can correct any errors from single chip are also called Chipkill. In MEMRES, an ECC algorithm is configurable with four parameters: maximum detectable faulty bits, maximum correctable faulty bits, maximum detectable faulty symbols (bits from a chip are a symbol, e.g., a 4-bit symbol for a x4 chip), and maximum correctable faulty symbols. For SECDED, the maximum correctable and detectable faulty bits are one and two respectively. For the extended DDDC, the initial maximum correctable and detectable faulty symbols are one and two respectively, but after replacing two failed chips, these two parameters change to 0, while the maximum correctable and detectable faulty bits change to one and two respectively. The overhead of density, delay, and power is outside the scope of this paper.

MEMRES allows two ECC designs: in-controller ECC and in-memory ECC, which are shown in Fig. 4.7. In-controller ECC designs are commonly used in commercial server-class CPUs, where ECC detection/correction logic circuits locate inside a memory controller and can correct and detect errors from both memories and data links (e.g., double data rate (DDR) buses). An in-memory ECC design locates in a memory chip and corrects errors inside the chip. As an example, the memory in Fig. 4.7 are constructed by x8 chips, each chip inputs/outputs 8 bits in an access, and totally 72 bits from eight data chips and one ECC chip are read/written simultaneously, which comprise a word and are decoded/encoded by an in-controller ECC. In-memory ECC designs require burst mode. In burst mode, memory reads/writes multiple words with continuous physical addresses in one time. In Fig. 4.7, the in-memory SECDED works with burst mode with the burst length of 8. In every chip access, the ECC decodes/encodes 72 bits from 8 continuous chip-words together to perform SECDED. As an in-controller SCCDCD fails
when it faces multiple faulty symbols (chips), an in-memory ECC significantly decreases
the probability of such case by correcting symbols inside chips.

The model for memory with only in-controller ECC design was derived in [JDB13]. However, memories with both in-memory and in-controller ECC designs have not been studied. We derived a set of statistical models used in MEMRES’s ECC check, which allow for the interaction of in-memory and in-controller ECCs and give the probability that a memory fault or intersection (represented by an FM) fails both in-memory and in-controller ECCs in a simulation interval. Currently, in-memory ECC only considers SECDED, and in-controller ECC allows all Hamming-based and symbol-based algorithms.

As an example, we show a model for the combination of an in-memory SECDED and an in-controller symbol-based code (e.g., SCCDCD). This model describes the probability that after a memory fault FM is injected, the FM fails both in-memory and in-controller ECC in a simulation interval.

Eqn. (4.6) calculates the probability ($P_{\text{correct}}_{\text{symbol}}$) that a symbol (e.g., 4 bits for a x4 chip) covered by an FM is ECC correctable. It includes two cases: 1) there is no faulty bit in the symbol ($P_{0,\text{faultybit}@\text{symbol}}$), 2) there is one faulty bit in the symbol, and it is the only one in its burst group of 72 bits ($BL \cdot N_{PFB}$), which is correctable to SECDED ($P_{1,\text{faultybit}@\text{symbol}}$).

\[
P_{0,\text{faultybit}@\text{symbol}} = (1 - P_{FB})^{N_{PFB}} \\
P_{1,\text{faultybit}@\text{symbol}} = C_1^{N_{PFB}} \cdot P_{FB} \cdot (1 - P_{FB})^{BL \cdot N_{PFB} - 1} \\
P_{\text{correct}}_{\text{symbol}} = P_{0,\text{faultybit}@\text{symbol}} + P_{1,\text{faultybit}@\text{symbol}}
\]

Here $BL$ is the burst length (e.g., burst length of 8 is shown in Fig. 4.7). $N_{PFB}$ is the number of possible faulty bits in the symbol, which is determined by the Mask of the FM covering the symbol. $C_1^{N_{PFB}}$ is choosing one faulty bit from $N_{PFB}$ possible faulty bits in the symbol. $P_{FB}$ is the probability that a bit covered by the FM is faulty, which is calculated from Cover-Rate of the FM.

Then we calculate the probability ($P_{\text{correct}}_{\text{word}}$) that a word constructed by possible faulty symbols is ECC correctable in Eqn. (4.7) based on $P_{\text{correct}}_{\text{symbol}}$ and number of
possible faulty symbols $N_{PFS}$ (calculated from Mask) in a word. The appearance of uncorrectable word will cause both memory failure.

$$P_{\text{correct, word}} = \frac{\min(N_{MFS}, N_{PFS})}{\sum_{k=0}^{\min(N_{MFS}, N_{PFS})} C_k^{N_{PFS}}}$$

$$\cdot P_{\text{correct, symbol}}^{N_{PFS}-k} \cdot (1 - P_{\text{correct, symbol}})^k$$

(4.7)

Where the $N_{MFS}$ is the maximum correctable symbols of the in-controller ECC, and $k$ is the number of faulty symbols.

The model above excludes the data-link error and write/retention error, which may intersect with memory errors to create uncorrectable errors. The additional occurrence of a write/retention error inside a memory chip may cause failure in the in-memory SECDED which is otherwise able to correct the memory chip, and then the appearance of an additional faulty symbol may further cause failure in the in-controller ECC. As explained in Section 4.2.5.1, there is maximum one such error in a symbol, and hence we derive the probability ($P_{\text{wrErr, fail, memECC}}$) that the occurrence of a write/retention error in an accessed symbol causes an in-memory SECDED failure in Eqn. (4.8). The derivation includes two cases: 1) a memory faulty bit already exists in the accessed symbol before the occurrence of a write/retention error in the symbol, and the write/retention error should not overlap with the faulty bit. 2) a memory faulty bit is not in the accessed symbol but in the same burst group (e.g., the 63 bits excluding the accessed accessed symbol in a burst group, see Fig. 4.7) before the occurrence of a write/retention error in the accessed symbol.

$$P_{\text{wrErr, fail, memECC}} = \frac{(SL - 1)}{SL} \cdot P_{1, \text{faulty bit in symbol}} + (BL - 1) \cdot N_{PFB} \cdot P_{FB}$$

$$\cdot (1 - P_{FB})^{(BL-1)\cdot N_{PFB}-1} \cdot P_{0, \text{faulty bit in symbol}}$$

Where $SL$ is the symbol length (number of bits per symbol).

Then the in-controller ECC may fail due to the additional faulty symbol caused by the write/retention error in the case that existing faulty symbols already reach the maximum correction capability $N_{MFS}$ before the write/retention error. This probability $P_{\text{wrErr, fail, inrECC}}$ is derived as follows.
Unlike write/retention errors, which occur and can be corrected inside memory chips, data-link errors occur on data links and are not checked by in-memory ECC. More specifically, when the existing faulty symbols reach the correction capability $N_{MFS}$, a data-link error occurring on any correct symbols will create another faulty symbol to fail in-controller ECC. The probability is derived in Eqn. (4.10).

$$P_{dlErr\_fail\_ctrECC} = \frac{(N_S - N_{MFS})}{N_S} \cdot C_{N_{MFS}}^{N_{PFS}} \cdot P_{\text{correct\_symbol}}^{N_{PFS} - N_{MFS}} \cdot (1 - P_{\text{correct\_symbol}})^{N_{MFS}}$$

Here $N_S$ is the number of symbols in an ECC word (e.g., 32 for SCCDCD with x4 chips).

So far, we have derived the statistical models for probabilities of uncorrectable words caused by a memory-fault, by the interaction of memory-fault and write/retention-error, and by the interaction of memory-fault and data-link-error. These models also work for error detection. For memory faults with faulty bits exceeding the specified ECC detectable capability, ECC can still detect a part of them. For example, some errors with three faulty bits can be detected by SECDED which guarantees to detect faults with two or less faulty bits. A partial detection rate is taken as a constant input to model the detection probability of those faults.

### 4.2.5.3 Memory Reliability Management

Although ECC designs can correct memory errors, permanent faults can accumulate with time and intersect to produce uncorrectable multiple-bit and multiple-symbol errors. To avoid fault accumulation, modern systems use memory reliability management to deactivate existing faults. These techniques require information of fault location, which can be identified from detected errors. MEMRES has modeled the identification process. One
collection of FMs called fault-collection stores all faulty addresses, which MERGE all existing faults. Errors are produced when fault-collection is accessed by AMs (i.e., AMs intersect with FMs in fault-collection), and then detected by ECC designs. MEMRES MERGE detected errors (also represented by FMs) into a collection called error-log. A high access-rate of an FM in error-log means that the addresses covered by the FM frequently produce errors and are identified as a permanent fault. This can trigger memory reliability management to deactivate it. Modeling of memory reliability management is detailed below:

- Memory scrubbing corrects detected correctable transient faults. Two scrubbing techniques are simulated in MEMRES, 1) if an ECC correctable transient fault (in the form of FM) is accessed by an AM, the accessed faulty addresses are removed from the transient fault using REMOVE; 2) in addition to the on-line correction, the memory scrubbing periodical inspects the memory, and all correctable transient faults are cleared from fault-collection using REMOVE, where the periodically scrubbing cycle is configurable.

- Hardware sparing allows the replacement of failed hardware with sparing hardware. For example, modern memory systems have enabled rank sparing, which uses a spare rank for replacing an in-use rank with detected permanent faults. In MEMRES, the spare devices, number of spare devices, the hardware being protected by this technique, and triggering threshold can be specified in configuration file. When detected permanent faults reach the configurable threshold in a protected hardware, REMOVE is applied to clear faults (in the form of FMs) in the replaced hardware from MEMRES’s database (fault-collection and error-log).

- Memory page retirement blocks access to memory pages with permanent faults to avoid fault activation. More specifically, when a permanent fault is detected in a memory physical page, the address mapped to the page is blocked, and the data on the page is moved to other pages. In MEMRES, once a permanent fault (in the form of FM) is detected by error-log, the access (in the form of AMs) to the pages intersecting with the fault are moved to other pages using REMOVE and MERGE. The maximum number of retired pages is configurable.
• Memory mirroring mounts one memory space as a copy of another one, and system reads/writes data from/to both spaces simultaneously so that if data from one space contains errors, system can still obtain correct data from the other memory space. This protection is frequently used for critical data. MEMRES models this technique by having a special ECC check: uncorrectable faults in the mirrored spaces cannot directly cause failure unless two uncorrectable faults from two mirrored space intersect.

4.2.6 Trade-off between Accuracy and Speed

In this section, we analyze the accuracy-speed trade-off in fault simulation. In MEMRES, dense grids of memory space (smaller AMs) more accurately models access behavior by holding more precise Cover-Rates, whereas sparse grids (larger AMs) save computation but lead to imprecise Cover-Rates. For example, one bank is intensively accessed but other banks in the same rank are barely accessed, if a large AM is used to represent access to the rank, its Cover-Rate is low after averaging memory access over all banks. Then inaccurate simulation is resulted when a fault occurs in the intensively accessed bank, because the fault is supposed to be quickly activated (accessed) but the low Cover-Rate delays its activation time. Fault activation is a random event and determined by Cover-Rate, hence distribution of the activation time, which is in fact simulated in MEMRES, is crucial to accuracy. The mathematical expectation and variance of fault activation time are listed below in Eqn. (4.11)

\[
\mu_{\text{ActTime}} = t_{\text{Int}} \cdot \frac{(1 - \text{Cover - rate})^{\text{MapSize}}}{1 - (1 - \text{Cover - rate})^{\text{MapSize}}} \\
\sigma_{\text{ActTime}} = t_{\text{Int}} \cdot \frac{(1 - \text{Cover - rate})^{\text{MapSize}}}{\left(1 - (1 - \text{Cover - rate})^{\text{MapSize}}\right)^2}
\]

Here \( t_{\text{Int}} \) is the simulation interval, \( \text{Cover-Rate} \) is the Cover-Rate product of a fault FM and the AM accessing the FM, and \( \text{MapSize} \) is the number of addresses in the intersection of the FM and AM. The accuracy is determined by the precision of \( \text{Cover-Rate} \) and \( \text{MapSize} \). For a high \( \text{Cover-Rate} \), the sensitivity of accuracy to \( \text{MapSize} \) is smaller, and vice versa. Therefore if fault injection is dominated by large faults or memory is intensively and uniformly accessed, larger AMs can be used to speed up the simulation without losing accuracy.
Similarly, to prolong simulation intervals can lead to less computation. Nevertheless, longer interval may result in simulation error if too many faults are injected in a long interval. For example, in a system with memory reliability management, a detected permanent fault should be deactivated by repairing techniques before intersecting with other faults occurring later. However, a long simulation interval increases the probability of multiple fault injection, which can intersect to produce non-correctable errors. Therefore, it had better avoid multiple fault injection, and the interval of hours is acceptable according to fault rates reported in [SL12a, SDB15].

The run time and memory consumption complexity of MEMRES are $O\left(\lambda^2 \cdot \log (M)^2\right)$ and $O\left(\lambda \cdot \log (M)\right)$ respectively, where $M$ is the size of memory system and $\lambda$ is the failure rate. The size and number of FM/AMs scale with the address length ($\log(M)$) and injection rate ($\lambda$) respectively. Run time of INTERSECT scales with the size of FM/AMs($\log(M)$). The run time of MERGE and REMOVE (described in Procedure 1) is determined by the size of FM/AMs ($\log(M)$) and the run time of INTERSECT ($\log(M)$), which is $\log (M)^2$. The number of operations is proportion to the square of the number of FM/AMs (proportional to $\lambda^2$). The complexity of total run time, which is the product of the number of operations and the run time of operations, is $O\left(\lambda^2 \cdot \log (M)^2\right)$. The memory consumption, which is decided by the number and size of FM/AMs, is $O\left(\lambda \cdot \log (M)\right)$. In experiments, the wall time for the 100,000 5-years simulations (incontroller ECC and memory scrubbing are enabled) for Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11 on Quad-Core AMD Opteron(tm) Processor 2376 with 8 threads is 70 minutes. Its peak memory consumption is 1 GB.

### 4.3 Framework Validation

To substantially validate MEMRES is non-trivial. Large scale experimentation is too expensive and impractical for most research groups given the need to observe failures over an extended period of time on a large scale datacenter. Existing simulators take unacceptable time to complete the validation task, and existing analytical models do not support memory reliability management. In this section, we validate MEMRES’s accuracy with FaultSim, the analytical model [JDB13] and derived analytical models.
Table 4.2: Architecture of a 4-GB DRAM DIMM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranks</th>
<th>Chips</th>
<th>banks</th>
<th>Mats</th>
<th>Rows</th>
<th>Columns</th>
<th>Access-Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>16+2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>1e12/hour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.8: An example Mask of a column FM in the memory specified by Table 4.2. A read contains 4 bits from a chip, 18 reads construct a 72-bit word (64 data bits and 8 ECC bits), and a word has a memory physical address.

Because models and FaultSim do not support fault rate distribution and variation over time and address space, memory access behavior, in-memory ECC, and memory reliability management, we disable these features in MEMRES in this section. However, enabling these features strongly affects simulation results, which are illustrated in Section 4.4. In the validation, we assume that fault rate is constant, a large fault affects all covered address space, and a fault is accessed and corrected or causes ECC failure immediately after the fault injection.

We use an 4-GB DRAM based main memory as an example to validate MEMRES. The configuration of the 4-GB DRAM is listed in Table 4.2. In this memory architecture, an example column FM’s mask is shown in Fig. 4.8. We use the fault rates reported in [SL12a, SDB15, MKS10, NFL08] for the validation, which is shown in Table 4.3. Because analytical models [JDB13] and FaultSim [RN14, NRQ15] assume all bits in a fault coverage are faulty, we use Cover-Rates of 1 for MEMRES to match their assumption in the validation for all faults (i.e., the Cover-rate listed in the table are used for later case study in Section 4.4).

The predicted failure rates of a 4-GB DRAM by MEMRES, FaultSim (interval and event modes), and the analytical model [JDB13] are drawn in Fig. 4.9 as a function of time. Normal fault rate (Table 4.3) and 4x fault rate (4xFIT) are used. Using the analytical model [JDB13] as the baseline, the maximum mismatch for MEMRES, Fault-
Table 4.3: Fault FIT rates per chip and data-link BER for DRAM and STT-RAM. The retention BER (RER) and write BER (WER) are only for STT-RAM. Data-link error, retention error, and write error are single-bit transient errors (SBT).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fault types</th>
<th>Transient FIT</th>
<th>Permanent FIT</th>
<th>Cover-Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-bit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-word</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-column</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-row</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-bank</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multi-banks</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>single-lane</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-link BER</td>
<td>$10^{-14}$</td>
<td>[NFL08]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention BER/hour (STT-RAM)</td>
<td>$0, 10^{-5}, 10^{-10}, 10^{-15}$ (design dependence)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write BER (STT-RAM)</td>
<td>$0, 10^{-8}, 10^{-11}, 10^{-14}$ (design dependence)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sim’s interval and event modes are 1%, 2%, and 2% respectively. Please note that the analytical model is not the ground truth. The analytical model should overestimate the memory failure rate, because it separately calculates the probability of all critical faults that can cause memory failure and sums them together, but ignores to subtract the case that more than one critical faults exist in the same memory, which is the second order probability. Since MEMRES predicts lower failure probability than the analytical model indicating that MEMRES’ error is lower than 1%.

In the following, we validate a DRAM with high frequency transient faults, e.g., DDR bus errors, which are not supported in FaultSim, and the analytical model [JDB13]. These errors strongly affect memory reliability through intersecting with permanent memory faults to cause ECC failure, e.g., ChipKill. To fill the gap, we derive an analytical model for memory failure caused by the intersection between a memory permanent fault and a transient fault (applicable to all transient faults and single-bit transient errors) as a supplemental model to validate MEMRES. Intersection between two transient fault/errors is unlikely given that a transient fault only exists short time in memory with scrubbing, hence we ignore this case.
Figure 4.9: Validation of MEMRES with FaultSim and the analytical model [JDB13]. The failure rates for a 4-GB DRAM with SECDED as functions of time are shown. 1x and 4x fault rates are used. MEMRES matches well with the analytical model and FaultSim.

\[ P_{\text{fail}} (t) = P_{\text{intersect}} \cdot \int_{0}^{t} P_{\text{perm}} (t_1) \cdot \int_{0}^{t-t_1} P_{\text{tran}} (t_2) \]  

(4.12)

\[
P_{\text{perm}} (t_1) = \exp (-\lambda_p t_1) \cdot (1 - \exp (-\lambda_p dt_1)) \]

\[
= \lambda_p \cdot \exp (-\lambda_p t_1) dt_1
\]

\[
P_{\text{tran}} (t_2) = \lambda_t \cdot \exp (-\lambda_t t_2) dt_2
\]

Where \( \lambda_p \) and \( \lambda_t \) are the failure rate of the permanent and transient fault respectively. The analytical form of \( P_{\text{fail}} \) is shown in Eqn. (4.13).

\[
P_{\text{fail}} (t) = P_{\text{intersect}} \cdot \left( 1 - \exp (-\lambda_p t) + \frac{\lambda_p}{\lambda_t - \lambda_p} \right) \cdot \left( \exp (-\lambda_t t) - \exp (-\lambda_p t) \right)
\]  

(4.13)

For the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of memory failure rate shown in Fig. 4.10, MEMRES matches with the analytical model for a 4-GB DRAM with in-controller
Figure 4.10: The failure rate for a 4-GB DRAM with SECDED or SCCDCD as a function of time. The single-bit transient error rate (SBTER, i.e., DRAM only has data-link error as SBT in the validation) of $10^{-14}$ and $10^{-10}$ are used in this validation.

SECDED and SCCDCD. SCCDCD overall performs better than SECDED because the SCCDCD can correct multiple-bit errors from any single chip, indicating that SCCDCD can correct all individual faults from Table 4.3. However, intersections of multiple faults from different chips and intersection between memory faults and single-bit transient errors (SBT, including data-link error, retention error of STT-RAM and write error of STT-RAM.) can give rise to SCCDCD failure. The failure rate increases dramatically with data-link BER, and when the BER is $10^{-10}$, SCCDCD does not show obvious benefit compared with SECDED.

Figure 4.11: The memory failure rate breakdown for a 4-GB DRAM operating for 5 years with in-controller SECDED. The data-link BER of $10^{-14}$ and $10^{-10}$ are used in this validation.
Fig. 4.11 shows the breakdown of failure caused by different fault types. Again, MEMRES matches well with analytical models except for a small difference. MEMRES more accurately shows that all single-fault induced failure rates decrease with increased data-link BER (e.g., single-bank, single-row, single-lane, multi-bank, single-word), while the analytical model gives exact same failure rates at different BER. In reality, as more memory failures are caused by the increased data-link errors interacting with permanent memory faults, failures caused by other memory faults decrease due to the fact that when memory system failure occurs, the system is shut down, and the failed memory is replaced with a new memory without any memory faults. Analytical models calculate the failure probability due to each fault individually because it is very difficult to include the high order effect of failure interactions. Note that, in default MEMRES setup (used in the paper), a memory failure ends simulations, however, MEMRES also models the failed memory replacement similarly to rank replacement (Section 4.2.5.3) where MEMRES allows to continues simulation when a failure occurs and is fixed by hardware replacement.

4.4 A Study of STT-RAM using MEMRES

In this section, we perform a case study of analyzing STT-RAM’s reliability using MEMRES. Since STT-RAM and traditional memories have similar peripheral circuits (sense amplifier, decoder, etc.), and large memory faults like row, column, bank faults and etc are highly possible caused by peripheral circuit failure, we assume that STT-RAM suffers from the same fault FIT rates as DRAMs (see Table 4.3) except for the single-bit transient fault (not single-bit transient errors) given that STT-RAM is immune to particle-induced faults. In addition to these faults, STT-RAM may suffer from single-bit transient errors including data-link errors, retention errors, and write errors. Their error rates depend on the STT-RAM design, where the error rates can be traded for low energy consumption [WLE16a].

There are trade-offs between performance (write speed and energy) and reliability (retention error and write error) for STT-RAM. The critical current (i.e., proportional to write current) of STT-RAM is approximately proportional to thermal stability [WLE16a], while the thermal stability also determines the retention time, the average time that an
Table 4.4: The 5-year failure rate for STT-RAMs with different write error rate (WER, per-bit-write failure probability), retention error rate (RER, per-bit-hour failure probability), and ECC designs: 1) in-controller SCCDCD with (W/) in-memory SECDED, 2) in-controller SCCDCD without (W/O) in-memory SECDED.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RER</th>
<th>W/O</th>
<th>W/</th>
<th>W/O</th>
<th>W/</th>
<th>W/O</th>
<th>W/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10⁻⁸</td>
<td>0.1365</td>
<td>0.0219</td>
<td>0.1359</td>
<td>0.0219</td>
<td>0.1354</td>
<td>0.0209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10⁻¹¹</td>
<td>0.1336</td>
<td>0.0213</td>
<td>0.0649</td>
<td>0.0213</td>
<td>0.0638</td>
<td>0.0208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10⁻¹⁴</td>
<td>0.1317</td>
<td>0.0213</td>
<td>0.0402</td>
<td>0.0212</td>
<td>0.0310</td>
<td>0.0207</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STT-RAM cell holds data before false switching during standby state. This indicates that shorter retention time can reduce write energy as well as improve write speed at the risk of retention error [SBL11]. Another trade-off is to reduce write time at the expense of increased write error rate (WER) [WZS09]. With memory reliability enhancement techniques, the reliability requirement of STT-RAM can be relaxed, which leads to faster speed and less power consumption simultaneously. As a case study, we use MEMRES to explore the impact of retention error rate (RER) and WER on STT-RAM with different reliability enhancement techniques. An 8-GB STT-RAM is used for all experiments in this section, which has two channels, and each channel has one dual in-line memory module (DIMM) with configuration in Table 4.2. Fault FIT rates per chip are listed in Table 4.3.

Table 4.4 illustrates the 5-year memory failure rate of STT-RAMs with or without in-memory ECC for different write/retention BER. The failure rate of the STT-RAM with both in-memory SECDED and in-controller SCCDCD is significantly lower than the STT-RAM with only in-controller SCCDCD, because in-memory SECDED corrects a single-bit transient error soon after its occurrence, allows chips to output corrected symbols, and hence prevents multi-chip errors to cause in-controller SCCDCD failure. The probability of having multiple single-bit transient errors in a chip read (consequent 4 bits for a x4 chip) is extremely low, which may not happen even once in a data-center for many years given that memory scrubbing is enabled to correct transient errors.
Figure 4.12: (a) An 8-GB STT-RAM with unbalanced memory access (without interleaving) and balanced memory access (with interleaving). (b) Failure rates (CDF) of STT-RAM with unbalanced and balanced memory access. In-controller SCCDCD and in-memory SECDED are enabled.

periodically. Therefore for STT-RAM with in-memory ECC, retention and write errors can be traded for speed and power improvement, but seeking the optimized trade-offs requires the knowledge of in-memory SECDED performance overhead.

As is known, memory interleaving can improve memory throughput by spreading memory access evenly across memory banks and channels. In Fig. 4.12a, one STT-RAM with interleaving has balanced access, while the other one without interleaving has unbalanced access. In this study, all chips have the same memory fault FIT rates (see Table 4.3). More specifically for this experiment, we assume fault occurrence probability (except single-bit transient errors) does not depend on memory access density for the reason that faults are random rare events and caused by process variation or particle induced errors which are not related to access density and hardware wear-out. The field study [SPW09] shows a sub-linear dependence of uncorrected error rate on time indicating that fault FIT rate does not increase with time and hence is not clearly related to memory access and wear-out (i.e., errors increase due to accumulated permanent faults, but fault occurring rate does not increase with time). The Fig. 4.12b illustrates that the STT-RAM without interleaving suffers from lower failure rate given that permanent memory faults in the channel being sparsely accessed is less likely to intersect with data-link errors.

When rank sparing is enabled, detected permanent faulty addresses over a threshold can trigger rank sparing, which replaces the faulty rank with a spare rank. In Fig. 4.13, we
Figure 4.13: The 5-year failure breakdown and failure rate (CDF) of STT-RAM with enabled rank sparing. The thresholds (percentage of faulty addresses in a rank) to trigger rank repairing are 0.1%, 0.001%, and 0.00001%. The STT-RAM has one spare rank in each channel. In-controller SCCDCD is enabled.

simulates an 8-GB STT-RAM with rank sparing and different threshold to trigger rank sparing. As is illustrated, failure rate is not reduced when high threshold is set (e.g., 0.1%), because no individual fault is big enough to trigger rank sparing. With threshold decreasing, overall failure rate decreases given that multi-bank faults and single-row faults can trigger rank sparing at the threshold of 0.001% and 0.00001% respectively. Single-lane fault is not correctable as it affects both ranks in a channel, while a channel only has one spare rank in the experiment setup.

A detected permanent fault can trigger memory page retirement, which removes faulty physical pages from use by the operating system. In Fig. 4.14, we simulate an 8-GB STT-RAM with memory page retirement. As can be seen, more allowed retired pages give rise to less failure rate but more memory space loss. A row-fault is easy to be deactivated by retiring two pages, while a multi-bank fault affects more than 5000 pages and can only be deactivated when a large memory space loss is allowed. However, if rank sparing and memory page retirement are both enabled, they can collaborate to efficiently correct most faults.

System with memory mirroring reads/writes two mirrored space simultaneously, and errors in one space can be corrected by its mirror. In Fig. 4.15, we simulate an 8-GB
Figure 4.14: The 5-year failure breakdown and failure rate (CDF) of STT-RAM with enabled memory page retirement. Different maximum allowed retired pages per channel are tried, including 20, 2000, and 200000. In-controller SCCDCD is enabled. Memory page size is 4kB.

STT-RAM with memory mirroring, which mounts a memory space as a copy of another memory space. We tried different mirrored memory space including a whole memory space (i.e., a half space is mirrored by the other half), a half memory space, and a quarter memory space.

Figure 4.15: The 5-year failure breakdown and failure rate (CDF) of STT-RAM with memory mirroring. Different mirrored memory space are simulated including whole memory mirroring (one channel is mirrored to the other one), a half memory mirroring (one rank is mirrored to another one), and a quarter of memory mirroring (a half rank is mirrored to another half). In-controller SCCDCD is enabled.
Figure 4.16: (a) Varying fault FIT rate (normalized to constant fault FIT rate) and constant FIT rate vs. time. (b) The failure rate (CDF) of STT-RAM with varying fault FIT rate and constant fault FIT rate (listed in Table. 4.3). In-controller SCCDCD and in-memory SECDED are enabled.

of memory space. As mirrored space increases, the failure rates caused by all fault types decrease as is expected. Larger faults like lane faults require more mirrored space to correct. Memory mirroring significantly increases the system’s robustness to memory faults, where failure rate decreases to nearly zero when a whole memory is mirrored, as a trade-off, a half memory space is lost.

Fault FIT rate varies over time and usually decreases with time [SL12a, SDB15], while analytical models always assume constant FIT rate because a varying FIT rate is very difficult to model. However, constant FIT rate assumption may result in inaccuracy. As an example, we use MEMRES to simulate STT-RAMs with constant and varying FIT rates. In Fig. 4.16a, the varying FIT rate is a quadratic function of time, which is normalized to the constant FIT rate such that it gives rise to the same 5-year-fault-occurring probability as the constant FIT rate. Though the varying FIT rate decreases with time, permanent faults continue to produce errors after injection; hence error rates increase still with time, which is not contrary to field studies [SL12a, SDB15, MWK15, SPW09]. Fig. 4.16b shows that the varying FIT rate results in higher STT-RAM failure rate, because its higher FIT rate in the beginning causes faults to occur earlier, which have higher probability to intersect with data-link errors and fail SCCDCD ECC. The failure rate difference demonstrates MEMRES’s capability of simulating more realistic situations than analytical models.
4.5 Chapter conclusion

The proposed MEMRES framework facilitates a fast and convenient way to assess the reliability of modern memory systems. It can perform memory fault simulation with ECC and memory reliability management. The accuracy of MEMRES is validated by the comparison with the derived analytic model and existing models. Through MEMRES, modern reliability enhancement techniques including ECC designs and memory reliability management can be calibrated to have optimized efficiency for target applications. With additional fault models, we show examples of using MEMRES to optimize the reliability for emerging memory systems.
CHAPTER 5

Comparative Evaluation of Spin-Transfer-Torque and Magnetoelectric Random Access Memory

5.1 Chapter Introduction

MeRAM requires a comprehensive evaluation, while STT-RAM, which is better known and has similar structure and fabrication process, is an appropriate reference. To accurately compare the reliability of the two technologies, the WER must be precisely captured. The state-of-art method is the LandauLifshitzGilbert (LLG) differential equation based Monte-Carlo simulation (e.g., [WZJ12] for STT-MTJs). However, previous implementations were too slow to be adapted for high-accuracy simulations needed for large memory array. As a result, limited samples were simulated in previous STT-RAM studies [LAS08, ZWC11], which could not address WER below $10^{-4}$. This may lead to inappropriate designs, e.g., the WER of $10^{-8}$ requires 20% more write current than $10^{-4}$ for STT-MTJs. Moreover, the context of circuit-level optimization is also essential given that peripheral circuit can significantly affect memory performance. For instance, MRAM can leverage circuit techniques to mitigate the WER by trading off the speed and power.

In this chapter, we perform the first comprehensive circuit-level comparison between MeRAM and STT-RAM with respect to reliability, power, performance, density, and scalability using a high-speed Monte-Carlo simulator. The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes the LLG based model and simulation in detail. Section 5.3 analyzes the scalability of STT-RAM and MeRAM. Section 5.4 designs MRAM cells under process and temperature variation and compares the cell density of two MRAMs with 32nm design rules. Section 5.5 analyzes the WER of the nominal MTJs and MRAMs with process and temperature variation separately. Section 5.6 introduces the PWSA multi-write
design and carries out a circuit-level comparison with respect to write latency, energy and MRAM failure analysis. Section 5.7 concludes the chapter.

5.2 Modeling and Simulation

Figure 5.1: (a) VC-MTJ is switched by unidirectional voltage pulses. The first two same pulses switch the resistance state of a VC-MTJ from P to AP and then back to P, the third double-width pulse make two switches continuously. (b) STT-MTJ is switched by directional current pulses, and the switching directions depends on the direction of current.

Both STT-MTJ and VC-MTJ are resistive memory devices, their resistances are determined by the magnetization directions of two ferromagnetic layers. The direction of one layer is fixed (referred to as reference layer) while the other one can be switched (referred to as free layer). A low resistance is present when magnetic directions in the two layers are parallel (referred as P state); a high resistance is present when the two directions are anti-parallel (referred as AP state). The two states are utilized to store “0” and “1”. Tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR, defined as \((R_H - R_L)/R_L\)) over 200% has been demonstrated, which means that the high resistance can be over 3X of the low resistance. Based on the magnetization direction of the two layers, MTJs are classified as in-plane and out-of-plane (perpendicular magnetized) devices. Recently, STT-RAM with out-of-plane MTJs is found to have lower write current and less fabrication challenge than in-plane MTJs [SLL11, ZZL12, LRD05, Hua08]. The magnetic anisotropy of out-of-plane MTJs is dominated by the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA). In this chapter, we
consider the STT-RAM and MeRAM with out-of-plane MTJs.

Although STT-MTJs and VC-MTJs share a similar device structure and data storing mechanism, their switching mechanisms differ as shown in Fig. 5.1a and Fig. 5.1b, e.g., in an STT-MTJ, polarized electrons flowing from the reference layer to the free layer switch the magnetization of the free layer to P state; when electrons flow in the opposite direction, the reflected electrons from the reference layer switch the free layer to AP state.

![Diagram of STT-MTJ](image)

Figure 5.2: VCMA-induced precessional switching. When a voltage is applied on the VC-MTJ, the energy barrier separating the two magnetization states of the free layer is reduced so that the magnetization state starts to spin.

Unlike STT-MTJ, VC-MTJ utilizes an unidirectional voltage pulse to make both switches from AP to P and from P to AP. As is illustrated in Fig. 5.2, the energy barrier $E_b$ separates the two stable states of the free layer magnetization (pointing up and down) when the voltage applied across the VC-MTJ is 0. The energy barrier $E_b$ decreases with the voltage increase due to VCMA effect. When the voltage reaches $V_{\text{Write}} (> 0$, see Eqn. 5.8), full 180° switching can be achieved by timing the precessional switching of magnetization.

In the MTJ switching simulation, the magnetization in the free layer during any short interval (e.g., 0.25ps in our setup) is described by an LLG differential equation. The entire switching is captured by iteratively solving the LLG equations in sequence. The WER is then extracted from numerous simulations in a Monte-Carlo approach. Shorter interval and more simulations can improve the accuracy at the expense of time. The LLG
Figure 5.3: During a write of the STT-MTJ, VCMA may assist the thermal activation to cause unintended switching. This effect can improve the switching probability when the write pulse width is insufficient to switch the STT-MTJ, on the other hand, may lead to switching failure when the write pulse width is sufficiently long.

Equation (5.1) describes the dynamic behavior of the free layer magnetization vector $\mathbf{M}$ in the presence of an external field ($H_{\text{Ext}}$), shape anisotropy ($H_{\text{Shape}}$), PMA ($H_{\text{PMA}}$), and thermal fluctuation ($H_{\text{Therm}}$), as follows.

$$
\frac{d\mathbf{M}}{dt} = -\gamma (\mathbf{M} \times \mathbf{H}) + \frac{\alpha}{M_S} \cdot \mathbf{M} \times \frac{d\mathbf{M}}{dt} + \gamma \frac{\alpha_J(\theta)}{M_S} \mathbf{M} \times (\mathbf{M} \times \mathbf{p})
$$

Where $H = H_{\text{Ext}} + H_{\text{Shape}} + H_{\text{PMA}} + H_{\text{Therm}}$

Where $\gamma$ is the gyromagnetic ratio, $\mathbf{H}$ is the effective magnetic field, $\alpha$ is the intrinsic damping constant, $M_S$ is the saturation magnetization, and $\alpha_J$ is the amplitude of the spin-transfer torque induced by current. $H_{\text{PMA}}$ can be reduced by voltage due to the VCMA effect, which is expressed below.

$$
H_{\text{PMA}} = H_{\text{PMA}}(0) \cdot (1 - \zeta \cdot V_{\text{MTJ}})
$$

$$
H_{\text{PMA}}(0) = 2K / (t_{FL} \cdot M_S) - M_S
\quad \zeta = \xi / (K \cdot t_{MgO})
$$

Where $V_{\text{MTJ}}$ is the applied voltage, $t_{FL}$ and $t_{MgO}$ are the thickness of the free layer and MgO layer respectively, $K$ is the anistropy constant, $\xi$ is the anisotropy change slope, $\zeta$ is the VCMA factor with the unit of $V^{-1}$. Positive $V_{\text{MTJ}}$ causes VCMA effect to re-
duce $H_{PMA}$ as well as the perpendicular magnetization to cause precessional switching [AUA13]. An optimal applied voltage can exactly cancel out the perpendicular magnetization, and then a perfect precessional switching (controlled by the in-plane external magnetic field $H_{Ext}$) starts, during which the magnetization in the free layer rotates. The optimal pulse width equals to the half cycle of the precessional switching [DAC13]. More specifically, the optimal pulse allows the magnetization to rotate exactly 180°. The VCMA effect is considered for both STT-MTJ and VC-MTJ, while previous circuit-level STT-RAM studies ignore it. As an example, the impact of VCMA effect on an STT-MTJ is shown in Fig. 5.3: VCMA can change the WER. When a write current is applied, the voltage drop on the STT-MTJ reduces the PMA and increases the chance of thermal activated switching. Hence when the write pulse is not long enough to guarantee a switch, the thermal activated switching assisted by VCMA increases the switching probability, but when the write pulse is long enough, it induces errors.

The $H_{Therm}$ in (5.1) is the thermal fluctuation field and randomly determined as a variable following Normal distribution at each simulation interval (5.3).

$$H_{Therm} = \text{Norm3d}(0, \sqrt{\frac{2k_B T}{\gamma M_{st} A}})$$

(5.3)

Where $A$ is the area of the MTJ, $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, and $T$ is the temperature.

Temperature significantly affects the MTJ switching behavior, e.g., the WER of an STT-MTJ can increase from $10^{-8}$ to $10^{-6}$ with temperature rising from 300K to 350K (see Fig. 5.9). Except $H_{Therm}$, other terms in (5.1) also change with temperature as described in (5.4) [AAY14], which are commonly ignored in previous large-scaled MRAM studies [SBL11, SMN11]. In-situ thermal sensors [ZLL13, ZLL15] may help to monitor MRAM temperature and modulate MTJ write schemes.

$$M_S (T) = M_S^* \left(1 - \left(\frac{T}{T^*}\right)^{3/2}\right)$$  

(5.4)

$$K (T) = K^* \cdot \left(\frac{M_S (T)}{M_S^*}\right)^{2.18}$$

$$\xi (T) = \xi^* \cdot \left(\frac{M_S (T)}{M_S^*}\right)^{2.83}$$

Where $T^*$ is 1120K, and $M_S^*$, $K^*$, and $\xi^*$ are corresponding parameters at 1120K.

The spin-transfer torque effect is described in (5.5) [LRD05].

$$\alpha_J (\theta) = \frac{h \sigma (\theta)}{2eM_{st} FL} J$$

(5.5)
Where $h$ is the reduced Plank constant, $g(\theta)$ is the spin-torque efficiency factor [Slo96], $\theta$ is the angle between the two magnetizations of the free layer and reference layer, and $J$ is the current density through MTJ. $g(\theta)$ can be further expanded at (5.6) [Slo96, ZZL12, FKB05].

\[
g(\theta) = g_{Tunnel}(\theta) + g_{SV}(\theta) \tag{5.6}
\]

\[
g_{SV} = \left[ -4 + (1 + P_{SV})^3 (3 + \cos \theta) / \left( 4 \cdot P_{SV}^{3/2} \right) \right]^{-1}
\]

\[
g_{Tunnel} = 0.5 \cdot P_{Tunnel} / \left( 1 + P_{Tunnel}^2 \cos \theta \right)
\]

Where $g_{Tunnel}$ and $g_{SV}$, as functions of $\theta$, are polarization efficiency of tunnel current and spin valve respectively. $P_{Tunnel}$ and $P_{SV}$ are material-dependent polarization factors for the tunnel current and current passing through ferromagnetic layers respectively [FKB05]. These two parameters are not necessarily equal, while we use 0.66 [SCS08] for both of them in this chapter. The required switching current (known as critical current) differs from switching directions due to the difference in polarizing efficiency [HYY05]. The parameters used in the model and simulation are listed in Table 5.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\gamma$ [m/(A·S)]</th>
<th>$M_S$ [A/m]</th>
<th>$\xi$ [fJ/(V·m)]</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.2 · 10^5</td>
<td>1.2 × 10^6</td>
<td>STT: 37 [BMS11, AAY14], VC: 85 [NYT13]</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{Ext}$ [A/m]</td>
<td>$K$ [J/m^2]</td>
<td>$P_{SV}$, $P_{Tunnel}$</td>
<td>TMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1 · 10^4</td>
<td>1.068 · 10^{-3}</td>
<td>0.66 [SCS08]</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inspired by the massive floating point calculations involved by the LLG equation and highly independent operations in Monte-Carlo simulations, we implement the switching simulator in CUDA, and it completes 100,000 simulations within 2s on NVIDIA Tesla M2070. The model has been validated. The speed improvement comes from highly parallel simulations.
5.3 Scalability

In this subsection, we analyze the scalability of STT-RAM and MeRAM regarding retention, write power, area, and fabrication challenges. Retention, as one of the most important metric for memory system [FW08], determines the available data-storing time and thus is a non-scalable parameter [ITR11]. An MTJ with low retention is easy to flip, but high retention increases the write difficulty. Considering the trade-off, an efficient design should have its retention as low as possible but satisfy application requirement.

For STT-MTJ and VC-MTJ, the retention time (mean time to false switching during idle state) $\tau$ is an exponential function of thermal stability $\Delta$ [NSM11, RDJ02].

$$\tau = \tau_0 \exp(\Delta) \quad (5.7)$$

$$\Delta = \frac{H_{K,eff} M_S A_{FL}}{2k_B T}$$

Where $H_{K,eff}$ is the sum of perpendicular components of $H_{Shape}$, $H_{Ext}$, and $H_{PMA}$.

Based on [LRD05, AUA13], we derive the critical current of STT-MTJ and the optimal voltage of VC-MTJ as functions of $\Delta$ and MTJ area $A$ in (5.8).

$$I_{STT}(A, \Delta) \approx \frac{4k_B T e}{\hbar g} - \Delta \propto \frac{\Delta}{g} \quad (5.8)$$

$$V_{VC}(A, \Delta) \approx \frac{2k_B T \Delta}{\zeta M_S^2 l_{FL} A} \propto \frac{\Delta}{\zeta A}$$

Where $e$ is the elementary charge, $g$ is the spin-torque polarization efficiency, and $\zeta$ is the VCMA factor. From (5.8), the critical current $I_{STT}$ of STT-MTJ does not directly depend on the MTJ dimension given that the thermal stability is constant. But as $g$ increases with decreased $A$ due to the sub-volume excitation for large MTJs with lateral size over 50nm [OIE15], $I_{STT}$ can be slightly reduced by scaling dimension. However, the reduction trend does not continue for small MTJs. The optimal voltage $V_{VC}$ of VC-MTJ is inversely proportional to $A$ indicating that it will increase with dimension scaling. Hence, the key for scaling both technologies is finding materials that provide more $g$ and $\zeta$.

With respect to the memory density, access transistors dominate the area rather than the MTJs (see Fig. 5.4). Because of the non-scaling critical current for small STT-MTJs, access transistors in STT-RAM have to increase the width/length ratio with dimension.
scaling down. MeRAM always uses minimum sized transistors and hence promises better scalability in density. Alternatively, MeRAM can be integrated in a much denser cross-bar structure, unlike STT-RAM [DAC13].

In terms of fabrication, both STT-RAM and MeRAM face the challenge scaling MgO thickness. Scaling dimension forces STT-MTJs to reduce MgO thickness, and thin MgO may contain defects, such as pin-holes, which can cause MTJs to fail. Though MeRAM has thicker MgO because of the high resistance of VC-MTJs, increasing write voltage may cause MgO breakdown. Again, these challenges can be overcome by finding better materials with higher $g$ and $\zeta$.

5.4 MRAM Cell Design and Variation

Figure 5.4: Layouts of STT-RAM and MeRAM under 32nm design rules. The area of an STT-RAM cell is twice the area of a MeRAM cell, as an STT-MTJ requires a 3X wider access transistor than a VC-MTJ. Vertical transistor like nanowire may help to reduce area inefficiency [WG14a]

As discussed in Section 5.3, both STT-MTJ and VC-MTJ face scaling problems, and enlarging MTJs exacerbates write difficulty but does not improve thermal stability due to the sub-volume excitation [SRN11]. Considering these factors, we set the diameter of STT-MTJs and VC-MTJs to 60nm (i.e., a circular MTJ structure), which has been
demonstrated [OKM12] for STT-MTJs. Access transistors and peripheral circuit are built
with 32nm planar CMOS technology. The layouts of STT-RAM and MeRAM are drawn
in Fig. 5.4 under 32nm design rules. The density of MeRAM is twice of STT-RAM for
the reason that STT-MTJ needs 3X wider access transistors.

Table 5.2: Design parameters for MTJs and access transistors. The transistors’ threshold
current variation considers the effects of line edge roughness (LER), random dopant
fluctuation (RDF), and non-rectangular gate (NRG). Access transistors of MeRAM have
larger threshold voltage variation because narrow transistors are affected more by NRG,
RDF, and LER.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Devices</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Variation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STT-MTJ</td>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>60nm</td>
<td>σ=1nm [NOL06]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MgO thickness</td>
<td>0.7nm</td>
<td>σ=0.001nm [DSS06]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_{FL}$</td>
<td>1.20nm</td>
<td>σ=0.003nm [SCW00]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thermal stability</td>
<td>71.6 (51.9@350K)</td>
<td>σ=3.0 (2.3@350K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td>1KΩ / 2KΩ</td>
<td>dependence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cell area</td>
<td>$24F^2$ (F: MTJ diameter)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC-MTJ</td>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>60nm</td>
<td>σ=1nm [NOL06]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MgO thickness</td>
<td>1.3nm</td>
<td>σ=0.001nm [DSS06]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_{FL}$</td>
<td>1.19nm</td>
<td>σ=0.003nm [SCW00]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thermal stability</td>
<td>73.7 (53.6@350K)</td>
<td>σ=3.1 (2.3@350K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td>100KΩ / 200KΩ</td>
<td>dependence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cell area</td>
<td>$12F^2$ (F: MTJ diameter)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>30nm</td>
<td>σ=2.1nm [ITR11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transistor</td>
<td>Width</td>
<td>200nm(STT)</td>
<td>σ=2.1nm [ITR11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>48nm(Me)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Threshold voltage</td>
<td>493mV, LER, RDF, NRG [ITR11, YLN08]</td>
<td>σ=22.6mV (STT), σ=42.4mV (Me)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2 lists the design parameters of MRAM cells (nominal and variation). In an
MRAM cell, an MTJ is connected with an access transistor (1T1M). The MTJ resistance
variation due to the MTJ shape variation was identified as a big design concern [CWS00,
LLS08, LAS08, ZWC11]. But it is actually a secondary problem of the re-deposition of
etched products on the MTJ sidewalls in current plasma-based etching system, where
the re-deposition may cause an MTJ failure [PKJ11] and a shape change. Developing
selective-etching process is expected to fix both problems by forming volatile compound
during a etch. Less than 4% in size variation has been shown for fabricated 50nm STT-RAM [NOL06]. We pessimistically choose $\sigma = 1\, nm$ in our simulation where $6\sigma$ is 10% of the MTJ diameter.

The designed MTJs have thermal stability margins of $10\, \sigma$ at 300K and $5\, \sigma$ at 350K for the requirement of 40.3 [ITR11] (i.e., 10 years retention time). External magnetic field in VC-MTJs assists the precessional switching, but reduces thermal stability, and hence the free layer thickness of VC-MTJs is set thinner to offset the thermal stability loss.

Comparing with the MTJ, CMOS variation has been well analyzed. Major variations in the 32nm planar technology are considered in Table 5.2. FinFET and Tunneling FET technologies [LWP15a, WPC14, WPC16], which is possibly introduced for scaled MRAM, shows slightly smaller impact from process variation [WLP13].

## 5.5 Write Error Rate of MRAM

The reliability problems of MRAMs include retention error, read disturbance, read failure, and write error. We focus on the write error in this section, which is our main contribution, and the other failures are discussed in Section 5.6.2.

### 5.5.1 Write Error Rate of MTJs without Variation

![Figure 5.5: WER of the nominal STT-MTJ as a function of pulse width for different perfect current pulses (constant current) and switching directions.](image)

Fig. 5.5 shows the WER of the nominal STT-MTJ. The two switching directions have different WER due to the asymmetric polarization efficiency (5.6). When the STT-MTJ
switches from AP to P, the polarizing current changes from the majority to minority, while
the polarizing current changes from the minority to majority in the opposite direction.

Figure 5.6: The WER of the nominal VC-MTJ as a function of pulse width for different
perfect voltage pulses and switching directions. A VC-MTJ has an optimal pulse, which
leads to the lowest WER. The curve of 1.2V has the lower overall WER than 1.1V and
1.3V, indicating 1.2V is closer to the optimal voltage.

The WER of the nominal VC-MTJ is shown in Fig. 5.6. The curve of 1.2V is observed
to have lower overall WER (for different pulse widths) than 1.1V and 1.3V indicating
that it is closer to the optimal voltage. A non-optimal voltage either under-compensate
or over-compensate the PMA, resulting in an imperfect precessional switching and thus
a higher WER. As can be seen in Fig. 5.6, the low WER region of 1.3V averagely locates
left (shorter pulse width) to 1.2V and 1.1V, as 1.3V over-compensates the PMA more to
result in a faster precessional switching. Small WER asymmetry is observed for the two
switching directions, because the write voltage induces leakage current and corresponding
STT effect, which assists the switching from P to AP but resists the switching from AP
to P.

5.5.2 Write Error Rate of MRAM Array

To estimate the WER of an entire array with temperature and process variations, WER
must be simulated for different cells that have varying design parameters.

The variations of access transistors result in variation of write pulse voltage, rise and
fall time as is shown in Fig.5.7. We obtain the distribution of the write pulse using
Monte-Carlo SPICE simulations. In simulations, an access transistor is connected with
a resistor and a capacitor (a lumped model for the MTJ [SGP00]). The parameters of
Figure 5.7: (a) Write current (voltage) pulse on STT-MTJs (VC-MTJs). The rise and fall time are measured by the time while voltage is rising and falling between 10% and 90% of the peak voltage respectively. Mean of write current on (b) STT-MTJs and (c) VC-MTJs as a function of MTJ resistance.

access transistors are randomly determined based on Table 5.2. Then the distribution of pulse current (current through STT-MTJs), pulse voltage (voltage on VC-MTJs), pulse rise time, and pulse fall time are statistically extracted from 100,000 simulations for each MTJ resistance state (i.e., resistance changes during switching) and $V_{CC}$ (the supply voltage between 0.9V to 1.3V, which drops over an access transistor and an MTJ in series). The standard deviation ($\sigma$), mean ($\mu$) of pulse current and voltage vary with MTJ resistance. As is shown in Fig. 5.7, the $\mu$ of pulse current changes up to 26.5% with STT-MTJ resistance, whereas the $\mu$ of pulse voltage only changes below 3.5% with VC-MTJ resistance because that the high resistance of VC-MTJs drops more than 95% of the $V_{CC}$. The $\sigma/\mu$ of pulse current in STT-RAM is up to 16%, whereas the $\sigma/\mu$ of pulse voltage in MeRAM is below 1% for the reason that in STT-RAM the pulse current
Table 5.3: Summary of write pulse variation due to transistor process variation at temperature of 300°C and 350°C. Mean shift is the percentage change of parameters’ mean between high and low MTJ resistance states

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MTJ</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>mean shift</th>
<th>σ/µ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STT-MTJ</td>
<td>( I_{MTJ} )</td>
<td>&lt; 26.5%</td>
<td>&lt; 16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rise time</td>
<td>&lt; 7.0%</td>
<td>&lt; 10.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fall time</td>
<td>&lt; 11.5%</td>
<td>&lt; 14.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC-MTJ</td>
<td>( V_{MTJ} )</td>
<td>&lt; 3.5%</td>
<td>&lt; 1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rise time</td>
<td>&lt; 3.6%</td>
<td>&lt; 11.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fall time</td>
<td>&lt; 88.1%</td>
<td>&lt; 7.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is mainly controlled by access transistors and thus suffers more impact from transistor variation. The \( \sigma, \mu \) of pulse rise time are mainly determined by access transistors, which barely do not depend on MTJ resistance. For a given \( V_{CC} \), the \( \mu \) varies within 7% with resistance, and the \( \sigma/\mu \) is around 10%. By contrast, the fall time is mostly determined by the leaking current through MTJs. In STT-RAM the \( \mu \) of pulse fall time varies between 61.6ps and 70.6ps with MTJ resistance, while the \( \mu \) for MeRAM is much longer and varies between 128ps and 248ps because of the high resistance of VC-MTJs. The \( \sigma/\mu \) of pulse fall time due to transistor variation is around 9% (maximum 14.1%) for STT-RAM and 5% (maximum 7.3%) for MeRAM for different \( V_{CC} \) and temperatures. We summarize the write pulse variation in Table 5.3.

The \( \sigma, \mu \) of pulse current/voltage, rise/fall time are fitted to polynomial models of MTJ resistance, which are accurate enough as their dependence on resistance is nearly linear. The models are inputs to the CUDA simulator. The Monte-Carlo simulation flow is shown in Fig. 5.8. At the beginning of a simulation, pulse voltage/current, rise/fall time, and MTJ parameters are generated following Normal distribution. During the simulation, pulse voltage, current, and fall time are updated according to the MTJ resistance state.

The WER of a 1T1M STT-RAM is shown in Fig. 5.9. As expected, the WER of STT-RAM decreases monotonically with increasing \( V_{CC} \) and pulse width, and the WER
Figure 5.8: A Monte-Carlo simulation flow to obtain the WER of 1T1M MRAM array. N is the sample size, and T is the simulation time including a writing time and a waiting time (for the MTJ to settle down, e.g., waiting time is 20ns in the simulations).

increases with temperature. The switching from P to AP shows higher WER due to the asymmetry in spin-torque polarization efficiency.

The WER of a 1T1M MeRAM is shown in Fig. 5.10. Unlike the results of the nominal VC-MTJ, the MeRAM with process variation cannot achieve WER below $10^{-8}$ because there is no common optimal voltage for all VC-MTJs in the MeRAM. Temperature also has significant impact on the MeRAM: the WER of the the pulse (1.26V/1.42ns), which gives the lowest WER at 300K, increases 1000X at 350K; the voltage that gives the lowest WER changes from 1.26V at 300K to 1.20V at 350K because high temperature leads to low thermal stability and thus low required voltage (5.8); the pulse width giving the lowest WER for a given voltage decreases with temperature for the reason that higher temperature reduces the horizontal demagnetization field, then the external field is less canceled and drives the precessional switching faster. Despite of the high WER, MeRAM shows clear speed advantage.
Figure 5.9: The WER of an STT-RAM under process and temperature variation for different write pulses and switching directions (a: P to AP, b: AP to P).

Figure 5.10: WER of an MeRAM under process and temperature variation for different write pulses. The WER is averaged over two switching directions.

5.6 Circuit-level Evaluation

5.6.1 MRAM Write/Read with PWSA Multi-write Design

As well desired, peripheral circuit can improve the reliability of MRAMs at the expense of speed, power, and area. Memory with multi-write schemes can significantly reduce write errors, e.g., incremental step pulse programming for Flash technology [SSL95]. We utilize PWSA [LAD15] to reduce the WER of MRAMs, where PWSA is a peripheral circuit designed for STT-RAM’s and MeRAM’s write and read operations. As MeRAM uses an unidirectional pulse to write both ”1” and ”0”, PWSA uses an operation called pre-read to check the stored data prior to a write, and no write is performed if the stored data matches the writing one. In addition to pre-read, PWSA also enables multi-write policy which can perform additional write after a write error. The data flow in Fig. 5.11
Figure 5.11: Data program flow for the PWSA multi-write design.

illustrates the PWSA multi-write design. It is noticed that read failure has been well analyzed in [LAS08, LLS08, DRT12], which is mainly caused by process variation and is a permanent failure (not like write error). Read failure can be eliminated by chip test at the expense of yield loss. All pre-read, comparison, and read share one sense amplifier and are assumed to be error-free operations in the PWSA multi-write design.

Table 5.4: Energy and delay for operations in the PWSA multi-write circuit at 300K temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operations</th>
<th>Energy(fJ)</th>
<th>Delay (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STT-RAM</td>
<td>MeRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read (Pre-read)</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>91.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load</td>
<td>122.4</td>
<td>122.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write (logic)</td>
<td>691</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write (MTJ)</td>
<td>680/ns</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We divide the multi-write flow into four steps: read (also pre-read, including pre-charge and sensing), load, comparison, and write (including control of logic circuit and MTJ switching). To obtain reasonable delay and energy consumption of the peripheral circuit, each sense amplifier is connected to a bit-line of 256 1T1M cells and a ref bit-line. The delay and energy for these steps are extracted from Spectre simulation of PWSA circuit [LAD15] using 32nm PTM HP model [PTM] and are listed in Table 5.4. To guarantee a good pulse shape for the write in MeRAM, a pre-charge operation is
performed to raise the bit-line voltage to $V_{CC}$ prior to turning on access transistors, where the pre-charge takes around 0.15ns. Though STT-MTJs do not have strict requirement on the pulse shape, STT-RAM needs to raise bit-line voltage to bias access transistors to offer required write current, which takes similar delay and consumes more power due to its larger access transistors. Conversely, the read energy of STT-RAM is lower, because the low resistance of STT-MTJ allows lower read voltage than VC-MTJ. The difference of read delay is within 0.2ns. MeRAM shows great advantage in the MTJ switching energy, whereas this energy is a bottleneck for STT-RAM due to the high leakage current caused by the low resistance of STT-MTJs. The switching energy can be reduced by pre-read, though pre-read is not mandatory for STT-RAM (i.e., the STT-MTJ can be directly written with directional current).

We utilize the PWSA multi-write design to achieve reliable STT-RAM and MeRAM with the same acceptable WER and then compare the expected latency and energy of writing a word. The acceptable WER is $< 10^{-23}$ for a cell in one multi-write operation, which is slightly smaller than the soft error rate in DRAM technology [SL12b] and can be handled by error-correction code (ECC) designs. A word is a set of bits to be written in parallel, and the size of word varies from storage devices, e.g., a main memory usually writes 64 bits in parallel. The expected write latency/energy is the sum of products of the delay/energy and probability for all possible scenarios (i.e., different numbers of writes for different number of bits). In our calculations, we assume the memory system to store ”1”s and ”0”s in balance, which means there is 50% probability that the bit to be written equals to the bit stored in the target MRAM cell. As the multi-write design writes only to the cells that fail in the pre-read check or previous writes, so the expected energy does not count the write energy of the cells that do not need writes (i.e., energy of the pre-read and comparison is always counted). There is a maximum allowed write times per multi-write operation to avoid infinite writes in case that permanently failed cells exist, which is calculated by the number of writes to achieve the acceptable WER of $10^{-23}$, e.g., three for MeRAM at 300K.

We tried multiple write configurations for STT-RAM to explore tradeoffs between write latency and energy: with pre-read, without pre-read, and different write pulse widths for switching from P to AP including 3ns, 6ns, and 9ns. For switching from AP
to P, the pulse width is set to 3ns, which exactly achieves the acceptable WER. The $V_{CC}$ for STT-RAM is chosen to 1.3V, which is the most efficient one in Fig. 5.10a. The write pulse used for MeRAM is the optimized pulse at 300K (1.26V/1.42ns, see Fig. 5.10b). The pre-read is mandatory for MeRAM.

Figure 5.12: Expected word-write energy and latency for MeRAM and STT-RAM with PWSA multi-write circuit. The word size is 256bits, which are the number of bits being simultaneously written. The WER/bit after multiple writes is minimize below $10^{-23}$. The labels 3ns, 6ns, and 9ns on STT-RAM are single write pulse widths. The pre-read is not mandatory for STT-RAM. The top circled designs are STT-RAMS without pre-read operation. The bottom circled ones are STT-RAMS with pre-read operation, which count the overhead of pre-read but save unnecessary write.

Fig. 5.12 shows the expected write energy and latency for STT-RAM and MeRAM with PWSA multi-write design at 300K. Benefiting from the fast and energy-efficient switching of VC-MTJs, MeRAM shows substantial advantages of both speed and energy against STT-RAM. Among configurations for STT-RAM, the one with the shortest pulse width of 3ns and pre-read gives the lowest expected energy, as most cells can pass the comparison check in the pre-read and the first write. Nevertheless, it has the longest expected latency for that the pre-read adds latency and its high WER leads to the most write errors and write iterations. The STT-RAM with 6ns pulse without pre-read shows the fastest speed, as a comparison, the 9ns pulse has lower WER but higher latency and energy, because the benefit of the lower WER does not compensate the overhead brought by its longer pulse. This also indicates that directly using a long pulse in STT-RAM to
guarantee zero WER is not an energy-latency efficient design. The energy-latency Pareto fronts of STT-RAMs are 3ns with pre-read, 6ns without pre-read, and 6ns with pre-read.

![Figure 5.13: Impact of temperature and word size on expected write latency](image)

Figure 5.13: Impact of word size and temperature on the expected write latency and energy of MRAMs. All bars are normalized within each group to the expected write latency of MRAM at 300K with 64-bit word size.

Fig. 5.13 shows the impact of word size and temperature on the write latency. A longer word usually leads to more write iterations as more cells are written giving rise to more write errors. The STT-RAM with the 3ns pulse is affected most by the word size due to its high WER. The STT-RAM with 3ns pulse and MeRAM are affected most by temperature, as their WERs increase the most from 300K to 350K (i.e., the WER of a MeRAM cell increases from $9 \times 10^{-8}$ to $2.2 \times 10^{-4}$, and the WER of an STT-RAM cell with 3ns pulse increases from 0.06 to 0.09). Moreover, the temperature induced overhead increases with word size. Illustrated from the comparison of two STT-RAMs with 6ns pulse, pre-read can mitigate the impact of temperature variation for the reason that about 50% writes are saved if pre-read is enabled. For all MRAM designs, maximum 15% latency increase is shown due to temperature variation, whereas energy only shows maximum 2.3% increase at 350K against 300K. Among the energy overhead, a big portion comes from the energy of bit-line charging (i.e., 4% increase in this energy from 300K to 350K). Again, the small energy overhead is because that most cells only need one write.

The delay and power overhead of pre-read and comparison are simulated and listed in Table 5.4. In this section, we analyze the area overhead of PWSA. One PWSA contains 37 transistors and one regular STT-RAM sense amplifier contains 8 transistors [CTC10].
Considering the bit-line size of 256 cells and four bit-lines sharing one sense amplifier, the area overhead is 2.7%. However, the area of design also depends on size of transistors. The transistors of sense amplifier for STT-RAM are much larger than those for MeRAM given that STT-RAM requires larger write current. Indeed the PWSA (37 transistors) for MeRAM occupies 20% less area than the regular sense amplifier (8 transistors) for STT-RAM.

5.6.2 Failure Analysis and Error Correction

Table 5.5: Failure types and FIT for a 16MB memory bank. $10^9$ reads and $10^9$ writes in a bank-hour are assumed. The read disturbance rate is extrapolated from simulations. As a comparison, the FIT of single-bit fault in a 16MB bank is about $2 \cdot 10^{-4}$ [SL12b], and the FIT of DDR bus errors is about 100 [MKS10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failures</th>
<th>write errors</th>
<th>retention error</th>
<th>read failure</th>
<th>*read disturbance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Types</td>
<td>non-persistent</td>
<td>non-persistent</td>
<td>persistent</td>
<td>non-persistent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeRAM</td>
<td>$&lt; 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.58$</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.0029$</td>
<td>$4 \cdot 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STT-RAM</td>
<td>$&lt; 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$&lt; 3.4$</td>
<td>$&lt; 10^{-15}$</td>
<td>$3 \cdot 10^{-43}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As is listed in Table 5.5, memory failures in STT-RAM and MeRAM are classified into four types: write errors, retention errors, read failure, and read disturbance. We use failure-in-time (FIT, average number of failures in a billion-device-hours) to represent the error rate for these failure types.

Write errors have been analyzed in the Sections 5.5 and 5.6.1. The multi-write scheme significantly reduces write error rate. Its FIT for an 16-MB MeRAM bank decreases from over $10^{10}$ without multi-write scheme to below $10^{-5}$ with multi-write scheme.

False switching of MTJs during idle state is called retention error. As is mentioned in Section 5.3, the VC-MTJs and STT-MTJs have been designed with enough margin in thermal stability to minimize the retention error. The FIT of retention error in a 16-MB MRAM is calculated according to Table 5.2 and is listed in Table 5.5.

Read failure due to the MTJ resistance variation [LAS08, LLS08, DRT12] is a per-
sistent memory failure which stay in memory and frequently produces errors. More specifically, large shape variation of an MTJ can lead to significant resistance change which decreases sensing margin and results in read errors. Read errors are produced in all reads to a failed MTJ (with large resistance change) indicating that the multi-write design also creates write errors due to the involved read step. However, the multi-write design does not increase read error rate for the fact that such write errors only occur on failed MTJs, and the failed MTJs are always read out incorrectly. The resistance change due to shape variation is mainly caused by wafer-level process variation [TSC99], which can be minimized by increased TMR or recently developed peripheral circuit designs, e.g., the local-reference reading scheme [KAG07] and the self-reference scheme [CWZ10]. In our experimental setup, the AP and P resistance for STT-RAM (MeRAM) are $2,000\Omega (200,000\Omega)$ and $1,000\Omega (100,000\Omega)$ respectively, and reference resistors are $1,500\Omega (150,000\Omega)$. Reference resistors are fabricated with traditional CMOS process, and their variation are negligible compared to MTJs. The MTJ resistance variation is assumed to follow Gaussian distribution [LAS08, LLS08]. In [DSS06], standard deviation of MTJ resistance is measured as 1.5% of mean resistance from a 4-Mb MRAM array. Accordingly, we calculate its MgO thickness variation in Table 5.2 and estimate the resistance standard deviation of 2.6% for STT-MTJs and VC-MTJs with the diameter of 60nm. By setting 0.05V sensing margin for sense amplifiers to operate functionally (i.e., 0.05V is enough for the limited variation of large sized sense amplifiers), our sensing scheme (using PWSA and 2ns sensing time) can tolerate 17.5% resistance variation (i.e., STT-RAM: 20% in AP and 45% in P, MeRAM: 17.5% in AP and 40% in P). It is noticed that we consider both access transistor variation and MTJ shape variation, but the access transistor variation has negligible impact due to the low sensing voltage (0.2V for STT-RAM and 0.48V for MeRAM), where sensing current is dominated by MTJs. The read failure rate of an MTJ due to resistance variation is $1.75 \cdot 10^{-10}$, which gives rise to 99.22% yield for a 16-MB bank array. Redundancy technique of sparing columns is a common technology for yield improvement. By adding one sparing column (every column has 256 cells) to every mat (contains multiple rows and columns, e.g., a 16-MB bank has 64 mats, and every mat has 256 rows and 8192 columns), the yield of a 16-MB memory bank is improved to 99.994% with 0.01% area overhead.
Figure 5.14: Read disturbance rate as a function of read voltage. The read disturbance rate for MeRAM and STT-RAM are extrapolated to the read voltage drop on MTJs (0.48V and 0.15V are respectively for VC-MTJs and STT-MTJs).

The failure rate of read disturbance is close to zero when short read pulse (\(< 2\text{ns}\)) and low read voltage (0.48V on VC-MTJs, and 0.15V on STT-MTJs) are used [ZWC11]. We have simulated the read disturbance of MeRAM and STT-RAM as functions of read voltage with the precision of $10^{-9}$ using the CUDA LLG-based model and extrapolated the read disturbance to our read voltage using polynomial models as shown in Fig. 5.14.

Error-correction-code (ECC) is a common technique to protect memory from memory errors. We use MEMRES (a fast system-level memory reliability simulator) [WHZ15a] to simulate and analyze the impact of MRAM introduced failures on an 8-GB memory. The memory is comprised of 512 16-MB banks and is protected by in-memory ECC (SECDED) (i.e., locates in memory banks) and in-controller SECDED/Chipkill (i.e., locates in memory controller) [BGM88b, Del97a]. MRAM introduced failures (listed in Table 5.5) are included in MEMRES simulations in addition to typical memory logic-circuit induced failures (e.g., bank failure, row failure, column failure, and etc. [WHZ15a]). Based on simulated results, the probability that MRAM introduced failures cause an ECC uncorrectable error in an 8-GB memory is $< 0.0001\%$ for 5-year operating time (i.e., no such error is found in 10,000,000 5-year memory reliability simulations), indicating that traditional ECC designs are strong enough to handle failures in MeRAM and STT-RAM with PWSA multi-write design.
5.6.3 Latency, Energy, and Area of a 16-MB MRAM Bank

In order to include the energy and latency of ECC designs, we compare STT-RAM and MeRAM in memory-bank level. With inputs of MTJ cell area (see Table 5.2) and bit-line write/read latency/energy (see Table 5.4), we use NVSIM [DXX12] to obtain the area, energy, and latency of a 16-MB STT-RAM bank and a 16-MB MeRAM bank. In-controller ECC commonly exists in current server-class processors for DRAM error detection and correction. In-memory ECC is a new technology, which correct errors individually in memory banks. We only count the power and latency of in-memory ECC in our STT-RAM and MeRAM comparison, because in-memory ECC can correct all MRAM introduced failures, and in-controller ECC is already used for current memory technologies. The in-memory ECC detection and correction latency are about 0.34ns and 4.4ns respectively [DJK15], and encoding latency is assumed to be 0.3ns (i.e., should be little shorter than detection). The energy of encoding, detection, and correction is below 1 pJ per access, which are ignored compared to other memory components. The area overhead of in-memory ECC is about 12.5%.

Table 5.6: Write/read latency/energy for one write/read in a x8 16-MB STT-RAM and MeRAM banks. One write/read operates on 64 bits (72bits in memory banks for in-memory ECC detection and correction) in a row in burst mode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Write latency (ns)</th>
<th>Write energy (pJ)</th>
<th>Read latency (ns)</th>
<th>Read energy (pJ)</th>
<th>Area ($mm^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MeRAM</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>271.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>210.3</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STT-RAM</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>831.7</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>293.2</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We summarize the area, latency, and energy of one access to 16-MB STT-RAM and MeRAM banks in Table 5.6 (every access is 64 bits in burst mode). Benefited by the smaller size of VC-MTJs, MeRAM has smaller bank area, shorter interconnect, and smaller sized peripheral circuits, which turn into less energy and shorter latency in the logic operations like row decoding and MUX selection. The bank read latency and energy are dominated by these logic operations, thus MeRAM shows faster read speed and less read energy. For write operation, VC-MTJs’ small cell size, shorter write pulse, and less
write energy jointly build the advantages of both write energy and latency.

5.7 Chapter Conclusion

We comprehensively compare the two promising non-volatile magnetic memory technologies, STT-RAM and MeRAM, in the circuit context with respect to reliability, energy, speed, area, and scalability. MeRAM has higher WER than STT-RAM under process and temperature variation, but by utilizing a multi-write design, both MRAMs are able to achieve an acceptably low WER. With clear advantages of MTJ switching delay and energy, MeRAM outperforms STT-RAM by 83% in write speed, 67.4% in write energy, 138% in read speed, and 28.2% in read energy. In terms of density, VCMA allows to use minimum sized access transistors, which helps MeRAM to achieve twice the density of STT-RAM at 32nm node, and the density advantage is expected to increase at smaller nodes indicating that MeRAM has better density scalability. With respect to challenge of technology scaling down, simply shrinking dimension does not save energy and introduces fabrication defects for both technologies; more effort should be spent on discovering materials with higher polarization efficiency.
CHAPTER 6

MTJ Variation Monitor for Adaptive MRAM Write and Read

6.1 Chapter Introduction

Both STT-MRAM and MeRAM face the challenge of high write error rate (WER) due to thermal fluctuation. Increasing write current and time reduces the WER of STT-MRAM at the expense of high write power, large access transistors, and long write latency. For MeRAM, there is no straightforward method to reduce WER. STT-MRAM also suffers from read disturbance, where the read MTJ falsely switches due to thermal activation caused by read current. MeRAM is free from this problem because the read current direction is selected to strengthen VC-MTJ’s thermal stability rather than weakening it.

Process and temperature variation further exacerbates the problems [LLS08, WZJ12, WLE16b, EJL14]. Local variations induced MTJ diameter and oxide tunnel barrier thickness changes lead to resistance change or MTJ failure [PKJ11]. Compared with local variation, wafer-level variations, including thickness variation of free layer and oxide tunnel barrier layer, more severely affect MTJ performance [TSC99, SCW00]. The wafer-level free layer thickness variation can dramatically change energy barrier in free layer and thermal stability, especially for out-of-plane MTJs. Temperature variation during operation also affects energy barrier, STT and VCMA effect, and MTJ resistance. Temperature and process variation together can change the energy barrier by 200%, indicating that extreme high write energy is required if STT-MRAM is designed for worst process and temperature corner. Similarly, read disturbance rate (RDR) increases with lower energy barrier, meaning that very low read current is needed to design for the worst corner, resulting in low sensing margin. In contrast, MeRAM does not have read disturbance, but requires precise write voltage tuning to achieve low WER, but the required voltage
varies with energy barrier and hence changes with process and temperature variation. The temperature variation also affects the high-to-low resistance ratio of MTJ, which is quantified by tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR, defined as \((R_H - R_L)/R_L\)). TMR changes with temperature dramatically [JZK16], e.g., TMR reduces from \(~230\%\) to \(~150\%\) for temperature from 200K to 300K [DST08], indicating that sensing margin also varies with temperature.

In this chapter, we introduce an MTJ-based variation monitor design [WLG16] utilizing thermal activation and VCMA effect. The monitor enables in-situ process and temperature variation sensing. The monitor achieves remarkable area, power, and latency improvement compared with conventional on-chip thermal monitors. We have proposed an adaptive write scheme which selects optimized write pulse for STT-MRAM and MeRAM to achieve faster write speed based on run-time variation sensing. We have also proposed an adaptive read scheme, which smartly selects sensing voltage and reference resistance to improve sensing margin while maintaining low read disturbance rate.

6.2 Write Error and Read Disturbance Rates under Variation

Figure 6.1: (a) The STT-MRAM P-to-AP WER as a function of write pulse width under different \(t_{FL}\) and temperature corners. In STT-MRAM, P-to-AP switching is more difficult and dominates write latency. (b) The average AP-to-P and P-to-AP WER of MeRAM as a function of write voltage.

The switching behavior of STT-MRAM and MeRAM are affected by temperature and free layer thickness \((t_{FL})\) [WZJ12, AAY14]. We simulate the WER of STT-MRAM and MeRAM under different \(t_{FL}\) and temperature corners using an LLG-based numerical
Figure 6.2: The STT-MRAM P-to-AP RDR as a function of write pulse width under different $t_{FL}$ and temperature corners. In STT-MRAM, P-to-AP is selected as the read current direction due to less spin polarization efficiency.

The WER of STT-MRAM and MeRAM under different temperature and $t_{FL}$ corners are shown in Fig. 6.1. The variation can shift WER by over 1,000X. The WER of STT-MRAM is mainly affected by temperature, while MeRAM is strongly affected by both $t_{FL}$ and temperature. WER reduction requires to choose appropriate write pulse adaptively for MRAM array according to its temperature and process variation. One conventional solution is exhaustive chip variation test and in-situ temperature monitor [CY11, WMX09, CCP10, APM09] placement in MRAMs.

The RDR of STT-RAM under variation is shown in Fig. 6.2. MeRAM is free from read disturbance because its read uses the reverse direction of write, which strengthens data retention. The variation can shift RDR by over 1,000X. At higher temperature, thermal stability degrades leading to more read disturbance.

1Available at http://nanocad.ee.ucla.edu/Main/DownloadForm
6.3 MTJ based Variation Monitor

In this section, we propose an MTJ-based variation monitor offering a cheaper solution for in-situ variation monitoring application than exhausted chip testing and expensive conventional thermal monitors. The monitor senses combined temperature and wafer-level $t_{FL}$ variation.

6.3.1 Sensing Principle

Monitoring variation through directly measuring WER is expensive, which requires large number of writes and reads. The proposed monitor utilizes thermal activation and VCMA effect to indirectly monitor variation by sensing the thermal activation rate in MTJs under different stress voltage and current.

$$
t_{R,STT} = \exp (\Delta (1 - I_{MTJ}/I_C(\Delta)))
$$

$$
t_{R,VC} = \exp (\Delta (1 - V_{MTJ}/V_C(\Delta)))
$$

(6.1)

Figure 6.3: The experimentally measured retention time as a function of stress voltage on MTJs.

As described by (6.1) [AUA13, HYO05], the retention time (i.e., the mean of switching time under non-write state) of STT-MTJ ($t_{R,STT}$) and VC-MTJ ($t_{R,VC}$) exponentially depends on thermal stability ($\Delta$, proportional to energy barrier), critical current of STT-MTJs ($I_C(\Delta)$), and critical voltage of VC-MTJs ($V_C(\Delta)$). The write pulse width (determined by ($I_C(\Delta)$ and $\Delta$) and voltage ($V_C(\Delta)$) of STT-MTJs and VC-MTJs also depend on $\Delta$. This indicates that knowing the $t_{R,STT}$ and $t_{R,VC}$ change due to temperature and process variation can predict the MRAM write behavior change. Retention
time of MTJs is too long to be measured directly. Fortunately, as illustrated by the Eqn. (6.1), applying current/voltage on MTJs reduces retention time exponentially giving rise to a possible way of measurement. We utilize this observation in the proposed variation monitor and call such applied voltage/current stress voltage/current for simplicity. This observation is demonstrated in experiment measurement, where retention time decreases exponentially with increasing stress voltage due to VCMA effect in Fig. 6.3.

\[
P_{SW,STT} = 1 - \exp \left( -t_S/t_{R,STT} \right)
\]

\[
P_{SW,VC} = 1 - \frac{1}{2} * \exp \left( -t_S/t_{R,VC} \right)
\]

(6.2)

When the retention time reduces to sub-\(\mu s\), the MTJ switching rate \(P_{SW}\) due to thermal activation during under stress time \(t_S\) in tens of ns) can be measured as explained in Eqn. (6.2). Then \(P_{SW}\) (correlated to \(t_{R,STT}\) and \(t_{R,VC}\)) inherently reflects the ambient variation.

### 6.3.2 Circuit Implementation and Simulation

Figure 6.4: The schematic of STT-MRAM and MeRAM based variation monitor. Variation monitoring operations: 1) apply stress voltage/current on MRAM monitor array controlled by stress voltage/current selection circuit; 2) select every MTJ (controlled by MTJ selection circuit) one by one to read and count MTJ switching rate (controlled by sensing and switched MTJ counting circuit).

The principle of the proposed MTJ-based variation monitor is to obtain switching
rate of an MTJ array after a stress operation (applying a stress voltage and current for 20ns). If the switching rate reaches preset threshold after a stress operation, the stress level is output to reflect ambient variation. Otherwise, the monitor continues to try a higher stress level of voltage/current.

The monitor design is shown in Fig. 6.4. In a stress operation, all MTJs in the monitor are in high resistance state initially. The write control circuit applies a stress current (for STT-MRAM) or voltage (for MeRAM) simultaneously on all MTJs in the monitor array for 20ns. The stress current (for 256-MTJ bit-line) ranges from 2.5mA to 10mA, which is precisely controlled by the effective width of transistors in the stress current selection array, where the stress current variation is close to 0 due to the large transistor width guaranteeing monitor accuracy. The stress voltage on VC-MTJs is adjusted by dividing voltage on bit-lines and resistors (vary from 200Ω to 700Ω) in the stress voltage selection array. The stress voltage variation is also close to 0 because the equivalent parallel resistance of all VC-MTJs on a bit-line averages out individual MTJ resistance variation.

After a stress operation, the read control circuit selects each MTJ one by one and reads its state. In the read, the bit-line ($BL_1$) and reference bit-line ($BL_{ref}$) are pre-charged and pulled down by the read MTJ and reference resistor separately. The difference between $V_{sense}$ and $V_{ref}$ creates an output to S Latch, and a switched MTJ rises S’s output from 1 to 0, then the XOR of S Latch and D Latch (output is constantly 1) creates a rise edge, which is counted by Counter2. At last a switched MTJ is reset by a write pulse for future stress operations.

We simulate the monitor design using a 65nm commercial library. The stress pulses are shown in Fig. 6.5 (a). Stress current has < 0.3% and < 4.7% variation due to temperature (27°C to 100°C) and oxide thickness variation (9% resistance change) respectively, while stress voltage has < 1% and < 2% variation accordingly. In addition, switched MTJs (e.g., 30%) during stress time can cause up to 10% and 2% stress current and voltage change respectively. The low variation demonstrates the proposed monitor accuracy.

Fig. 6.5 (b) shows the simulated waveforms of read, counting, and reset operations. The first and third reads are performed on switched MTJs, where write pulses follow reads to reset MTJs, and the counter increases. The second read is on a non-switched MTJ, and hence no action is taken after the read. If the counted number reaches preset
threshold (e.g., 64 out of 256 MTJs), it sends out a completion signal and outputs the current stress level, which presents the ambient variation level. If the preset threshold is not reached after reading all MTJs, the counter is reset, and a higher stress level is selected in the next variation sensing cycle.

We simulate the switching rate and standard deviation ($\sigma$) of a 256-MTJ variation monitor with different stress levels and variation corners as shown in Fig. 6.6. In these curves, if we select a preset threshold between 10% to 30%, the voltages to reach the threshold under different variation levels (10°C temperature difference between two consequent curves) can be well differentiated, e.g., the dotted curves show the standard deviation (accuracy of the monitor) is much smaller than curve gaps. Therefore, for a given constant $t_{FL}$, ten stress levels can achieve accuracy of 10°C.

Figure 6.6: Switching rate of (a) STT-MTJ- and (b) VC-MTJ-based variation monitor under different stress current and voltage respectively. The color lines are switching rate for only temperature variation (10°C interval). The dot lines outline standard deviations ($\sigma$) of thermal activation rate ($\sigma$ is caused by process variation and random thermal activation).
Table 6.1 shows the comparison between the proposed variation monitor with conventional thermal monitors. The conventional monitors target on high precision, where long latency and high energy are consumed by analog-to-digital blocks and bipolar sensing transistors. The proposed monitor has less accuracy but faster speed, lower energy/sample, and smaller area. Its accuracy can be improved by using more MTJs to reduce $\sigma$ of curves in Fig. 6.6 as well as using finer grids of stress levels in the monitor, which quadratically increases sensing energy and latency. In addition, finer grids of stress current/voltage require less process variation in circuit, which is also the accuracy limitation. Fortunately, selecting optimal write pulse for STT-MRAM and MeRAM does not require high accuracy (i.e., Section 6.4.1 shows that three stress levels are enough) indicating that the proposed monitor is well suited to the adaptive write selection with the least overhead. The area of the monitor is dominated by the 8-256 decoder (97.1% of total transistors). The area of 8-256 decoder was estimated through synthesize, place and route using commercial 65nm library.

Though the wafer-level resistance variation of STT-MRAM is not considered in the simulation, but it can also be partially monitored because the stress voltage/current shift induced by resistance variation is proportional to write voltage/current shift.
6.4 Adaptive Write

6.4.1 Adaptive Write Scheme

The adaptive write scheme is to dynamically select an optimized pulse width (voltage) for STT-MRAM (MeRAM) out of multiple voltage (current) choices to minimize write latency according to ambient variation. Creating multiple pulse widths uses simple delay circuits, which is shared by multiple bit-lines with negligible overhead. Multiple write pulse voltage requires multiple voltage regulators, and the regulators can be shared by the entire MRAM array. Temperature variation over MRAM array [EJL14] can be captured by placing multiple proposed monitors to monitor local variation. One such monitor only uses one bit-line in MRAM boundary with an area overhead of <0.005% (i.e., adding monitor control circuits in MRAM boundary does not affect MRAM fabrication regularity). The monitor also consumes negligible power (i.e., 2.7nW for one variation sample per second) compared with power of MRAM array (>10 mW).

Schemes to make optimized write pulse selections with and without the proposed variation monitor are shown in Fig. 6.7. With the variation monitor, write pulse is selected according to output variation level. Without the variation monitor, exhaustively memory chip test is required for each chip to obtain and store optimized pulses for different temperature, and a conventional thermal monitor is required to make dynamic pulse selection.

Figure 6.7: Adaptive write scheme using the MTJ-based variation monitor or conventional thermal monitors.
In this section, we evaluate the write scheme with the proposed variation monitor. The write circuit for MRAM is implemented with read check function [LAD15] which performs a read check following a write (the writing data is pre-stored in D Latch in Fig. 6.4), and a write error gives rise to additional writes until all errors are fixed. With this, WER of 0 is guaranteed for MeRAM and STT-MRAM irrespective of the single write pulse voltage/width. For STT-MRAM, shortening single write pulse reduces latency and energy, as a trade-off, WER of the write and chance of additional writes increase, which add overall latency and energy. Hence, there is an optimal single write pulse achieving minimum expected latency, and it can be found given a WER function of pulse voltage/width. Such optimal pulse can reduce STT-MRAM’s expected latency and energy by over 60% compared with conventional write circuit [WLE16b]. The optimal pulse width (voltage) for minimum expected latency (including initial write, read checks, and additional writes) of STT-MRAM (MeRAM) are shown in Fig. 6.8. The pulse width for STT-MRAM spans from 4.25ns to 6.75ns mainly affected by temperature. The voltage range for MeRAM is from 1.05V to 1.75V affected by both temperature and $t_{FL}$.

In the following evaluation, the combined temperature and $t_{FL}$ corners are divided into groups based on the variation monitor’s output (stress levels reaching $P_{SW}$ threshold). Each group has an optimized write pulse minimizing the maximum write latency in the group. More write pulse choices (equal to stress levels) result in shorter write latency.

Our evaluation flow is illustrated in Fig. 6.9 (a). We simulate the peripheral circuit
(see Fig. 6.4) with a bit-line size of 256 MTJs using 32nm commercial library and simulate the WER of MTJs with LLG-based numerical model. The bit-line-level write latency varies from 5.5ns to 7.5ns for STT-MRAM and 4 to 10.1ns for MeRAM for all variation corners and number for write pulses (1 to 5). With the inputs of bit-line results, we use NVSIM [DXX12] to obtain latency and energy of MRAM array (cache). In Fig. 6.10, the write latency of L2 Cache with different $t_{FL}$ corners is shown to decrease with increased number of pulse choices, and each point is the maximum or average latency of temperature corners of 270K to 370K. MeRAM’s write latency reduction is up to 59%. There is a latency increase for $t_{FL}$ of 1.19nm using from one to two voltage choices, because that 1.19nm $t_{FL}$ corner is closer to optimized voltage when only one write voltage is used (see Fig. 6.1b). The write latency of STT-MRAM is improved by up to 17%. The maximum latency for $t_{FL}$ corner of 1.17nm is not seen improvement because the corner with 1.17nm $t_F$ and 270K is always the worst corner to be optimized in its variation corner group no matter how many choices is adapted. As seen, three choices are efficient enough for write latency improvement.

We modified gem5 [BBB11] to simulate two cases: 1) an x86 processor with one core and one single-level 8-MB MRAM data cache; 2) an x86 processor with two cores, two 1-Mb MRAM L2, and one 16-MB MRAM L3 caches (L1 uses default SRAM). We modified McPAT [LAS09] to simulate processor power and used Hotspot [HGV06] to simulate processor power and used Hotspot [HGV06] to simulate

Figure 6.9: (a) Evaluation flow of adaptive write in MRAM based system. (b) The cross-section structure for thermal simulations.
Figure 6.10: The maximum and average write latency in (a) 1MB STT-MRAM L2 and (b) MeRAM L2 from 270K to 370K under different $t_{FL}$ corners with different number of write pulse choices.

Figure 6.11: The average/maximum run time of SPEC benchmarks using adaptive write (with three write pulse choices) for (a) one-core processor with single-level 8-MB STT-MRAM cache and (b) single-level 8-MB MeRAM MeRAM cache, a dual-core processor with (c) 1-MB STT-MRAM L2 and 16-MB STTRAM L3, and (d) 1-MB MeRAM L2 and 16-MB MeRAM L3 over temperature corners (270K to 370K). Run time is normalized to the maximum run time for processors without adaptive write (one write pulse choice) for each benchmark.

We simulated one billion instructions of SPEC benchmarks using our evaluation flow. The application run time reduction with adaptive write are shown in Fig. 6.11. The processors with single-level MRAM see noticeable application speedup after using adaptive write, where up to 41% and 9% run time reduction are shown for MeRAM and STT-MRAM respectively. However, the improvement are much less for processors with MRAM L2 and L3 (up to 10% and 2% for MeRAM and STT-MRAM respectively), be-
cause cache write latency improvement is hidden by SRAM L1. This indicates that the adaptive write scheme may be more efficient for embedded applications with single-level MRAM cache. Compared with MeRAM, STT-MRAM write latency improvement is not significant. Actually, the write energy is more crucial issue for high-speed STT-MRAM cache (e.g., write latency within 3 ns), where large write current is required and sensitive to variation. Our future work will evaluate the adaptive write scheme in STT-MRAM energy reduction.

6.5 Adaptive Read

In a reliable STT-RAM sensing design, read disturbance rate and sensing error rate should be minimized within error-correcting-code (ECC) [WHZ16] capability. However, there is a tradeoff exposing to them. To increase sensing margin, a high sensing current is required, which adds to more read disturbance. Moreover, these errors are severely affected by process and temperature variation, hence designing for the worst case leads to both a small sensing margin and high read disturbance rate. We propose adaptive read to dynamically increase sensing margin while maintaining read disturbance under control according to temperature and process variation.

Read disturbance rate depends on STT-MTJ thermal stability, which are affected by sensing current, free layer thickness and temperature. The resistance of STT-MTJ also changes with temperature, especially for the the AP resistance as illustrated in Fig. 6.13. The STT-MTJ resistance change can be fitted to a temperature-dependence model as in [DST08]. In the proposed work, we design a STT-MTJ sensing scheme with two reference resistance selections and two read voltage selections. The read voltage is selected by the proposed variation monitor, which detects STT-MTJ energy barrier (thermal stability). STT-MTJs with lower thermal stability suffer from more read disturbance, requiring low read voltage. The reference resistance is selected by a temperature monitor, where the high reference resistance is used at low temperature because of the increased STT-MTJ resistances, while the low reference is used at high temperature.
Figure 6.12: Read disturbance rate as a function of voltage drop on P MTJ for a set of temperature and free layer thickness variation corners. The read disturbance rate is obtained from Monte-Carlo simulation with sensing time of 3ns.

6.5.1 Adaptive Sensing Circuit using Multiple Reference Resistance

For STT-RAM, the dependence of read disturbance rate on read voltage, process and temperature variation is plotted in Fig. 6.12. As expected, read disturbance rate increases with read voltage for that sensing current lowers thermal stability. Similarly, higher temperature and lower free layer thickness also leads to lower thermal stability and hence higher read disturbance rate. Fortunately, the variation-dependence can be monitored by the proposed monitor (Section 6.3) as for adaptive write in Section 6.4. By contrast, instead of using three stress level for adaptive write, only one threshold stress current level is needed for adaptive read. In the adaptive read scheme, the default read voltage is high to increase sensing current margin. But for the STT-RAM with low thermal stability due to the process variation, the high read voltage may cause more read disturbance than ECC capability (e.g., $10^{-9}$). For this case, the proposed variation monitor is able to detect it with the selected stress current level (see Section. 6.3.2). It controls the read voltage to low to reduce read disturbance rate.

To further improve the sensing margin, adaptive reference resistance is proposed. As is seen in Fig. 6.13, the AP MTJ resistance changes dramatically with temperature, while the P resistance is more stable, resulting in lower TMR at high temperature. Hence, to maximize sensing margin, a low and a high reference resistors can be used at high and low temperature respectively. The resistor selection is controlled by an on-chip temperature monitor. To quantify the temperature dependence of MTJ resistance, we used the model
Figure 6.13: Illustration for using two reference resistance for low and high temperature sensing.

[DST08] fitted to experimental data as listed in Equation 6.3 below.

\[
R_\gamma(T) = R_\gamma(0) \frac{\sin(CT)}{CT} \left[1 + Q\beta_\gamma \ln \left(\frac{k_BT}{E}\right)\right]^{-1}
\]

(6.3)

The temperature-dependence is approximately linear. One experiment shows that TMR can change from 192% at 4.2K to 90% at room temperature [IMK06]. The TMR can be further reduced at high temperature, e.g., over 100°C. With the model, a threshold temperature is selected such that the high or low reference resistor is chosen when temperature is below or above the threshold temperature as illustrated in Fig. 6.13.

The proposed sensing circuit is shown in Fig. 6.14. High and low read voltages at the top are selected by “Low ∆” signal output from the proposed variation monitor. Reference resistors at the right are selected by “Low temperature” output from an on-chip temperature monitor. We then design the read voltage and reference resistors with the assumption that MTJ AP resistance changes from 5k (low temperature) to 3.33k (high temperature) and P resistance changes from 2k (low temperature) and 1.8L (high temperature). To minimize the read disturbance of STT-RAM, the sensing current direction is chosen as the direction of P-to-AP switching for the reason that P-to-AP switching is more difficult than AP-to-P switching. Therefore, only P state MTJ is possibly disturbed during sensing. Considering the read disturbance rate < 10^{-9}, we use 0.66V for low read voltage and 0.78V for high read voltage, which gives 100 mV and 150 mV voltage drop.
Figure 6.14: Sensing circuit used in the adaptive read. The switch of two reference resistors are controlled by temperature sensor. The switch of read voltage is controlled by the proposed monitor with a output across P MTJ respectively. Worst 10% resistance variation is assumed, meaning that the reference resistance is designed to sense 90% $R_{AP}$ and 110% $R_P$. To maximize sensing margin, 3.25kΩ and 2.85kΩ are chosen as the high and low reference resistances.

We perform SPICE simulation of the proposed adaptive read design at low temperature, hence the high reference resistance is selected. For normal case, the STT-RAM has high thermal stability so that high read voltage is selected. As a comparison, the conventional read design has only one read voltage and one low reference resistance, which are designed according to the worst variation corner (high temperature and low thermal stability). The sensing waveforms are shown in Fig. 6.15. The sensing noise margin ($V_{in} - V_{ref}$) is significantly increased from 26.8 mV to 37.8 mV using adaptive read.
Figure 6.15: (a) Conventional STT-RAM sensing simulation with single read supply voltage and one reference resistance. (b) The proposed STT-RAM sensing simulation with two read voltage and two reference resistance.

6.6 Chapter Conclusion

We have designed an MTJ-based variation monitor to sense process and temperature variation. At the same accuracy, the variation monitor achieves 20X smaller area, 10X faster speed, and 5X less energy. We have proposed an adaptive write scheme to minimize the write latency of STT-MRAM and MeRAM according to ambient process and temperature variation. The write latency of STT-MRAM and MeRAM cache is reduced up to 17% and 59% respectively, while simulated application run time has 1.7X improvement. We have also proposed adaptive read technique, which can increase the sensing margin by 1.3X.
CHAPTER 7

Negative Differential Resistance-Assisted Resistive NVM for Efficient Read and Write Operations

7.1 Chapter Introduction

Resistive NVM including conducting-bridge and ReRAM [YW11, SSS08], STT-RAM [TSC99, ZZW12], and PCM [WRK10], are widely considered for both storage class as well as main memory because of their non-volatility, fast speed, and high density. However, these emerging NVM still have challenges to resolve before the adaption into conventional computing system.

STT-RAM faces several key problems: 1) high write currents (up to 100 µA at the 45nm node [ITR11]), 2) low sensing margin [LAS08], which forces trade-offs between read error rate with read time and energy, and 3) susceptibility to read disturbance [KZZ15, KLK14, KZK15], i.e., MTJ false switching during sensing, which unfortunately increases with sensing margin. These limitations are intrinsically due to the low TMR of STT-MTJs. To make matters worse, write time may be further extended by process and temperature variations [WLE16b, LAS08]. Similarly, read errors and read disturbance under variation create more severe reliability concerns in STT-RAM [KZZ15, CAD10, KLK14, LAS08].

For multi-level-cell (MLC) ReRAM and PCM, the programming relies on program-verify (P$V) cycles [PMH15, BFR09], leading to high energy dissipation and long write latency.

In this chapter, we offer an unified solution to simultaneously resolve all of these challenges by utilizing negative differential resistance (NDR) devices within memory read and write peripheral circuitry. Our NDR solutions include two types of devices: voltage-controlled NDR (V-NDR) and current-controlled NDR (C-NDR) devices. V-NDR can be
naturally implemented by TFETs [LLZ12] and tunnel diodes (TDs) [EDS01]. In addition, we also propose a CMOS V-NDR design to improve compatibility with conventional Silicon substrate. For C-NDR, we also provide CMOS implementation. In MRAM, our V-NDR solutions limit redundant write current and allow the sensing current ratio of the high and low MTJ states to be amplified up to the peak-to-valley ratio (PVR) of V-NDR, which is much larger than MTJ resistance ratio. For MLC ReRAM, by utilizing V-NDR and C-NDR, intermediate resistance programming can be simplified from over 10 cycles using P&V to one cycle. Our results show that the proposed designs greatly reduce write energy and read disturbance and increase the sensing margin while simplifying sensing circuitry, enabling truly low power resistive NVM technologies.

7.2 Issues of MRAM Write and Read

7.2.1 Wasted Power During Write Cycles

Figure 7.1: STT-RAM write error rate as a function of write time assuming 0.7 V write voltage extracted from 10 billion Monte Carlo circuit simulations using the methodology of Section 7.6.4. The simulated write circuit includes a MTJ, an access transistor, and the capacitance load of 256 1T1M bit-line.

MTJ switching is a stochastic process whose probability increases with the duration of the write current pulse. The write error rate (WER) as a function of write time is shown in Fig. 7.1. Generally, switching from 1 to 0 (P to AP) requires a larger write current than 0 to 1 [HYY05]. In our simulation, the switching efficiency ratio for 1-to-0 and 0-to-1 is 0.75 to 1. However, this asymmetry is offset by the different resistances of the two states; hence when the same voltage is used for both switching directions, similar
write times (time to achieve a required WER) are observed in Fig. 7.1. For memories without error-correcting code (ECC), the WER should be below $10^{-18}$, which needs 15 ns write time. In this chapter, we consider designs with ECC, which still require a WER of $10^{-9}$ or better, necessitating at least 9 ns long write pulse [AKW13]. While long write times are necessary to maintain accuracy, over 90% of switching events (i.e., WER < 0.1) are completed within the first 3 ns indicating a dramatic waste of energy. In particular, write-1 consumes 1.4X the energy of write-0 because the MTJ stays longer in the low resistance 1 state, leading to higher leakage.

7.2.2 Read Margin and Read Disturbance Limits

The low TMR of STT-MTJs limits MRAM read margins and read disturbance, causing reliability problems. In particular it is difficult to simultaneously improve both read margin and read disturbance rate in conventional designs. This is because higher margins require higher read voltages, which increases the read current and can lead to unwanted MTJ switching even if the current is smaller than the critical switching current. For example, to obtain a read margin of 150 mV in a conventional design with 100 fF bit-line load, a WER of over $10^{-8}$ is resulted, exceeding the ECC error tolerance (see Fig. 7.17). Non-uniformity in device characteristics due to process variations can worsen this problem.

7.3 NDR Device Characteristics

7.3.1 Tunneling-Based V-NDR Devices

To address the challenges faced by MRAM and ReRAM, we introduce V-NDR devices into the read and write circuitry. As illustrated in Fig. 7.2a, V-NDR devices have the property that within a certain bias range (between $V_{\text{peak}}$ and $V_{\text{valley}}$), the absolute current decreases with increased absolute voltage. The ratio of the maximum and minimum currents ($I_{\text{peak}}$ and $I_{\text{valley}}$, respectively) within this range is known as the PVR. A variety of two- and three-terminal devices utilizing quantum tunneling such as Esaki diodes, resonant tunneling diodes (RTDs), and reverse-biased TFETs can be used to
generate this effect. While TDs are relatively mature devices developed specifically to implement V-NDR for various applications, TFETs have the advantage that the PVR can be tuned by gate voltage. In Table 7.1 we summarize the experimental characteristics of some representative TDs and TFETs. RTDs with good performance have already been demonstrated on Si/SiGe [EDS01], which is already a CMOS-compatible platform [Ant]. Many of other best-performing V-NDR devices thus far are based on III-V materials. Non-commercialized technologies like heteroepitaxy [BSS08] and nano-transfer [LWP15b] can integrate III-V MOSFET and FinFET with Si CMOS at the expense of cost increase. The integration of III-V on silicon is already a high priority in industry (for instance, by using III-V MOSFETs or TFETs to supplement or replace silicon transistors in logic), and commercial advances in that direction will also ease integration of V-NDR devices.

Table 7.1: Experimental characteristics of selected V-NDR tunneling devices from literature. Peak current is expressed in terms of per unit width for TFETs and per unit area for TDs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Peak Current</th>
<th>PVR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TD [EDS01]</td>
<td>Si/SiGe</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>50 (\mu A/\mu m^2)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD [RPT08]</td>
<td>InGaAs</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>2.5 (\mu A/\mu m^2)</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD [TSL94]</td>
<td>InGaAs/InAlAs</td>
<td>InP</td>
<td>2 (\mu A/\mu m^2)</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFET [ZKK13]</td>
<td>InAs/AlSb/GaSb</td>
<td>GaSb</td>
<td>(\leq 230) (\mu A/\mu m)</td>
<td>(\leq 5.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFET [ZVD14]</td>
<td>InGaAs/InAs</td>
<td>InP</td>
<td>(\leq 4) (\mu A/\mu m)</td>
<td>(\leq 6.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 7.3.2 CMOS Circuit for V-NDR Generation

For integration into commercial memory technology, silicon MOSFETs are preferred over III-V tunnel devices [WPG17, WPC17]. We therefore propose generating V-NDR using three NMOS transistors in the 3T CMOS circuit depicted in Fig. 7.3a. This circuit has three terminals (IN, OUT, and BIAS); T1 and T2 are used to control the gate bias of T3, and the V-NDR current is mainly driven by T3. The gate of T1 is connected to its drain to maintain low leakage, enabling low valley currents, which is the NDR state after write termination. For small \(V_{in}\) applied between IN and OUT, the current increases due to the increased voltage drop across T3. However, \(V_{in}\) decreases with higher \(V_{in}\), such
that when $V_{in}$ reaches a certain value $V_{peak}$ (the peak voltage), the output current attains $I_{peak}$ and the T2 transistor turns on and shuts off T3, leading to reduced output current with further increase in $V_{in}$ (the “valley region”). The peak current and PVR can be selected by tuning the $V_{bias}$ applied to T1 to change the T3 operation region. This circuit is therefore capable of low $V_{peak}$ and highly tunable $I_{peak}$ and PVR.

We have demonstrated this structure experimentally by wire bonding NMOS transistors on a single die [WPG17]. As shown in Fig. 7.3b, the peak current can be tuned from the nA to µA range by changing bias voltage ($V_{bias}$) between 0.8 and 1.3 V while maintaining a peak voltage of 0.25 V and achieving PVR up to 1,000 and greater. Note that the sensitivity of peak current to $V_{bias}$ is determined by the sizes and threshold voltages of the constituent transistors. In our experiment, the sensitivity is relatively high because we used a die whose transistor characteristics had not been specifically optimized for this application. In real implementation, the devices can be designed to limit the $V_{bias}$ tunability and hence reduce possible variability effects.

7.3.3 CMOS Circuit for C-NDR Generation

We have also devised a complementary design to V-NDR to mimic C-NDR characteristics. C-NDR is designed using a Schmitt trigger and a transistor as shown in Figure 7.4a. Its
Figure 7.3: (a) Diagram of proposed 3T CMOS circuit for generating V-NDR between IN and OUT terminals. (b) Experimental I-V curves for CMOS V-NDR circuit; current is measured at IN terminal as a function of voltage drop $V_{NDR}$ across the IN and OUT terminals. Different curves correspond to application of $V_{bias}$ between 0.8 and 1.3V. The circuit is constructed using preexisting long channel NMOS devices with gate lengths of 10 µm, W/L ratios from 4 to 10, and off-currents around 0.1-1 nA and on-currents ranging between 10-100 µA.

I-V curve is illustrated in Figure 7.4b. The Schmitt trigger has a high threshold voltage and a low threshold voltage, when its input voltage (in) is above the high threshold voltage, the C-NDR turns on, while the C-NDR turns off with input voltage dropping below the low threshold voltage.

7.4 Behavior of Series-Connected MTJ and V-NDR Devices

The unique characteristics of V-NDR devices enable them to enhance MRAM performance when integrated into the read and write circuitry. The reasons and conditions for these improvements can be understood by examining the behavior of series-connected MTJ and V-NDR devices, as shown in Fig. 7.5a. For simplicity the MTJ is treated as a resistor whose current is $(V_{cc} - V_{NDR})/R_{MTJ}$, where $R_{MTJ} = R_H$ (0 state) or $R_L$ (1 state) depending on its state. In Fig. 7.5b, we plot the current through the V-NDR device (solid black line) and the MTJ (blue and red lines) as functions of the voltage drop across the V-NDR device $V_{NDR}$. The intersections of the V-NDR and MTJ curves represent the possible steady-state solutions of the circuit: there are three solutions in
Figure 7.4: (a) One example of C-NDR comprising of a Schmitt trigger and an NMOS. The Schmitt trigger has two threshold voltages $V_{TH}$ and $V_{TL}$. (b) The I-V of the C-NDR. When VNDR starts from 0, then the current of C-NDR remains low until VNDR reaches $V_{TH}$, the current suddenly rises until VNDR reduces below $V_{TL}$. The Schmitt trigger is supplied with low $V_{CC}$ to reduce leakage.

Figure 7.5: (a) Series connection of MTJ and V-NDR device. Note that each V-NDR device is shared by multiple bit-lines in the proposed design. (b) Load line for V-NDR-MTJ series circuit (illustrated in inset). Blue line corresponds to the MTJ HRS and red line to the MTJ LRS. The stable operating points when the MTJ is in HRS and LRS are indicated by 1⃝ and 2⃝, respectively.

the 0 state but only one solution in the 1 state. The target operating conditions are that 1) $|−R| < R_L$, where $−R$ is the effective resistance of V-NDR between $V_{peak}$ and $V_{valley}$, and 2) the $I_{peak}$ of V-NDR is greater than the current through $R_H$ but below that of $R_L$ at $V_{Peak}$. Under these conditions, the circuit current in the 1 state is limited by the (minimal) V-NDR valley current.
When the externally applied voltage across the circuit increases from 0 to $V_{dd}$, if the MTJ is in its (AP) high resistance state (HRS), the current and voltage drop across the V-NDR stays in the peak region at point ① in Fig. 7.5b. Likewise, if the MTJ is in the (P) low resistance state (LRS), the circuit will stabilize at ② in the V-NDR valley region. This indicates that current flows freely when the MTJ is in the AP state but is blocked when the MTJ is in the P state. If the MTJ switches from AP to P, the current through the circuit drops from ① to ②.

The idea that negative resistance can differentiate between MRAM states has previously been used in a few proposals for read voltage margin improvement or write energy saving [HHS10, UYY14, UYY15]. However, those proposals design the NDR-MTJ circuit for only one solution in both the 0 and 1 states. This requires that the V-NDR curve only intersect the $R_H$ load line once, forcing both MTJ states to have comparatively high current and making the design vulnerable to V-NDR or MTJ device variations. Such nominal designs can improve the voltage margin but not necessarily the current margin between the MTJ states, whereas our concept amplifies both the voltage and current differences since the 1 state is forced into the much lower current V-NDR valley region. Therefore, such proposals do not offer all the operational advantages of our concept, as further discussed below.

In our design, the system should reside in the point ① (below the V-NDR peak voltage) when the MTJ is in the 0 state. This requires that state to be stable; fortunately it can be easily shown using Lyapunov’s second method that the point ① and the point ② are asymptotically stable in the sense of being convergent over time, whereas the middle circle is unstable because fluctuations around this point will drive the system towards the stable points.

For the LRS, only one stable solution exists in the current valley as illustrated by the blue dot in Fig. 7.5b.

To illustrate the behavior under switching, we show the V-NDR and MTJ currents for different MTJ resistance under constant $V_{CC}$ in Fig. 7.6a. If the MTJ is initially in the 0 state, the current is close to $I_{peak}$. Upon switching to the 1 state, the MTJ resistance will decrease and the stable solutions approach $I_{peak}$, beyond which the V-NDR current suddenly drops to the valley region. The current vs. resistance of this process is also
Figure 7.6: (a) $I_{NDR}$ versus $V_{NDR}$ (solid lines) and $I_{MTJ}$ versus $(V_{CC} - V_{NDR})$ (dashed lines) for different $R_{MTJ}$. (b) Current of the series connection of MTJ and V-NDR vs. $R_{MTJ}$.

plotted in Fig. 7.6b. This demonstrates that, given proper choice of peak current, $| - R |$, and $V_{CC}$, the V-NDR device can sense the different MTJ states and switching therein and adjust the current through the circuit accordingly. For sufficiently large PVR, the resulting difference in the series-connected current can be much greater than the ratio of the MTJ resistances. This means that the operating margins are no longer limited by the TMR (typically 0.5-2X) but by the V-NDR PVR (which can be 5-1000X).

### 7.5 Modeling of V-NDR Devices

#### 7.5.1 Tunneling V-NDR Modeling

To describe TD characteristics, we adapt the compact model and model parameters in [SDC96], which were chosen to fit the InAs/AlSb/GaSb TD characteristics presented therein. For n-type TFETs, while compact models have been developed to describe the positive drain-source voltage device operation, most simple models neglect the V-NDR characteristics under negative drain-source voltage. In this work, we model TFET V-NDR by fitting device data to the equation

$$I_{drain} = A_{TFET}(V_{gs}, V_{ds})f_{NDR}(V_{ds}) + I_{diode}$$

(7.1)

where $A_{TFET}(V_{gs}, V_{ds})$ is an existing gate- and drain-voltage TFET $I-V$ analytical
model [PC12a], \( f_{NDR}(V_{ds}) \) is a function describing two-terminal TD current [SDC96], and \( I_{diode} \) is a standard expression for intrinsic diode current. By adjusting the model coefficients we can match both the ordinary and V-NDR characteristics of simulated and experimental TFETs. In this chapter, we discuss results for TFETs using the simulated device characteristics presented in [LLZ12], which is compared with our analytical model in Fig. 7.2b.

### 7.5.2 Analytical Model of CMOS V-NDR Behavior

The characteristics of MRAM depend on technology and application, so to ease CMOS V-NDR design for any particular application, we derive a compact model of its current behavior. The essential design task for MRAM usage is to select the appropriate peak current and voltage to lie between the MTJ HRS and LRS load lines as shown in Fig. 7.5b. Typical peak voltages are around 50 to 200 mV (\( V_{peak} \)), indicating that transistors T1 and T2 (see Fig. 7.5b) are in the subthreshold region. By contrast, T3 operates in the linear region with its gate bias over 400 mV (\( V_{int} \) in Fig. 7.5b) when V-NDR is in peak region. The subthreshold current [RMM03] \( I_{sub} \) for T1 and T2 can be modeled using

\[
I_{sub} = \frac{W I_0}{L} e^{\frac{V_{GS} - V_{th} - \lambda V_T n + \eta V_{DS}}{n V_T}} \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{V_{DS}}{V_T}} \right)
\]

where \( W \) and \( L \) are the transistor width and length, \( I_0 \) is a constant parameter, \( V_{th} \) is the threshold voltage, \( V_T \) is the thermal voltage, and \( n, \lambda, \) and \( \eta \) are the subthreshold swing, body effect, and drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL) coefficients, respectively [RMM03].

The gate bias of T3 (\( V_{int} \)) can be expressed as a function of the T1 and T2 widths \( W_1 \) and \( W_2 \) and threshold voltage mismatch (\( \Delta V_{th} = V_{th2} - V_{th1} \))

\[
V_{int} = \left( \ln \left( \frac{W_1}{W_2} \right) n V_T + \Delta V_{th} + \eta V_{bias} - V_m \right) / (\lambda + 2\eta).
\]

The current mostly flows through T3, which is in the linear region [Bre78] around the V-NDR peak. This allows us to estimate the V-NDR peak voltage and current
\[ V_{\text{peak}} = \frac{\ln \left( \frac{W_1}{W_2} \right) n V_T + \Delta V_{th} - (\lambda + 2\eta) V_{th3} + \eta V_{bias}}{2 + \lambda + 2\eta} \]  

(7.4)

\[ I_{\text{peak}} = \frac{W_3}{L} \mu C_{ox} \times \left( \frac{\ln \left( \frac{W_1}{W_2} \right) n V_T + \Delta V_{th} - (\lambda + 2\eta) V_{th3} + \eta V_{bias}}{2 (\lambda + 2\eta)} \right)^2 \]  

(7.5)

The V-NDR circuit enters the valley region when \( V_{in} \) pulls \( V_{int} \) to zero and turns off T3, in which case the current is limited by the leakage currents of T1 and T3. Eqns. 7.3-7.4 show the V-NDR characteristics can be designed by adjusting the T1 and T2 size and \( V_{th} \) mismatches as well as the terminal voltage \( V_{bias} \).
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Figure 7.7: Model and SPICE comparison of 3T V-NDR circuit using 45 nm commercial CMOS library for (a) \( I \) versus \( V_{in} \) and (b) \( V_{int} \) versus \( V_{in} \).

This model describes qualitative features of the V-NDR circuit as the comparison with SPICE simulations shows in Fig. 7.7. Good matches are found for \( V_{int} \) and \( I_{NDR} \) with \( V_{in} < 0.1mV \). The current mismatch for high \( V_{in} \) in Fig. 7.7a is due to the oversimplified current equation for T3, which only works in linear region and is targeted to predict peak current and voltage.

To validate the model functionality, we use it to guide CMOS V-NDR designs for representative MRAM read and write applications using either spin transfer torque (STT-MRAM) or magnetoelectric memory (MeRAM) technologies. The parameters of MRAM and corresponding V-NDR are specified in Table 7.2. Since data on MTJ resistance of commercial MRAMs is not widely available, we choose illustrative values of 5 kΩ for STT-MRAM P resistance and 50 kΩ for MeRAM, which fall within the reported
Table 7.2: NDR and MRAM parameters for three different MRAM read or write design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MRAM</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>$R_P$</th>
<th>TMR</th>
<th>$V_{dd}$</th>
<th>$W_3$</th>
<th>$V_{bias}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STT-MRAM</td>
<td>Write</td>
<td>5 kΩ</td>
<td>150%</td>
<td>0.8 V</td>
<td>1200 nm</td>
<td>0.85 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STT-MRAM</td>
<td>Read</td>
<td>5 kΩ</td>
<td>150%</td>
<td>0.4 V</td>
<td>550 nm</td>
<td>0.8 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeRAM</td>
<td>Write/Read</td>
<td>50 kΩ</td>
<td>150%</td>
<td>1 V</td>
<td>210 nm</td>
<td>0.6 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

range for these technologies [DRT12, CRK10, GEA16]. Higher TMR gives rise to larger design margin, so we use 150% as a baseline, noting that TMR up to 180% has been demonstrated in commercial STT-MRAM [SLS16]. With these parameters, we design the V-NDR to allocate its peak current point between the $R_{AP}$ and $R_P$ load lines (see Fig. 7.5ba). We also use HSPICE to simulate the peak current point and its margin (the current difference from peak current point to $R_{AP}$ and $R_P$ load lines), which are plotted in Fig. 7.8. All predicted V-NDR peak current points lie close to the center of the simulated design margin, supporting the model.

Figure 7.8: Simulated peak current points of V-NDR designs guided by model and their margins for three MRAM applications. The error bars illustrate allowed design margins.

7.6 V-NDR-assisted MRAM Write and Read

7.6.1 STT-RAM Write Energy Reduction

Having established the scenarios in which V-NDR devices can clamp the current of a serially connected MTJ, we propose using this effect to perform early write current cutoff when STT-MTJs switch to or stay in the 1 state. During writing from the 0 to 1 state,
this configuration can cause write termination by automatically cutting off the write current once the 1 state is attained and the V-NDR device \((V_{NDR})\) enters its valley region. Similarly, if a write-to-1 operation is performed on an MTJ already in the 1 state, the V-NDR forces a very low current during the whole write cycle, saving energy.

Figure 7.9: The proposed V-NDR read and write circuitry designs. Yellow dotted line denotes the STT-RAM array.

This can be accomplished by integrating V-NDR devices within the memory write circuitry in the manner shown on the right side of Fig. 7.9. An V-NDR device is added to a regular STT-RAM circuit for write assistance. Because only one MTJ cell is activated at a time during a write operation, the required overhead is minimal since, much like the sense amplifier, a single V-NDR device can be shared by multiple MTJ bit-lines. For a write-0 operation, \(Write1\), \(Read\), and \(Pre-charge\) are set to GND (0 voltage), and \(Write0\) is set to \(V_{cc}\) to activate a write path without V-NDR (the same as conventional write). For a write-1 operation however, which dissipates the most power, only \(Write1\) is set to \(V_{cc}\) and hence an V-NDR device is connected to the write path and acts to reduce the write energy by curtailing write current after switching.

The advantage of the proposed NDR-based design can be simply understood by com-
Figure 7.10: SPICE simulated waveforms for a write-1 termination in the memory design of Fig. 7.9. During write operation, a bit-line is first selected and charged to $V_{CC}$, then a MTJ bit is selected by $WL$, and write current is high or low depending on the MTJ initial state.

Comparing its energy dissipation $E_{NDR}$ with that of conventional MRAM designs ($E_{conv}$):

$$E_{conv} = V_{CC}^2 C_{BL} + V_{CC}(t_{AP}I_{AP} + t_PI_P)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.6)$$
$$E_{NDR} = (V_{CC} + V_{Peak})^2 C_{BL} + (V_{CC} + V_{Peak})(t_{AP}I_{Peak} + t_PI_{Valley})$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.7)$$

where $C_{BL}$ is the bitline capacitance, $I_{AP,P}$ are the currents when the MTJ is in the $AP$ or $P$ state, respectively, and $t_{AP,P}$ are the corresponding time intervals when the MTJ is in either state. In the proposed design, the applied voltage is increased slightly by the peak voltage of the V-NDR device (which is typically of order 0.1 V) and the write current in the $AP$ state approaches the V-NDR peak current $I_{Peak}$, but the write current in $P$ state is drastically reduced to the V-NDR valley current $I_{Valley}$. Comparing $E_{conv}$ and $E_{NDR}$, we see that most of the energy savings comes from the reduced consumption in the $P$ state and hinges on the ratio of $I_P$ and $I_{Valley}$, which is bounded by the PVR of the V-NDR device; higher PVR leads to more efficient operation. As the discussion in Section 7.4 shows, one prerequisite for current termination operation in our design is that $V_{NDR}$ at the beginning of the write process is lower than $V_{peak}$, so that current through V-NDR converges to the stable high current solution. This can be guaranteed by pre-discharging the source-line voltage to zero.
Figure 7.11: (a) Three early write termination designs using bit-line voltage change sensing [ZZY09], current change sensing [BOE16], and the proposed NDR. (b) Simulated waveforms of MTJ resistance (AP: 5000 Ω, P: 2000 Ω, bit-line voltage, and write current as functions of time. The black line is for the conventional write, and the read dash line is for the early write terminations.

To quantify the effect of the proposed design, we simulate the waveforms of bit-line voltage ($V_{\text{bit-line}}$), bit selection (WL), voltage drop on V-NDR ($V_{\text{source-line}}$), write current ($I_{MTJ}$), and MTJ resistance ($R_{MTJ}$) under early write termination as shown in Fig. 7.10. If the MTJ starts in the 0 state, the V-NDR device voltage and current increase to near $V_{\text{peak}}$ and $I_{\text{peak}}$, respectively, after the WL goes high and stays there until the MTJ switches, whereupon the V-NDR voltage approaches $V_{\text{CC}}$, turning off the write current. If the MTJ is initially in the 1 state, the V-NDR directly goes to $V_{\text{CC}}$ after the WL goes high and cuts off the write current.

Our proposed concept has significant advantages over previous attempts at write termination which used additional sense and control circuitry as illustrated in Fig. 7.11a. In [ZZY09] (see blue dashed box in Fig. 7.11a), sensing circuitry is added to sense the voltage change on the bit-line and terminate the write. However, such voltage changes are small (see Fig. 7.11b) in general because 1) the MTJ resistance change is small, and 2) the MTJ-bit selection transistor resistance changes inversely with that of the MTJ (e.g., a MTJ resistance decrease leads to a voltage increase on the transistor and its equivalent transistor resistance), partially canceling bit-line voltage change. The resulting low sensing margin leads to long sensing times and large sensing energy and is susceptible
to process variations. Another write termination design using current change sensing is proposed in [BOE16] (red dashed box in Fig. 7.11a); this requires a current mirror in the write path to copy the current change to sensing circuit, which increases write $V_{CC}$ and adds redundant write energy. Moreover, both voltage and current sensing designs require sense amplifiers and reference voltage/current generation (usually created by writing a reference MTJ in parallel), which add large energy overhead. One design uses different write pulses for the asymmetric write directions to save energy [BEO14], though this method cannot safely write MTJs at the variation corners. Yet another proposal also introduces V-NDR into the MRAM write circuitry to avoid a current increase after MTJ switching to 1 [HHS10]; however, as discussed in Section 7.4, that method cannot fully terminate write current because both MTJ states will still have relatively large current, in contrast to our design where the 1 state current is truly minimized in the V-NDR valley region.

7.6.2 STT-RAM Read Assistance using NDR

The sensing margin in STT-RAM is fundamentally bounded by the MTJ TMR ratio and is further reduced in practice by process variations; this has led to many proposals to maximize sensing margin within these limitations [KAG07, CWZ10, EZW14, MGK15, LGW16b]. However, we propose a new read design that boosts the current difference ratio beyond the TMR ratio up to the PVR of the V-NDR device, substantially increasing sensing margins and reducing the sensitivity to process variations.

7.6.2.1 MRAM Sensing Margin Improvement

Similar to our write assistance design we propose a new read design, shown on the left of Fig. 7.9, in which multiple bit-lines share a single V-NDR device, minimizing overhead. During a read cycle, a normal pre-charge operation first charges the bit-line and source-line so that $Pre-charge$ and $Read$ are set to $V_{cc}$; the charge thus stored is then discharged through the MTJ and V-NDR series connection, where the latter amplifies the current difference between the 1 and 0 MTJ states. In this chapter, read margin is defined as the voltage difference on the bit-line during discharging of the two MTJ states, which is
sensed by a differential sense amplifier \cite{Pro00}. For conventional designs not using NDR, the source-line is used rather than the bit-line. V-NDR read requires the initial voltage of the V-NDR to be below $V_{\text{peak}}$ before the pre-charge, which is guaranteed by discharging any remaining charge on the bit-line after each read or write operation. As in the write case, the V-NDR device should be selected such that $I_{\text{peak}}$ is larger than the MTJ current in the 0 state but smaller than that of the 1 state. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 7.12, when the 0 state is sensed, the V-NDR device always stays in its low resistance region below the peak and the bit-line cannot be charged up. When the 1 state is sensed, the transient current through the MTJ in the pre-charge stage will exceed $I_{\text{peak}}$, pushing the V-NDR device into its high-resistance valley region so that the discharging (sensing) current is cut off.

\[ V_{M,\text{conv}} \approx \left(1 - \frac{I_{\text{AP}}}{I_{\text{P}}} \right) V_{\text{BL}} \]  
\[ V_{M,NDR} \approx \left(1 - \frac{I_{\text{Valley}}}{I_{\text{Peak}}} \right) V_{\text{SL}} = \left(1 - \frac{1}{PVR} \right) V_{\text{SL}} \]

where $V_{\text{SL}}$ is the source-line voltage. Whereas the read margin in ordinary designs is limited by the discharging current ratio of the 1 and 0 states (typically around 0.7-0.9), in the V-NDR design $V_{M,NDR}$ is limited by $1 - 1/PVR$ which approaches 1 for well-designed V-NDR devices, dramatically increasing the read margin.

Our design has several key advantages over previous proposals. For instance, \cite{KAG07, CWZ10, EZW14} proposed local-reference and self-reference read designs to improve immunity to process variations, but could not improve the margin beyond the MTJ TMR limits. Others have proposed amplifying the read margin using V-NDR \cite{HHS10, UYY14, UYY15}, but because of the limited read current difference in those designs (see Fig. 7.5b), but the achievable margins are smaller and read disturbance is not minimized in contrast to our proposal. Refs. \cite{UHM03, UY03} propose introducing a TD into each MTJ cell to amplify the read margin, but such a requirement is not applicable to current-switched technologies like STT-RAM and greatly increases area overhead.
Figure 7.12: SPICE simulation of read operations using NDR-assisted design in Fig. 7.9. The discharging current ($I_{NDR}$) difference for sensing MTJ states is significantly increased by the high PVR of NDR. A large and constant voltage margin is achieved on the bit-line ($V_{bit-line}$), which is sensed by a constant reference voltage leading to a stable sense amplifier output ($V_{output}$).

### 7.6.2.2 Read Disturbance Minimization

Read disturbance, another primary reliability concern, is caused by false switching of a MTJ via sensing currents through the cell. Any transient current pulse has some possibility of switching a MTJ, but the probability of such switching increases dramatically with the amplitude and duration of the current pulse. To tame this, conventional designs have to reduce read current as well as sensing margin and bit-line size, resulting in larger sensing circuits (large gate sizes and more sensing transistors), longer sensing time, and higher sensing energy. In the proposed NDR-assisted design, the PVR simultaneously reduces read disturbance and improves read margin while introducing little overhead. As Fig. 7.9 shows, an AP state MTJ cannot be falsely switched due to the sensing current direction and read disturbance can occur only during read-1 operation when the sensing current accidentally switches a STT-MTJ from the 1 to 0 state. However, the probability of such disturbances in our design is almost zero since the switching probability scales exponentially with current and duration. We can dramatically lower the sensing current through a 1-state MTJ to the near-0 V-NDR valley current, which is significantly lower than previous works [HHS10, UYY14, UYY15]. The read disturbance rate is simulated.
for different bit-line size in Section 7.6.4.

7.6.3 Experimental Validation

We validate the proposed applications of CMOS V-NDR in MRAM through experiment and simulation. In 7.6.3.1, we measure the response of a V-NDR circuit in series with a voltage-controlled MTJ (VC-MTJ) as a function of time and applied magnetic field to illustrate how write termination and read margin amplification can occur for a single memory cell. This helps validate the concept and advantages of our approach at the device level (for reading/writing a single cell). Though VC-MTJ is used in the experiment, the demonstrated concept can be extended to other resistive memory devices, like STT-MTJ. However, device and circuit variability play an important role in the actual performance of real MRAM arrays. To prove that the demonstrated cell-level improvements can survive these effects, in section 7.6.4 we use Monte Carlo circuit simulations to show the robustness of the energy savings and accuracy improvements accounting for circuit variation.

7.6.3.1 V-NDR MTJ Experiments

As discussed above, we build a CMOS V-NDR circuit by wiring pre-fabricated MOSFETs on a single die, with the resulting characteristics shown in Fig. 7.3b. We connect this circuit in series with a 50 nm diameter voltage-controlled MTJ [GEA16]. The stack structure of the MTJ consists of bottom electrode/Co$_{20}$Fe$_{60}$B$_{20}$(1.1)/MgO (1.4)/Co$_{20}$Fe$_{60}$B$_{20}$(1.4)/Ta(0.25)/[Co/Pd]$_{10}$/top electrode (numbers in parentheses are thicknesses in nm).

The experimental MTJ can be switched between the AP and P states by either tuning the applied voltage (of order 0.4-0.7 V, corresponding to current of 1-2 µA) or an externally applied out-of-plane magnetic field. A sample MTJ $R - H$ curve is shown in Fig. 7.13. The MTJ is bistable for external fields between -1400 G to -1200 G, where stochastic switching between the P and AP states occurs due to thermal activation; outside the bistable range, the MTJ state can be deterministically controlled. The AP- and P-state resistances are around 320 kΩ and 240 kΩ under a voltage bias of 0.1 V.

The external wiring and transistor size limitations make the response time of our
Figure 7.13: Experimental MTJ resistance \((R_H = 320 \, \text{k}\Omega, \, R_L = 240 \, \text{k}\Omega)\) as a function of external magnetic field.

Figure 7.14: Current through series-connected V-NDR and MTJ as external field is cycled to switch the MTJ from AP to P and back.

V-NDR circuits (~ 1 ms) much slower than the internal switching time of our MTJs (~ 1 ns), so that at present we cannot observe the switching on the internal time scale of the MTJs. Therefore, in these experiments, rather than relying directly on current-driven switching, we first use the external magnetic field to control the MTJ and avoid MTJ thermal activated switching during the V-NDR response time, as shown in Fig. 7.14. This is not a fundamental constraint since on-chip V-NDR circuits using nanoscale transistors can easily operate at higher speeds (on the order of ps) than MTJ switching times. By sweeping the external field magnitude, we could switch the MTJ from its AP to P state and back and observe the current response of the combined circuit. As seen in Fig. 7.14, a steep decline in current occurs when the MTJ switches from AP to P,
Figure 7.15: Time-dependent measurement of MTJ-V-NDR current for MTJ initially in AP state and with external magnetic field of -1.34 kG biasing the device in the bistable region. $V_{CC} = 0.6$ V for this measurement. Note the drastic reduction in current through the circuit around 7.5 ms from 1.2 $\mu$A to 25 nA due to switching of the MTJ from the AP to P state.

pushing the V-NDR from the peak region (1) (see Fig. 7.5b) into the valley region (2); the low current is maintained even after the junction switches back to AP because the valley point (2) is a stable state.

To better demonstrate write termination, we next initialize the MTJ in the AP state and then situate it in the bistable region by adjusting the external magnetic field to -1.34 kG. We then measure the current through the circuit (equivalent to the write current) as a function of time. In this regime, the MTJ can switch states due to voltage controlled magnetic anisotropy (VCMA) or spontaneous thermal activation [WLE16b]. The resulting measurement of current versus time is shown in Fig. 7.15. We observe around the 7.5 ms mark that the write current drops dramatically by a factor of 40 (from 1.2 $\mu$A to 25 nA), owing to the switching of the MTJ from the AP to P state at that time. Once this switching occurs, the V-NDR reaches its new stable point in the valley region and the current reaches and stays at a very low level. This mimics how write termination can occur in a real MRAM application when writing from AP to P states. As before, the application of an external magnetic field in this experiment is simply to bias the MTJ in bistable regime and thus lengthen the time scale of the switching so it becomes visible with our instrumentation and circuits. In a practical MRAM array, no external magnetic
field is present and the time scale of switching will be far faster, as noted, but the effect of the V-NDR circuit remains the same.

We note that the intrinsic resistance ratio of the MTJ used in this experiment is only 1.33X as shown from the high and low resistance in Fig. 7.13 (=320 kΩ/240 kΩ at 0.1 V). This ratio should further reduce if a higher bias is applied to the device [SLS16]. The effective TMR of 33% is hardly the largest possible experimentally for MTJs; nonetheless, the difference in current between the two states once the V-NDR is introduced is far greater and amplified to in excess of 40X (=1.2 µA/25 nA in Fig. 7.15 and likewise in Fig. 7.14). This shows how read margin between the AP and P states can be drastically improved by 30X (=40X/1.33X) by using V-NDR during the read process. The improvement in current ratio may actually even more greater than 30X because the effective voltage drop across the MTJ is estimated to be around 0.3-0.4 V in the series connection, and the device TMR is likely to be lower than 33% (measured at 0.1V voltage bias) at high MTJ bias. As this demonstration was performed using preexisting MTJs and CMOS devices whose characteristics were not optimized for usage in V-NDR applications, we expect that even greater quantitative improvements will be possible for a pre-designed and integrated implementation in MRAM.

7.6.4 Array-level Reliability and Performance

7.6.4.1 Tunneling-based V-NDR assisted MRAM

We next study the robustness of our proposed design under process variations using comprehensive Monte Carlo circuit simulations. To study variability effects accurately, massive simulations (over 10 billion runs) are needed to detect WER and read disturbance rates down to 10^{-9}, which are impractical for conventional SPICE methods (indeed, we estimate such a calculation would take decades); instead, we implement our device physical model and a small circuit simulator using CUDA and run them on a Tesla M207 GPU, enabling billions of simulations within a few hours. The simulated circuit is shown in Fig. 7.16a. Process variations for transistors and MTJs are included in the manner of [WLE16b].

We first assess variation-imposed limits on the V-NDR design margin, as illustrated
Figure 7.16: (a) Simulated circuit implementation in CUDA. (b) V-NDR peak current margin variation analysis.

in Fig. 7.16b. Here the blue and red dashed lines show the corner cases for the MTJ high and low resistance states versus $V_{NDR}$. For read applications, the V-NDR $I_{peak}$ must lie between the high and low currents (the top and bottom black dotted lines). When writing 0-to-1, $I_{peak}$ must lie within the top half of the current margin (between the top and middle dotted lines) to guarantee that V-NDR cuts off once the MTJ reaches an intermediate resistance state (between $R_H$ and $R_L$) where it can converge to the 1 state without further assistance from a large switching current. Fluctuations in devices due to process variations like random dopant fluctuations or line edge roughness [DKL13, LC13c, WLP13] can change the threshold voltage of TFETs and affect $I_{Peak}$. We analyze the design tolerance for such process variations through Monte Carlo simulation.

In total we perform over 100 billion Monte-Carlo simulations on the NDR-assisted write process for 0 to 1 switching. In addition to ordinary write errors caused by thermal fluctuations, we find a special error may also occur in the NDR-assisted write process for individual MTJs or transistors with very low resistance due to process variations (e.g., when the intersection of the initial high resistance state approaches the V-NDR peak current too closely in Fig. 7.16b). In such cases, the V-NDR may turn off the write current when variation causes the MTJ current curve past $I_{peak}$ but before the MTJ can switch to its low resistance state. To avoid such write errors, a higher V-NDR peak current is required, increasing write energy. The write energy and WER as functions of V-NDR peak current are shown in Fig. 7.17a. As peak current rises, the WER decreases but
Figure 7.17: Simulation results with transistor and MTJ process variations. V-NDR characteristics are varied by scaling diameter for TDs (0.4-0.55 µm) and threshold voltage for TFETs (assuming device width=1.95 µm in write and 0.195 µm in read circuitry). (a) WER and write energy versus nominal V-NDR peak current. Write energy includes bit-line pre-charge, access transistor, and MTJ, but excludes row/column decoders. (b) Read margin versus V-NDR nominal peak current. $C_{BL} = C_{SL} = 25$ fF in (a) and (b). (c) Read disturbance rate as function of bit-line/source-line load and read margin. High/low margin designs are obtained using different $V_{read}$ (0.35 V/0.25 V for TD, 0.3 V/0.21 V for TFET, and 1.8 V/0.7 V for conventional designs). Read disturbance rates below $10^{-10}$ not detectable within sample size.

Write energy increases. Fortunately, for the standard ECC requirement of WER < $10^{-9}$, significant energy reductions (> 50% lower than conventional designs) are realized over a wide range of nominal $I_{peak}$ for both TFET (161−146 = 15 µA or 20 mV threshold voltage shift) and TD (153−126 = 27 µA) designs; this is the effective design tolerance of V-NDR devices for write circuits. We summarize the write performance results in Table 7.3 where, for fairness, we compare NDR-based and conventional circuits with the same write latency and WER. Comparing the energy usage of write-1 operations (0-to-1 and 1-to-1), we see 76% and 52% energy savings for TFET- and TD-based designs, respectively. Looking at the average write energy (assuming equal usage of the four switching directions), we still see major reductions of 52% and 36% for TFET- and TD-assisted writes, respectively.

The dependence of the read margin (current margin on the source-line) on $I_{peak}$ and read voltage is shown in Fig. 7.17b. Again we observe good design tolerance for V-NDR device variations from the range of $I_{peak}$ for which read margin is large and nearly
Table 7.3: Write energy, read margin, and read energy of NDR-assisted designs as extracted from Fig. 7.17. $C_{BL} = 25$ fF; nominal TFET $V_{th} = 0.25$ V. Since V-NDR does not affect write-0 operations ($0 \rightarrow 0$ and $1 \rightarrow 0$), conventional designs are used for these cases. Effective PVR is the ratio of circuit current in the 1 and 0 states for chosen $V_{CC}$ and differs for write and read due to different bias.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Conventional</th>
<th>TFET</th>
<th>TD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Write Energy (fJ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0 \rightarrow 1$</td>
<td>1040</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0 \rightarrow 0$</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1 \rightarrow 1$</td>
<td>1269</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1 \rightarrow 0$</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>964</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write latency (ns)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read voltage (mV)</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read margin (mV)</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read energy</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDR design variation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak current shift (µA), Fig. 7.17</td>
<td>Write 15 Read 8</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold voltage shift (mV)</td>
<td>Write 20 Read 105</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective PVR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read</td>
<td>8.38</td>
<td>5.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

constant. At low $V_{read}$ (0.21 V for TFET and 0.25 V for TD), a read margin of over 150 mV can be maintained for the TFET design over an 8 µA variation range in peak current (equivalent to 105 mV threshold voltage shift), and for the TD design over an 11 µA variation in $I_{peak}$. The trend continues at higher read voltages as well. The read performance is summarized and compared with a representative conventional read design in Table 7.3; we note that the latter requires a much larger $V_{read} = 0.7$ V to achieve comparable read margin, consuming much more energy.

Finally, we examine read disturbance rates under V-NDR and conventional designs for different source-line and bit-line loads. Longer bit-lines have larger loads, leading to more charging/discharging current during read. In the read operation, current flows from source-line to bit-line, which may falsely switch the MTJ from 1 to 0. Fig. 7.17c shows simulated read disturbance rates as functions of bit-line/source-line size (load). Compared with conventional designs with similar read margin, NDR-assisted designs enable vastly improved disturbance rates (over 10 million times lower). Moreover, the read disturbance
rates of conventional designs cannot satisfy the ECC requirement (< $10^{-9}$) for bit-line loads larger than 100 fF. The dramatic read disturbance reductions we observe for the NDR-assisted design are due to its low $V_{\text{read}}$ and minimized discharge current (limited by $I_{\text{valley}}$).

In the proposed applications, we can use a large V-NDR device (e.g., gate width over 1 $\mu$m for V-NDR write) to provide sufficient peak current and minimize process variation. This does not limit memory density since every V-NDR device can be shared by multiple bit-lines containing thousands of cells. Using results from a device variation analysis on 14nm TFETs [DKL13], we estimate using the variation scaling rule [BS95] that the 6$\sigma$ of threshold voltage shift is about 9 mV if a 200 nm x 1000 nm TFET-NDR, well within the simulated tolerance level of our design.

The simulation parameters for V-NDR assisted write and read is shown in Table 7.4. The PVR is the effective PVR determined by both V-NDR device and voltage bias.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STT-RAM</th>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>$t_{\text{MgO}}$</th>
<th>$t_{\text{fit}}$</th>
<th>$R_P$</th>
<th>$R_{\text{AP}}$</th>
<th>BL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NDR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFET</td>
<td>50nm</td>
<td>1.18nm</td>
<td>1.1nm</td>
<td>2k $\Omega$</td>
<td>5k $\Omega$</td>
<td>256 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTD</td>
<td>1.95 $\mu$m</td>
<td>0.39 $\mu$m</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>0.16 $\mu$m</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.4: Simulation parameters at 300K.

7.6.4.2 CMOS-built V-NDR assisted MRAM

The write termination and increased read margin characteristics that are experimentally observed can significantly improve the power consumption and reliability of MRAM [WPC17]. At the array level, process variation and write error rate are also main concerns due to the low TMR and stochastic switching behaviour of MTJs. We have proposed that V-NDR can also improve MRAM performance by reducing read disturbance. To quantify these improvements and evaluate their robustness in the presence of device fluctuations, we perform Monte-Carlo simulations of STT-MRAM read and write operations including CMOS V-NDR circuitry and considering both transistor and MTJ process vari-
Figure 7.18: Simulated write energy (normalized to conventional write scheme) and WER (right axis) vs. threshold voltage shift of T3 for 25 fF bit-line load (256 1T-1M cells per bit-line). The WER is extracted from 10 billion Monte-Carlo numerical simulations for V-NDR assisted STT-MRAM write. MTJ device parameters can be found in Table 7.5.

Figure 7.19: Simulated STT-MRAM read margin vs. T3 threshold voltage shift. MTJ device parameters can be found in Table 7.5.

The dominant source of variability in the V-NDR circuit is the threshold voltage $V_{th3}$ of the T3 transistor in Fig. 7.3a, which affects $I_{peak}$ and PVR. In Fig. 7.18, we observe how the write energy improvement and write error rate (WER) for V-NDR-assisted operation vary with shifts in $V_{th3}$. As $V_{th3}$ increases, $I_{peak}$ reduces according to Equation 7.4; this causes write termination to occur earlier during switching and reduces write energy but increases WER. For typical system requirements of $WER < 10^{-9}$ [WPC17, WHZ16], $V_{th3}$ can vary over 35 mV while maintaining write energy savings from 20% to 80%. Please
note that the MTJ variation has been included in the WER and RDR simulation, which is shown in details in Table 7.5. Similarly, we examine the impact on read margin in Fig. 7.19 and find that large voltage read margins (source-line voltage difference for reading AP and P) in excess of 250 mV can be sustained over a 60 mV window in $V_{th}$. In practice, CMOS V-NDR circuits can be designed with large diffusion areas to minimize $V_{th}$ shifts to nearly zero, providing more than sufficient design margin.

Figure 7.20: Simulated read disturbance rate vs. bit-line size (load) for read design with and without V-NDR. Larger load leads to more pre-charging/dis-charging current and more read disturbance.

Table 7.5: Variation parameters for STT-MTJs in the simulations of write error rate and read disturbance rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Variation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>50nm</td>
<td>$\sigma = 1\text{nm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO thickness</td>
<td>0.9nm</td>
<td>$\sigma = 0.003\text{nm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{FL}$</td>
<td>1.18nm</td>
<td>$\sigma = 0.003\text{nm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td>2K$\Omega$ / 5K$\Omega$</td>
<td>dependence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also simulated read disturbance rate (RDR) for bit-line size from 25 fF to 400 fF. In STT-MRAM’s precharge-and-sense read [LAD15], the precharging/discharging current flowing through STT-MTJ may falsely switch its state. In a V-NDR assisted read, the circuitry is designed such that the precharging/discharging current tries to switch MTJ to AP, and V-NDR is designed to allow peak and valley current for AP and P states respectively. This minimizes the disturbance current (i.e., P-to-AP switching). In the read, larger bit-line load leads to more precharging/discharging current and more read disturbance.
disturbance. The read disturbance rates of design with and without V-NDR are shown in Fig. 7.20 as a function of load size. V-NDR shows $10^9$ X read disturbance reduction for bit-line load below 200 fF. With $10^{-9}$ error rate as a requirement, V-NDR improves the maximum bit-line load size from 30 fF in conventional read to 250 fF.

7.7 V-NDR and C-NDR for MLC ReRAM Programming

In MLC ReRAM, more than two resistances are used to store data. The conventional scheme for intermediate resistance programming (not the lowest and highest resistance) is multiple write-and-check cycles [PMH15], e.g., 20 cycles, where a read operation following a write pulse is to check the cell resistance against target value and determines additional programming cycles. This scheme has long programming time, and repeated charging and discharging wastes a significant amount of energy in a large array.

![Diagram of ReRAM with V-NDR and C-NDR](image)

Figure 7.21: Using multiple V-NDRs and C-NDRs to program ReRAM cell resistances. In the programming, V-NDR can decrease a cell resistance from high value to a low value that is determined by V-NDR peak current, while C-NDR can program a cell resistance in the reverse direction. Once cell resistance achieves target resistance, both V-NDR and C-NDR can terminate write immediately.

By utilizing V-NDR and C-NDR, intermediate resistance programming can be completed in one cycle. Fig. 7.21 shows an example of using V-NDR and C-NDR for MLC ReRAM with high-selectivity FAST selector [JKN14]. V-NDR and C-NDR are used for
writing a cell to lower and higher resistance respectively. Multiple V-NDR and C-NDR with different sizes are utilized, where every NDR is sized according to one target intermediate resistance such that it terminates write current when the programmed cell reaches the target value. The simple NDR design combines the functions of read check and write control, MLC programming efficiency would be dramatically improved.

Figure 7.22: (a) I-V curves of programming a ReRAM cell resistance using three different sized V-NDR. (b) I-V of programming ReRAM cell resistance using three different sized C-NDR devices (red dashed lines).

The I-V curves in Fig. 7.22 illustrate how the target ReRAM intermediate resistance is determined by V-NDR and C-NDR. The V-NDR assisted MLC programming is similar to the write termination of STT-RAM in Section 7.6.1. With write voltage applied on the serially connected ReRAM cell and V-NDR, write current increases as cell resistance reduces, and upon current reaching V-NDR peak, the write current gets terminated. For the LRS-to-HRS programming, C-NDR is utilized and serially connected to an ReRAM cell. The applied voltage on the series connection $V_{cc}$ is slightly below $V_{TH}$. The C-NDR turns on when a small voltage pulse ($\Delta V_{CC}$) is applied on $V_{cc}$ causing $V_{NDR}$ overshooting the $V_{TH}$ (the high threshold voltage of Schmitt trigger) to push C-NDR into high current region. Then, the high write current switches ReRAM to higher resistance, causing $V_{NDR}$ to decrease. Write current terminates when $V_{NDR}$ reaches the low threshold voltage.

To validate the proposed one-cycle programming idea using V-NDR and C-NDR, we
Figure 7.23: (a) I-V curves of programming a ReRAM cell resistance using three different sized V-NDR. (b) I-V of programming ReRAM cell resistance using three different sized C-NDR devices (red dashed lines).

simulated the MLC programming process described above with ReRAM model [BHS15]. The waveforms are shown in Fig. 7.23. Three different final resistances after programming are determined by the V-NDR and C-NDR sizes.

Please note that ReRAM’s current is non-linear to applied voltage (i.e., resistance changes with biased voltage), indicating that the ReRAM cell resistances under read and write voltages are different. There is no variation study on this non-linearity so far, which may limit the resistance programming precision.

7.8 Chapter Conclusion

We have proposed using V-NDR and C-NDR to assist MRAM and MLC ReRAM programming and sensing. For MRAM, we propose a novel NDR-assisted write termination design and a NDR-assisted read reliability enhancement design. In a write-to-LRS operation, V-NDR can detect the MTJ switching and cut off current flow to avoid energy wasting. In the read operation, V-NDR can amplify the sensing current and voltage margin, reducing read voltage and read energy. Additionally, read disturbance current can also be reduced by V-NDR. For ReRAM, a one-cycle resistance programming mechanism
is proposed with the assistance of V-NDR and C-NDR. V-NDR and C-NDR are designed for HRS-to-LRS and LRS-to-HRS programming respectively, where target resistance is determined by the size the NDR device.

We have also proposed the CMOS implementation of V-NDR and C-NDR, and have modeled and experimentally demonstrated the CMOS V-NDR device. Experiments with in-house built VC-MTJs have demonstrated write termination and read margin improvement in MRAM, and have shown write current drop ratio of 40X upon VC-MTJ switching, even with unoptimized V-NDR and VC-MTJ devices. Large scale Monte Carlo simulations demonstrate over 50% STT-RAM write power reduction and $10^9$ X reliability improvement of read disturbance in the presence of device variability. Circuit simulation results also demonstrate the one-cycle programming mechanism for ReRAM with V-NDR and C-NDR devices. Though our experiments are conducted using VC-MTJs, STT-MTJs, and ReRAM, the same designs can be applied to read/write circuitry for a wide array of magnetic and nonmagnetic resistive memories.
CHAPTER 8

Hybrid VC-MTJ/CMOS Non-volatile Stochastic Logic for Efficient Computing

8.1 Chapter Introduction

As a class of accelerators, stochastic computing (SC) [Gai69, QR08, BC01] intrinsically has great advantageous energy-efficiency due to very simple hardware implementation for logic operations such as addition and multiplication. Applications which doesn’t rely on precise computation can potentially benefit from the use of SC in terms of energy efficiency, speed and high fault tolerance, e.g., digital signal processing applications, data error correction and neural network [KKY16]. Recently, early evaluation of SC designs using stochastic NVM like memristors [GSZ13, SD12, SMW15] and all spin logics [VVF15], have shown significant improvement in energy efficiency.

However, challenges exist in the adaption of SC designs into modern computing systems. For conventional CMOS SC, the use of Linear-feedback shift register (LFSR) to generate stochastic bit streams (SBS) consumes high energy, offsetting the benefit brought by SC [KKY16]. The recently proposed NVM based SC designs like [GSZ13] introduce additional memory read and write to feed and fetch data from CMOS logic unit, moreover, the endurance limitation and high write voltage are not compatible with on-chip system. The SC designed by all spin logic [VVF15] faces reliability and efficiency concerns on the spin channels, and design challenges of stochastic bit streams generator (SBSG).

In this chapter, we propose a practical NV computing system [WPL17] using stochastic logic built by VC-MTJs [AUA13, SNB12] and CMOS based NDR [WPC17]. Unlike traditional NV logic and SC using NVM as additional data backup, where computation is still in CMOS logic units, this system directly computes data on VC-MTJs, elimi-
nating the need for the memory read and write and communication between NVM and CMOS logic. Thus, the proposed computing architecture is intrinsically fast and energy-efficient. In addition, VC-MTJ and V-NDR enable the design of robust SBSG, which generates truly random SBS with least design challenge. The proposed stochastic logic operations using 60nm in-house built VC-MTJs [GEA16] and CMOS V-NDR have been experimentally demonstrated.

![Multiplication and addition using unipolar and bipolar encoded SBS.](image)

Figure 8.1: Multiplication and addition using unipolar and bipolar encoded SBS. Unipolar coding represents decimal number ranging in [0,1], while bipolar coding is for decimal number in [-1,1]. The SC computations are bit-wise, where corresponding bits in two input SBS are operated using the AND, MUX, or XNOR gates.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 8.2, we introduce SC. In Section 8.3, we briefly review the the interaction of V-NDR and VC-MTJ and introduce their functions in SC. In Section 8.2, we describe operations in the VC-MTJ SC design. In Section 8.5, we describe the SBSG built by VC-MTJ and NDR. In Section 8.6, we evaluate the proposed SC with finite impulse response (FIR) filter and Adaboost design [ROM01], and compare the proposed SC with CMOS binary and CMOS SC designs. The chapter is concluded in Section 8.7.

### 8.2 Overview of SC

SC [Gai69, QR08, BC01] uses the fraction of “1”s in an SBS to represent a fraction number. Two common encoding methods are unipolar and bipolar. For a unipolar encoded SBS, the fraction of “1”s is the represented number, e.g., 6 “1”s out of 8 bits is 0.75. By contrast, in a n-bit bipolar encoding, a number with m “1”s represents m/n−1/2.
SC computation using SBS is bit-wise. As shown in Fig. 8.1, the multiplication of unipolar SBS is implemented by an AND gate, while that of bipolar SBS is implemented by an XNOR gate. Scaled addition is commonly used in SC instead of normal addition for hardware simplicity, which is implemented by a MUX with an selection SBS \((4/8\) in Fig. 8.1b) for both unipolar and bipolar encoding.

Due to the bit-wise computing nature, SC is robust to most hardware failures and soft errors, where limited bit false flips are tolerable. Moreover, parallelism of SC is straightforward that can be done by duplicating logic functions. Nevertheless, the hardware resource linearly increases with application precision, which is determined by SBS length. In addition, SC computation inherently has non-deterministic output, e.g., up to \(3 \cdot 10^{-4}\) output variation in a 1024-bit XNOR operation. The variation is higher for operands close to 0.5, and hence can be mitigated by avoiding using such numbers [KKY16].

8.3 VC-MTJ and V-NDR in SC

Figure 8.2: Simulated switching probability (a) and switching error rate (b) as functions of pulse width for different write voltages using an experimentally verified model in [WLE16b, GLL16a].

VC-MTJ has been well introduced in Chapter 5. With enough voltage applied across a VC-MTJ, its free layer magnetization keeps flipping quickly between two states. A successful switching alternates the MTJ state by controlling voltage pulse width to the half of switching cycle. A switching error may occur if applied voltage is not sufficient
or the pulse width mismatches the processional switching cycle [WLG16, WLE16b]. Fig. 8.2 illustrates the switching behavior of VC-MTJ. With appropriate write voltage (e.g., 1.075V to 1.125V), a switching can be completed in 700 to 800 ps pulse with error rate $< 10^{-10}$. The switching probability converges to 0.5 with long pulse, where other resistive NVM with stochastic write converge to 1, e.g., memristor and spin-transfer-torque MTJ. The convergence to 0.5 is the key for efficient SBSG design (section 8.5). The convergence is faster with lower voltage (e.g., the 5ns convergence time for 0.875-0.925V) for that damping field is not fully removed.

Thanks to the voltage (electric field) induced switching, VC-MTJ is generally designed with thick MgO layer, which leads to high resistance ($> 200k\Omega$) and hence reduces write leakage current and energy. Every VC-MTJ switching consumes about $1fJ$, which results in the lowest energy among existing NVM [AUA13]. Please note that, with low write current, switching effect induced by current (e.g., STT) is minimized, creating symmetric switching for $HRS \rightarrow LRS$ and $LRS \rightarrow HRS$.

A VC-MTJ read signal uses the reversed bias direction of the write (i.e., positive voltage is applied on the cathode), which increases energy barrier and device stability (Section 5.2), leading to non-destructive read [LGW16a].

In the proposed non-volatile stochastic computing (NVSC). V-NDR [WPC17] works as logic elements which directly interact with VC-MTJ based registers. An V-NDR element with a 3T CMOS circuit and corresponding I-V characteristics are introduced in Chapter 7. By placing an V-NDR element in series with a VC-MTJ and choosing $I_{peak}$ between $R_H$ and $R_L$ lines of the VC-MTJ, a high current is obtained when VC-MTJ is in HRS and a close-to-0 current is obtained otherwise. This feature has been experimentally demonstrated in Chapter 7, and it enables logic operations using MTJ in the proposed SC.

### 8.3.1 Non-destructive VC-MTJ Read with NDR

Given that a reversed voltage increases the energy barrier of VC-MTJ and stabilizes the state rather than destroys it, a high voltage ($V_{CC}$) is allowed for read. In a NDR-assisted read, the V-NDR is serially connected with the VC-MTJ as shown in Fig. 8.3a.
Figure 8.3: (a) NDR-assisted switching and read. (b) Simulated waveforms of a NDR-assisted read.

We simulated the read process in Fig. 8.3b with 0.9V $V_{cc}$, the $V_{NDR}$ has full voltage difference for HRS and LRS.

8.3.2 Deterministic VC-MTJ Write with NDR

The VC-MTJ has symmetric switching between two resistance states, which uses same pulse in VC-MTJ based memory. To switch an VC-MTJ deterministically without NDR, a read operation is required firstly, and then the subsequent switching pulse is waived if the MTJ is already in target state [LAD15, WLE16b].

Figure 8.4: Switching error rate ($1 - P_{switching}$) of NDR-assisted VC-MTJ write from HRS to LRS. The $LRS \rightarrow HRS$ switching rate is $< 10^{-10}$, which is not shown.

With the assistance of NDR, deterministic write from HRS to LRS is achieved by serially connecting VC-MTJ and V-NDR like Fig. 8.3a. The switching error rate for the deterministic write is illustrated in Fig. 8.4. Compared with Fig. 8.2, V-NDR not only
achieves single-direction switching but also relaxes the need for precise pulse width. In addition, with NDR, the switching rate from LRS to HRS is prohibited to \( < 10^{-10} \) (the simulation accuracy), which is lower than the SC natural computing error rate in SC (\( \sim 0.0001 \)). Please note that the deterministic write has been experimentally demonstrated in Chapter 7.

### 8.4 VC-MTJ based Operations in Stochastic Computing

Figure 8.5: VC-MTJ and V-NDR built SC logic operations. Where a long low-voltage pulse is used to randomize VC-MTJ states, and a short high-voltage pulse is used to switch VC-MTJ states. Every VC-MTJ array stores an SBS. All VC-MTJs in an array are computed simultaneously for throughput and design efficiency purpose. Please note that the XNOR gate directly changes the array Y’s data to \( X \oplus Y \).

Addition, subtraction, and multiplication are the basic stochastic logic operations [Gai69, QR08, BC01]. Other operations including division are derived from addition and multiplication, which are usually not as efficient as addition and multiplications.

The VC-MTJ SC uses the same logic operations as CMOS for SC computing, including AND for unipolar coding multiplications, MUX for scaled addition, XNOR for bipolar multiplication (see Fig. 8.1). However, our contributions are MTJ-V-NDR based SC logic gates and registers, where SBS are directly stored and computed in VC-MTJs. We have designed logic operations including AND, MUX, and XNOR, SBS generation, threshold
function (e.g., activation used in machine learning application), and other operations allowing VC-MTJ to move data like dynamic flip flop (DFF) i.e., copy and reset. In this chapter, HRS is recognized as 1 state, while LRS is 0 state for simplicity. The designed logic operations are shown in Fig. 8.5. All operations are based on the experimentally demonstrated VC-MTJ switching [GEA16], NDR-assisted write and read (see Section 8.2).

Figure 8.7: (a) The schematic of a pipe-lined SBS generator with binary fraction input A[n-1:0], B[n-1:0], and C[n-1:0]. n VC-MTJ arrays (every one stores an SBS) are divided into even and odd groups based on the index. At every cycle (10ns), one group is written according to the read-out of the other group. Output SBS is generated every two cycles because of the pipe-line. (b) Simulated waveforms of two-cycle SBS generation. The MTJs in SBS\textsubscript{0} are written in the first cycle (write\_even: high, while the MTJs in SBS\textsubscript{1} are written in the second cycle (write\_odd: low) with the read-out from SBS\textsubscript{0}.

OP 1-3 are based on simple write and read as explained in section 8.2. OP4 generates a random bit stream with 50% of “1”s, based on the observation in Fig. 5.2 that a
long write pulse leads to an VC-MTJ switching probability to 50%. The convergence to 50% probability takes about 5ns for write voltage between 0.875 V and 0.925 V. To accomplish OP 5-9, a reset must be performed firstly on the output VC-MTJ array. OP5 (OP6) combines read and flip (randomization) operations, which results in a copy (scaled copy) operation. In OP7, V-NDR is sized or biased to differentiate the highest series resistance combination from two VC-MTJs. Two serially connected 1-state VC-MTJs (in array x and y) allow V-NDR to stay at low voltage bias, thus the PMOS is turned on, and a short pulse passes to switch the corresponding output MTJ to 1. When two read VC-MTJs are in other states, V-NDR is in the valley, drops most voltage, turns off the PMOS, so that output MTJ stays 0 state. This design completes an AND operation. OP8 is a scaled addition with a selection array (array s) selecting corresponding data from array x and y to be copied to z array. OP9 is a V-NDR XNOR gate, the VC-MTJ in array y is flipped for corresponding “0” in x. OP10 is an activation function for machine learning applications. When the number of 1-state VC-MTJs is over a threshold, “1” is output. It needs a large sized V-NDR (e.g., with 2 mA peak current) for judging the parallel resistance of a VC-MTJ array. The proposed logic operations are significantly cheaper than corresponding CMOS ones. One V-NDR contains only three minimal sized transistors, whereas a CMOS DFF has 14-20 transistors.

Table 8.1: Simulated energy per bit and delay of VC-MTJ-V-NDR based logic operations. Interconnect and fan-out load is considered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>read</th>
<th>flip</th>
<th>reset</th>
<th>rand</th>
<th>copy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy (fJ)</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>3.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay (ns)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scaled copy</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>addition</td>
<td>XNOR</td>
<td>activation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy (fJ)</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay (ns)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The VC-MTJ and V-NDR based logic operations are simulated with 60nm verified VC-MTJ model [WLE16b, GLL16a] and 45nm SOI library. The energy and delay are listed in Table 8.1.

An SC operation with two correlated SBS would result in an unwanted false output.
Thus eliminating correlations between computed SBS is important to maintain SC accuracy. This can be solved by shuffling the bits of a stochastic number. One example in Fig 8.6 shows how a simple shuffle/shift removes SBS correlation between the input and output. Please note that this correction can be done by simply changing the interconnects, which results in no hardware overhead.

### 8.5 Stochastic Bit Stream Generator

SBSG has been recognized as the bottleneck of previous SC works [KKY16, VVF15]. CMOS LFSR based generator consumes high energy, while other stochastic memory based generators, e.g., memristor [GSZ13] and STt-MTJ [BCW15], suffer from challenges of creating precise bias voltage for accurate switching probability. Utilizing the operations in Section 8.4, we propose a practical true SBSG with VC-MTJ and NDR. This SBSG does not have precision limitation and design challenge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Operations</th>
<th>Decimal value</th>
<th>SBS0</th>
<th>SBS1</th>
<th>SBS2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reset SBS0, SBS1 = 0</td>
<td>SBS0 = 0</td>
<td>00000000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IN[0]</td>
<td>Randomization: SBS1[i]=random</td>
<td>SBS1 = IN[0]*1/2</td>
<td>01101001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reset SBS1, SBS2 = 0</td>
<td>SBS1 = 0</td>
<td>01101000</td>
<td>00000000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IN[1]</td>
<td>Scaled copy: if SBS1[i]=1, then SBS2[i]=random</td>
<td>SBS2 = SBS1/2 = IN[0]*1/2 + IN[1]*1/2</td>
<td>01101000</td>
<td>01001000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reset SBS2</td>
<td>SBS2 = 0</td>
<td>01001000</td>
<td>00000000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>IN[2]</td>
<td>Copy_and_rand: if SBS1[i]=1, then SBS2[i]=1, else SBS2[i]=random</td>
<td>SBS2 = (1-SBS1)/2 + SBS1 = IN[0]*1/2 + IN[1]*1/2 + IN[2]*1/2</td>
<td>01001000</td>
<td>01101011</td>
<td>SBS output</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8.8: An SBS generation example. The input 0.101 (binary) is translated to SBS (01101011).

As explained in Section 8.2 and 8.4, when a long pulse is applied on VC-MTJ, its switches to 1 with 50% probability. We utilize this feature to translate n-bit binary fraction floating number IN[n-1:0] to SBS[2^n-1:0]. One example is illustrated in Fig. 8.8. The process starts from the least significant bit IN[0]. If IN[0] is 1, the first array SBS0 is randomized to 0.5, otherwise to 0. Then upon the next bit, if IN[1] is 0, an scaled_copy (i.e., OP6 in Fig. 8.5, where the "1"s have 50% to be copied to the next SBS) is performed from SBS0 to SBS1, and otherwise a copy_and_rand is performed (i.e., the "1"s in SBS0 are copied to SBS1, the remaining "0"s in SBS1 are then randomized). The scaled_copy
obtains half of the origin SBS number, while the copy and rand obtains half of the origin SBS number plus 0.5. In other words, the previous MTJ array is half copied to the current array, whether a 0.5 is added depends on corresponding bit in IN. This process continues and obtains output at step n (e.g., n=8 for a 256-bit SBS) The generation can be pipe-lined such that an SBS is generated at every clock cycle. In addition, there is no correlation between consequent SBS.

The schematic of an pipe-lined SBS generator is shown in Fig. 8.7a. Every VC-MTJ array stores an SBS. The VC-MTJ arrays are divided into even and odd groups according to the index. At every cycle, write operations are performed in one group using the data read from the other group and input binary fraction number A, B, C. The write_even and write_odd take turn to select group to read or write. A reset operation (controlled by reset signal) and an SBS array operation (scaled_copy and copy and rand) are performed in every clock cycle. Input A, B, C are shifted in the registers in sequence. Output is generated every two clock cycles.

Two-cycle SPICE simulated waveforms are shown in Fig 8.7b. In the first cycle, write_even is high, and an VC-MTJs at SBS_0 is firstly reset and then randomized because input B[0] is 1. In the second cycle, write_odd is high, and a reset pulse on 0-state VC-MTJ at SBS_1 is prohibited by the NDR, and then the VC-MTJ is switched by a copy operation since its corresponding VC-MTJ at SBS_0 is in 1.

In the proposed SBSG, every bit generation involves 9n transistors, whereas the CMOS LFSR generator involves n DFFs (12-20 transistors in a DFF), many computing logic gates, and a n-bit comparator (about 4n logic gates). Thanks to the efficiency of VC-MTJ and the generation scheme, the VC-MTJ based SBSG saves 55X energy compared with the synthesized CMOS LFSR based generator (see Section 8.6).

8.6 Evaluation

We evaluate the proposed VC-MTJ SC designs for FIR and Adaboost [ROM01] (a machine learning algorithm commonly used for face detection). We synthesize CMOS binary logic designs with fixed-point width from 5-bit to 8-bit and corresponding CMOS SC implementation with SBS width from 32-bit to 256-bit. CMOS LFSR based generators
Figure 8.9: (a) Computing energy of 8-tap FIR for fix-point width from 5-bit to 8-bit (32-bit to 256-bit for uni-polar encoded SC). (b) Computing energy of 32-classifier Adaboost with 32-pixel input image for fix-point width from 5-bit to 8-bit (32-bit to 256-bit for bipolar encoded SC). The wire activity is 0.375 for both CMOS binary and SC designs, and 1 for VC-MTJ and V-NDR based SC design. Energy are shown for two categories: energy with SBSG (W/ SBSG) and energy without SBSG (W/O SBSG).

are also synthesized for SBS bandwidth of 32 bits to 256 bits. The VC-MTJ and V-NDR based SC are simulated using HSPICE with experimentally verified VC-MTJ model [WLE16b, GLL16a] and 45nm SOI CMOS library. As is illustrated in Fig. 8.9, VC-MTJ SC shows 3X to 25X advantageous energy-efficient compared with CMOS binary designs. SC is more efficient in low-precision designs and less efficient in high-precision designs, because SC design cost linearly scales with precision, while binary design logarithmically scales. The energy-benefit of the proposed SC against CMOS binary designs is better in Adaboost (12-25X) than in FIR (3X to 7X), because Adaboost relatively contains more adders and multipliers. The computation energy (without SBS generation) of CMOS SC is slightly lower than CMOS binary for low-precision applications. However, the advantage disappears when including the energy of the inefficient LFSR based generator, which is also observed in [KKY16]. Please note that, the comparison here is for computing one output from high-activity designs. The energy benefit of the proposed SC is expected to further increase for low-activity applications, where the non-volatility of VC-MTJ allows for immediate power gating with least energy overhead.
8.7 Chapter Conclusion

In this chapter, we have introduced a practical NV SC and a truly random SBSG built by VC-MTJ and NDR. The functionality of the NV SC logic gates is based on experimentally demonstrated NDR-assisted VC-MTJ write and read. The proposed SBSG design consumes 55X lower energy than CMOS LFSR based SBSG. For applications including FIR and Adaboost, the proposed SC is 3-25X and 4-37X more energy-efficient compared with CMOS binary and CMOS SC designs respectively.
CHAPTER 9

Conclusion

In this dissertation, we have developed several evaluation frameworks for emerging boolean logic devices, memory technologies, and integration technologies in terms of performance and reliability. In these frameworks, to identify the maximum benefits of emerging technologies, emerging technologies are firstly co-optimized with circuit, system, and application benchmarks, and then comprehensive metrics like chip clock frequency, chip power, and system failure rate are used to evaluate them. Evaluation conclusions are drawn: 1) emerging boolean devices still require more technology development to be able to replace Si technology, 2) emerging integration technologies show performance benefits at the expense of cost, 3) memory systems including main memory and cache suffer from more variability and reliability problems than digital circuits, 4) MRAM shows promising performance for main memory and cache designs.

Therefore, we have specially chosen MRAM technologies as examples for optimization in applications including memory and stochastic computing systems.

- **Energy-efficient MRAM write and read designs**: We have proposed novel system-level and circuit-level designs aiming at improving MRAM write/read efficiency. We have proposed MTJ-based variation monitor, which senses MRAM process and temperature variation. With its assistance, variation-aware adaptive write and read are proposed, reducing STT-RAM and MeRAM cache write latency by 17% and 60% respectively, and increasing STT-RAM sensing margin by 1.3X. We have also proposed novel V-NDR and C-NDR designs to assist resistive NVM write and read. The proposed NDR devices locate in the peripheral circuitry and can be shared by a bit-line of memory cells, hence introducing negligible area overhead and memory array change. With the proposed V-NDR, MRAM programming energy is saved over 50%, and read disturbance rate can be minimized by $10^9$X. With the
assistance of C-NDR and V-NDR devices, MLC resistive NVM programming can be simplified from multiple cycles in conventional write-and-verify mechanism to single cycle. To demonstrate the mentioned benefits, we have built V-NDR and experimentally verified these proposed designs with in-house 60nm VC-MTJs.

- **Non-volatile stochastic computing**: We have proposed a practical low-power stochastic computing system using VC-MTJ and V-NDR. In this computing system, data (in the form of stochastic bitstream) are stored and manipulated in VC-MTJs with the assistance of V-NDR. Stochastic bitstream is truly randomly generated using the proposed VC-MTJ based generator. This generator does not have precision bound and is robust to process and temperature variation. Moreover, it consumes 55X lower energy than CMOS LFSR generator. Overall, the proposed stochastic computing has over 3X energy advantage compared with CMOS binary computing and CMOS stochastic computing for applications like FIR and Adaboost. Please note that state-of-art experimental VC-MTJs are qualified for obtaining the predicted performance benefits of the proposed stochastic computing.
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